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INTRODUCTION 
THE SUBORDINAL classification ol the Order Kodentia is currently in a state 
ol flux. Fairly distinctive families and superfamilies are recognizable, but 
these are diflicult to group in subordinal taxa. Dissatisfied with classical 
arrangements which are based heavily on morphology of the rrlasseter 
rr~uscle, Inany taxonomists have turned to other avenues of inforination for 
indications of relationship among farnilies and superfamilies. While the 
most desirable illformation consists of a well-documented fossil history of 
each group, i t  is unlikely that adequate histories of certain groups will ever 
be available. Fossil rodents are not numerous, or at  least they have not 
been as actively sought ant1 studied as have the remains of larger mammals. 
Study of the anatomy of Kecent forms is desirable as a supplement to 
lossil eviclence and as a check on the validity of the paleontologist's hypo- 
theses, particu1;lrly in orders such as the Rodentia where the fossil history is 
not well known. The  use of myological characters in subordinal rodent 
classification has been restricted because so few genera have been studied. 
We have no concept ol the sort of variation to be expected within a family 
or superlarnily, and we yet have little basis for deciding whether muscular 
similarities are owing to inheritance from a common ancestor or, instead, 
represent parallcl tlevelopments in different stocks. The  aims of the present 
study were to analyze the nluscular variations within the dipodoid super- 
lamily, to correlate as many of the differences as possible with the habits 
ol the animals, and to indicate the relationships of dipodoids to other 
rotlent supcrlamilies. 
Recent rotlents of the superlamily Dipodoidea (Simpson, 1945) include 
a spectrum of genera in various stages of adaptation lor bipedal leaping. 
Four of thesc are the subject of the present report. Sicista, the bush mouse 
of the forests and steppes of Europe and Asia, is a small longtailed quad- 
rupedal mouse which rarely if ever leaps on its hind legs. The  hind feet are 
not elongate, as they are in all other living dipodoid genera. T h e  long tail 
in Sicista seems to be prehensile, and the animal is scansorial to some 
degree. The  jumping mice of the genera Eozapus, Zapus, and Napaeozapus 
have long tails and rather elongate hind feet. They progress at least some- 
times on their hind legs and use the tail in balancing. Eozapus is a relict 
lorln now confined to high mountain forests in Szechwan and Kansu, China. 
Specimens of this genus were not available for dissection. Zapus and 
Nnpaeozapus are lound, in the meadows and forests of the United States 
and Canada. Jn these lour genera the five metatarsals are always present and 
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unfused, the molars are low crowned and the auditory bullae are not 
greatly inflated. 
More highly adapted for bipedal leaping are the jerboas of the Eurasian 
and, African steppes and deserts. In these forms the hind feet are greatly 
elongate, the auditory bullae inflated and the tail long and tufted. The  
three central nletatarsals tend to fuse and the first and fifth metatarsals tend 
to disappear. faczilzis is one 01 the more advanced jerboas since the first 
and fifth metatarsals are absent, and the second, third, and fourth are fused 
into a single central structure. 
The  bipedal kangaroo rats (Heteromyidae) of western North Anierica 
bear close resemblance to sonie ol the jerboas and occupy comparably arid 
habitats. In these forms, however, the three central metatarsals never fuse. 
Present evidence indicates that heteromyids evolved in the New W o ~ l d  
entirely independently of the jerboas in the Old. 
Living dipodoids share a number ol' cranial characters which are 
peculiar to them. The  infraorbital loramen is enlarged, but no lnasseteric 
plate is developed from the inferior zygomatic root. From the dorsal surface 
of that ro'ot a small lainella grows dorsomediad to meet or fuse with the 
rostra1 surface ol the maxilla. T h e  channel or canal thus formed serves 
to conduct the infraorbital branch of the maxillary nerve and the infra- 
orbital blood vessels to the snout. T h e  jugal bone is L-shaped in all genera. 
T h e  ascentling ramus either closely approaches or ineets the lacrimal bone 
dorsally. 
Winge (1887) and Thonlas (1896) grouped the bush mouse, jumping 
mice, and jerboas as the family Dipodidae. Lyon (1901) compared the skulls 
and skeletons of Sminthzis (= Sicista), Zapzis, Allactaga, and Dipus (= 
Jaculzis) and found that in the first two genera the metatarsals are unfused 
and unreduced, the cervical vertebrae are unfused and the auditory bullae 
are not hypertrophied. Using these and other differences he separated 
Sicista and Znpus, as the family Zapodidae, from the jerboas (family 
Dipodidae). Vinogradov (1937), however, observed that Lyon's criteria 
for familial separation break down when certain rare Asian jerboas are 
considered. Thus, in Cardiocraniz~s all five metatarsals are present ant1 
unfused, and in Salpingotus the second, third, and fourth are present and 
unfused. In the remainder of the jerboas the three central metatarsals are 
fused into a single bone; the first and fifth nlay be present or absent. In 
Allactnga, Alactagz~lus, and Eucl.~oreutes the cervical vertebrae are unfused. 
The  auditory bullae are inflated to some degree in all jerboas, and this infla- 
tion seeins to be greatest in Snlpingotus and Cardiocranius. Vinogradov 
concluded that the gap between living zapodids and dipodids is not as 
great as Lyon had supposed, and he reunited these groups as the fanlily 
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Dipodidae. Ellerinan (1940) and Ognev (1948) concurred with Vinogradov. 
American mainillalogists and paleontologists, on the other hand, have 
continued to follow Lyon in separating zapodids from dipodids within the 
superfamily Dipodoidca (for example, Simpson, 1945; A. E. Wood, 1955). 
In the present gaper I lollow the classification of Vinogradov (1937) and 
Ognev (1948), tho.ugh I did not in an earlier paper (Klingener, 1963). 
The  jerboas have atti-ac~etl the attention ol some anatomists, but the 
bush illice and jumping mice have been less popular as subjects for investi- 
gation, possibly because they are small and difficult to study in detail. Par- 
sons (1894) described some of the muscles of Dipus ~e~gyptiz~s (= Jaculus 
orientalis) and Dipzcs hirtipes (= Jaculus jaculus). Mkhely (1913) studied 
thc skulls of Sicista and Jaculus and part of the distal male reproductive 
tract of the former gcnus. tIatt (1932) compared the vertebral coluinns of 
dipodoids and several other rodents, with particular reference to bipedal 
lorms. Vinogradov (1937) surnnlarized much of the earlier work and pro- 
vided new osteological data on forms not seen by previous authors. Howell 
(1932) compared the skeletons and muscles of Scirtopoda orientalis (= 
Jaczllzls orientalis), Allactaga mongolica longior (= Allactaga sibirica), and 
Dipodomys spectabilis. He also dissected a specimen of Zapus but described 
few of the musclcs. Howell's specimens were poorly preserved, and some 
of his observations on the nlyology of Zapus and Jaculus are erroneous. T o  
my knowledge, the myology of Sicista has never been fully described. 
Authors who have described single nluscles or single groups of muscles in 
various dipodoids are referred to in the following accounts. 
I am indebted to the members of my committee, Drs. Emmet T .  Hooper, 
William H. Burt, James N. Cather, and CIaude W. Hibbard, for their 
guidance during the study and lor their careful reading of the manuscript. 
During all phascs of the work, Dr. George C. Rinker gave me the benefit of 
his extensive knowledge of mammalian myology and dissection techniques; 
his assistance and encouragement are appreciated. William L. Brudon, 
artist for the Department ol Anatomy, University of Michigan, provided 
much helpful advice on the preparation of illustrations, and Jean Musser 
typed the manuscript. I am grateful to them for their aid. Fellow graduate 
students, especially Guy G. Musser and Dr. Calvin B. DeWitt, provided 
stimulating discussion and have read parts of the manuscript. 
Collections and facilities of the University of Michigan Museuin of 
Zoology were lreely opened to me by Drs. Hooper and Burt. For additional 
specimens of critical forins I am grateful to Dr. Zdsislaw Pucek of the 
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Mammals Research Institute, Polish Acadenly of Sciences, Bialowieza, 
Poland, and to Joan Stadler ot' the Department of Zoology, University of 
Michigan. 
During most of the work, I was supported by National Science Founda- 
tion Cooperative Graduate Fellowships. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Preserved specinlens of the following species were dissected. 
Zrrpns Irr~dsonius: two spccirnens, Waslitcnaw County, Michigan; two specimens, Crawford 
County, Pennsylvania. 
Zcrpl~s prirrceps: three spccimcns, Gu~inison County, Colorado. 
Nnpneoztrp~rs insignis: five specimens, C:rawfo~-d County, Pennsylvania. 
Sicista b e l ~ r l i ~ t a :  five spccilncns, Uialowieza National Park, Poland. 
Jacrrlt~s jirctrlt~s: f o ~ r  spcciniens, Gira, Egypt. 
Pt.~oriry.so~s 1~1rcof)trs: two S ~ C C ~ I ~ I C I I S ,  (:rawLord Co~uity, Penrisylvania. 
Perorrry.sc~r.s nrnnict~lntz~s nlrbilerrczr: two spccirncns, Crawlord' County, l'ennsy~vania. 
Mesorricrtz~s OIL?-crtus: one specimen, laboratory stock. 
Mirrotrrs /)rrrr~.sylr~anicu.s: one specimen, \Vashtenaw County, Michigan. 
Di/iodorr~ys ~rrc,ri-iarrai: two spccilnens, Otcro County, New Mexico. 
Perognntlius fallnx: one specimen. San Diego CounLy, California. 
Tlrorrtorrr~.s trrl/)oide.s: two specimens, 1'at.k County, Montana. 
T N I I I ~ ( I S  .slri(ztt~s: one specimen, Crawtort1 County, Pennsylvania. 
These specimens are froin the collections of the Museum of Zoology, 
University of Michigan, iron1 the Manlnlals Research Institute of the 
Polish Academy of Sciences, Rialowie~a, Poland, and from rny personal 
collection. Specimens of Zapus and Nnpaeozapus were preserved by in- 
jecting the body cavities with weak formalin (1 part comnlercial formalin 
to 18 parts water) satur'itecl with NaCI. This method was advocated by 
Raven (Schult7, 1924) ant1 Rinker (1954), and gives best results if dissec- 
tion of the musculature is the primary objective T h e  specimens of Szczsta 
anci fnculus had been stored in alcohol and were not as satisfactory. Speci- 
mens of the other rodents exanlined had been preserved by a variety of 
methods. 
Skeletons of most of the genera listed above were also studied. These are 
contained in the Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan. 
The  entire skeletal musculature was dissected in three or more speci- 
mens of each dipodoid genus. Questionable points were checked in addi- 
tional specimens. The  other rodents wele not completely dissected, but 
were used to verify statements in the literature and to provide data on cer- 
tain muscle groups not given by other authors. All dissection was done 
under a binocular microscope, using magnifications of 5X, 15X and 30X. 
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Specimens were allowed to drain before dissection. Between periods of use, 
they were stored in glass jars with damp paper towels. If a specimen 
started to dry too much, it was immersed in fluid for a day or two. Speci- 
mens stored in alcohol require more frequent re-immersion than those 
stored in formalin. 
The  superficial facial muscles present a special problem. Dissection of 
these muscles is difficult, particularly in forms as srnall as Siczsta and Zapus. 
First, large specimens ol 2. princeps were dissected; then specimens of 2. 
hudsonius, Si(ista, Nnpaeozapus, and Taczilus. The fur was shaved from 
head and neck and the skin removed with a new ramr blade. Anirrials with 
prime skins are best lor dissection ol facial muscles; lat anilrials are to be 
avoided. Preservation and permanent storage in weak kormalin and salt 
renders the facial muscles tough but rather colorless. In most specimens 
stored in alcohol, facial muscles are more densely colored but break when 
touched. For best results, specimens should be allowed to dry during dis- 
section. The  1;iscicles ol the superficial layers then become visible, permit- 
ting the removal of a single layer to expose the layers beneath. 
T h e  most useful reference1 lor dissection of rodents is Rinker's (1954) 
paper on four cricetid genera. Also useful in the present context are Howell's 
(1932) study of Llipodornys and two jerboas and Hill's (1937) work on the 
anatomy of the pocket gopher. In the lollowing descriptive section I have 
included iniornlation on innervations, on theories of derivation of muscle 
groups, and on distribution of muscular characters among rodent groups 
only when da t ,~  derived from the dipodoids require such discussion. For 
information on these and other ~nyological problems in rodents, the read- 
er is relerred to the papers mentioned above. 
T h e  illustrations arc mostly oE muscles important in systematic or 
functional considerations and ol regions presenting special problems in 
dissection. Scales are not unikorm. 
TREATMENT AND TERMINOLOGY OF T H E  MUSCLES 
Jn describing the muscles of dipodoids I have followed Rinker's (1954) 
classification and nomenclature, except when changes in the BNA require 
the use of different names. Because frequent comparison is made with 
Howell's (1932) study 01 jerboas ancl kangaroo rats, I have given synonyms 
for names of muscles when the names used here diRer from his. Traditional 
groupings of muscles are based heavily on position and innervation in the 
adult animal. These groupings do  not always coincide with groupings 
based on embryonic derivation (Cheng, 1955), but use of the traditional 
system is justified here if only because it makes finding the description of a 
given muscle easier, ant1 because en~bryological studies of the derivation of 
muscles in mammals apply as yet to few muscle groups in few animals. 
The  musculature ol Zapus  is taken as a standard for comparison. Un- 
less indicated othcrwise in the sections on "Remarks," the condition of each 
muscle in Szclsta, Napaeozapns, and Jaculus is similar enough to Zapus to 
require no special treatment. 
Certain muscle groups which proved to be refractory are not described; 
these groups are the intrinsic muscles ok the pinna of the ear, the intrinsic 
muscles of the manus, the muscles of the larynx, and the extrinsic ocular 
muscles. 
DESCRIPTIONS OF NIUSCLES 
Masticatory Group (Fig. 1) 
In many rodents the masseter is divisible into three layers, the supcr- 
ficial, lateral, and medial. Lateral and medial layers may be further sub- 
divided into anterior and posterior parts. Becausc these parts are differen- 
tiated on the basis of changes in fiber direction they are not necessarily 
exactly comparable from one rodent group to another. Hill (1937) listed 
synonyms of the parts of the masseter in rodents. His ter~rlinology is fol- 
lowed here. 
Tullberg (1899) described very briefly the masticatory muscles of 
Sicista, Zapzls, and two genera of jerboas. He found that in dipodoids no 
part of the superficial masseter is reflected onto the inner side of the 
mandible, that the superficial inasseter is incompletely separated from the 
lateral, and that the rostra1 origin of the medial masseter is enlarged and 
the temporalis reduced in jerboas. My observations confirm all except the 
first of his findings, as indicated below. 
ORIGIN.-By te~idon from tlle tubercle on the ventral su r fa~c  of the ir~ferior zygo- 
matic root of the maxilla. 
INSIRTION.-On the ventral edge of the angular process and on the medial surface 
of the mandible, includirlg the angular process and the area below the root of the incisor. 
REMARKS.-111 di~odoids  this part is incompletely differentiated from M. masseter 
lateralis profundus. Distinct a t  origin in mosL specimens, the tendon bro~adens postcro- 
ventrally, and the posterior muscular fibers of lateral and superficial masseters are here 
inseparable. I n  Zapus and Jaculus the superficial masseter seems to be more distinct than 
in Sicista. Tullberg (1899) separated superficial and lateral masseters, but Miller and 
Gidley (1918) and Howell (1932) considered the two muscles a single element in these 
rodents. I have followed Tullberg because the tendon of pars superficialis is distinct, 
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even though nlost of the liiuscle fibers are not. The  supcrlicial masseter is more distinct 
in muroids and gcomyids (Hill, 1937; Rinker, 1954). / 
M .  wzcisseter lateralis p ro fundus  
ORI~IN.-From the vcntrolateral surface of the entire zygon~atic arch. 
INSERTION.-On the lateral surface of the mandible; primarily on the lower half and 
lower border of the nlasscteric fossa and on the angular and supra-angular processes. 
R r i ~ ~ r ~ ~ a s . - T h e  line of origin is visible as a slight ridge extending laterad and 
curving posteriad from the tubercle that gives origin to the tendon of the superficial 
masseter. In  dipodoids the lateral masseter is not divisiblc into anterior and posterior 
parts, as it is in some other rodents. 
M .  ~~acisseter medialis l a r s  anlei-ior 
~R1~1N.-Froln thc fossa on the side of the rostrum on thc maxillary and prelnaxillary 
bones, from the inner edge of the outer rim of the infraorbital foramen, and from the 
ve~~tromedial surface of the zygomatic arch back to the arch's posterior root. 
INSERTION.-On the tuberosity a t  thc anterior end of the masseteric scar and on the 
upper part of the masseteric fossa and its upper border. 
I<I':MARI<S.-T~C rostral fibers pass postcroventrad through the i~~fraorbital  foramen 
and at the level of the inferior zygonlatic root form a round tendon. This tendon inserts 
on the tuberosity. Fibers from the zygomatic arch form on their medial surfacc a Hat 
tcndon that inserts mainly on the upper masscteric ridge posterior to the tuberosity. 
7 .  
I he Inore posterior fibers run antcromecliad and dorsoniediad to insert on the coronoid 
process. In Jaculus the rostral ant1 infraorbital fibers are Inore distinct from the rest of 
the muscle than they are in Zapus and Sicistu. 
In Sicista the rostral origin extends only one quarter of the distance from orbit to 
rliinarium, in Zapus  between one-third and one-half this distance, and in Jaculus  more 
than one-half. 
M .  inrrsseter mediri1i.s pars posterior 
ORIGIN.-I;~OI~ the ventromedial surfacc of the zygomatic process of the squamosal. 
I ~ s ~ c ~ < r r o ~ . - O n  the lateral surLace of the mandible between the bulge over the 
incisor's root and the tilandibular notch. 
R E M A R K S . - T ~ ~  fibers of this part run almost horizontally and are separated ventrally 
from pars anterior of the medial ruasseter by the inasticatoiy nerve and vessels, which 
euierge over the mandibular notch. I11 l h o t n o m y s  and Sigitzodon the masticatory nerve 
penetrates thc fibers of pars posterior (Hill, 1937; Rinker, 1954). 
~ K ~ ( ; I N . - F ~ v I ~  the orbital surfaces of the frontal ant1 parietal bones, and from the 
l;~ter;~l surfaces of thc parietal and squamosal bones in the area bounded dorsally by the 
temporal crest and posteriorly by the lambdoidal crest. 
INSERTION.-O~~ thc tip and anteromedial surface of the coronoid process of the 
mandible. 
REMARKS.-I distinguish with certainty no separate parts of this muscle corresponding 
to the parts recognized in S i g ~ n o d o n  and h'eotonaa by Rinker (1954) and in Rei throdon-  
toinys by Kinkcr and Hoopcr (1950). 
In Sicistn the orbital origin seems to be more extensive than in Zapus.  In Jaculus  
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the temporalis muscle is greatly reduced, corresponding to the posterovcritral part only 
of the sicistine and zapodine muscle, the anterodorsal part being absent. Kinker has 
suggtsted (in lilt.) that the posterior fibers arc more important in, grinding, and the 
anterior fibers in crushing food. Hence, the progressive disappearance of the anterior fibers 
of the te~nporalis seen in jerboas could be associateti with the transformation of the 
molars from tuberculate to flat, high-crowned teeth, and with the probable shift from 
crushing to grincling ~riove~r~etlts of the mantliblc during mastication. 
M .  Iterygoidtws externur 
O ~ l c ~ ~ . - F r o l n  the alisphcnoid bone and from the lateral surtace of thc lateral 
pterygoid plate. 
INSERTION.-0x1 the medial side of the articular process (condyloid process) of the 
mandible. 
Internal Pterygoid Group 
M .  pel-ygoideus itlternus 
ORIGIN.-From the walls of the pterygoid fossa. 
I ~ s e ~ r l o ~ . - O n  the medial surface of the angular process of the mandible. 
M .  tensor tytnpnni 
OKIGIN.-F~OIII the bony wall of the canal occupied by the auditory tube. 
INS&RI.ION.-On a tubercle on the medial surface of the rrianubrium of the mallcus. 
M .  tensor veli palatini 
This muscle was not found; it may have been overlooked. 
Mylohyoid Group (Figs. 5, 6) 
M .  ntylohyoideus 
O~~cr~ . -T ; rom the medial surface of the mandible, ventral to thc molar toothrow. 
INSERTION.-Into a median raphe and fascially into the body of the hyoid skeleton. 
RI!MARKS.-T~~ posterior part of this muscle is visible behind the tendinous arcade 
formed by the digastric muscles. The  origin is confined to the region ventral to the 
toothrow. 
iZf. t~ansl~erszts nzandibulne 
ORIGIN.-From the ventral edge of the mandible, deep to the insertion of the anterior 
belly of M. digastricus ant1 anterior to the mylohyoideus. 
INSERTION.-Into its fellow at the ventral midline. 
M .  digastricus (anterior belly) 
OKIGIN.-AS a direct continuation of the tendon of the posterior digastric, and from 
the anterior surface of the tendinous arch. 
I ~ s l r ~ r r o ~ . - O n  the ventral edge of the mandible posterior to the mental symphysis. 
RE~cARKS.-I~ all dipodoids dissected the anterior bellies are in close contact in the 
midline, a feature of thc sciuromorphine type of ciigastric (Parsons, 1894). 
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Superficial Facial Group (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 9A) 
Huber (1930, 1931) su~lllnarized the anatomy of the superficial facial 
muscles of mammals. In most lnarsupials and placentals, three muscular 
layers are shed from the primitive sphincter colli and migrate forward over 
the neck and head. The  deepest and most superficial of these, M. sphincter 
colli profundus ant1 M. sphincter colli superficialis, respectively, tend to 
run in circular paths around the head. The  intermediate sheet, M. platyslna 
inyoides, runs longitudinally on the sides of the head. Specialized elements, 
such as the muscles controlling movement of the pinnae, eyelids, lips, and 
vibrissae, have been derived from M. platysma myoides and M. sphincter 
colli profundus. M. sphincter colli superficialis has given rise to no spe- 
cialized elements and is probably absent altogether in rodents. 
Meinertz (1932, 1935a, 0 ,  1936a, b, 1941a, 0,  1942, 1943a, b, c, 1944a, b, 
1951) and Rinker (1954) described in detail the superficial facial muscles 
of several rodents and lagomorphs. Meinertz (19410) included a valuable 
surnnlary of the anatomy of these muscles in sciurid, castorid, microtine, 
murine, dipocloid, caviomorph and hystricomorph forms. His later papers 
include comparisons with bathyergids and Pedetes. In the present stucly 
I have followed Rinker's classification and arrangement of this muscle 
group, as outlined below: 
A.  Platysma ant1 derivatives 
1.  l'latysma 




M. platysma cervicale 
2. Retroauricular musculature 
Mm. cervicoauricularis et cervico-occipitalis 
M. cervicoauricularis medius 
M. cervicoauricrllaris posterior profilndus 
M. mandibulo-auricularis 
B. Sphincter colli profundus and derivatives 
1 .  Pars auris 
2. Pars intermedia and derivatives 
Pars intermedia ventralis 
Pars intermedia dorsalis and derivatives 
Preauricular musculature 
Pars intennedia dorsalis 
M. zygomaticolabialis 
M. auriculo-occipitalis 
M. frontalis (auricular part) 
M. ar~ricularis anterior s~tpcrior 
M. auricularis anterior inferior 
Orbiionasal rrrusc~tlature 
M. frontalis (orbital part) 
M. orbicularis oculi 
M. nasolabialis 
M. nasohbialis supcr(ic1aiis 
3. Pars palpebralis 
4. Pars oris and tlerivativcs 
M. maxillolabialis 
M. d ihtor  nasi 
M. nasolabialis profundus 
l'ars interna 
Pars mctlia superior 
Pars ~nct l i ;~  inferior 
Pars anterior 
Pars anterior profunda 
Pars niaxillaris superficialis 




Pars intcrmaxillaris superficialis 
Pars inandibularis 
Pars orbicnlaris 
Pars 01-bicularis oris 
Pars longitudinalis posterior dorsalis 
Pars longitudinalis posrcrior vet~tralis 
A. Platysma and Derivatives 
1. Platysrna 
M. ~)latysma myoides 
This ~nusclc originates primarily at the dorsal nuchal ntidline and over the 
shoulders; it sweeps forward over the sides of the head. It is divisible into three parts 
on the basis of points ol origin and insertion of fibers. I'ars auric~tlaris consists of a few 
fibers originating on the anterovcnti-al surface of the auricular cartilage and running 
anteriad to insert behind the eye, overlying pars intermedia dorsalis of M. sphincter colli 
profundus. Pars buccalis 01-iginates fascially at  the dorsal nuchal midline and passes 
forward to insert in the upper lip near the angle of the mouth. In Jaculzis it is reduced 
to a narrow strip. Pars inentalis in Sicista and Zapus originates entirely over the 
shoulder and is continuous dorsally with p a n  buccalis. I11 Alnctagulits (Meinertz, 1941b) 
and in Jncu,lu.s pars nientalis originates instead seemingly as part of M. sphincter colli 
profundus and emerges togetbcr with pars auris of that muscle a t  the ventral border of 
pars buccalis. Pars mentalis lies superficial to partes intermedia ventralis, palpebralis, and 
oris of M. sphincter colli profundus. 
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M .  plalysn~a ceruicale 
OR1cr~.-Florn thc nuchal midline deep to the superficial layers of the cervicoauric- 
ular muscles and poaterior to M. cervicoauricularis posterior profundus. 
I N S L R ~ I O N . - ~ ~ ~ O  M. platysma myoidcs in the throat region. 
2. Ketroauricular Musculatul-e 
Meinertz (1941~) divided these muscles into two groups-Mm. auricularcs proprii and 
thc cervicoauricular muscles. Only M. mandibulo-auricularis of the first group is treated 
hcre. My dissections of the ccrvicoauricular muscles in Jaculus were not satisfactory, so I 
have included no description of them for that genus. 
Mna. ce~vicoauricularis et ceruico-occipitalis 
Onrc~~.-l;rom the nachal ligament behind the occiput. 
I N ~ I R T I O N . - O ~  thc dorso~nedial surface of the auricular cartilage and on the surface 
of the skull deep to M. auriculo-occipitalis, the "inter~nediatc plate," and the auricular 
part o l  M. frontalis. 
REMARKS.-These I ~ I I S C ~ C S  are separate in some rodents, but in dipodoids they are 
inseparable except on the basis of point of insertion of fibcrs. Those inserting on the 
auricular cartilage constitute M. cervicoauricularis; those inserting on the cranium are 
M. ccrvico-occipitalis. Auricular insertion is by a number of slips, usually two. Meinertz 
(19416) indicated that the cervico-occipital component is minute in Alactagulus. 
M .  cer~~icoauricularis nzedius 
ORrcI~.-From thc nuchal midline, deep to the origin of M. ccrvico-occipitalis 
INSI~RTION.-O~ the dorsomedial surface of the auricular carlilage. 
KEMARKS.-T~~S muscle forms the middle of three planes of the cervicoauricular 
muscles. I t  is single in Zafius. In Sicista, anterior and posterior parts are present and 
sceln to originate relatively farther forward than in Znpus. Meinertz (19416) found 
separable anterior and posterior parts also in Alactagulus. 
M .  ceruicoauricularis posterior p r o f ~ ~ n d u s  
ORIGIN.-From the nuchal midline, partly dcep to the origin of M. cervicoauricularis 
medius. 
I~s l c~r lo~ . -On to  hc nledial surfacc of the auricular cartilage. 
RRMARKS. -T~~S  muscle, which forms the deepest plane of cervicoauricular muscles, 
is usually separated by a small hiatus from M. platysma cervicale. 
M. mnndibulo-auricularis 
O~lc l~ . -F rom the notch between condyloid and supra-angular processes of the mandi- 
ble, mainly from the edge and medial surface. 
I N S I C R T I O N . - ~ ~ ~ O  the dorsomedial region of the base of the auricular cartilage. 
B. Sphincter colli profundus and Derivatives 
Primitively, this muscle forms a continuous ventral sheet extending from the lower 
lip to the stertlutu, and between eye and ear i t  forms a continuous circumcranial sphinc- 
tcr. Elsewhere, the sphincter is incomplete dorsally. In  hystricomorphs and caviomorphs, 
five palts may bc distinguished, but thc postcriormost of these (pars ccrvicalis) is absent 
in all other rodents. M. mandibulo-labialis, a probable derivative of M. sphincter colli 
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profundns, is absent in dipodoids and in all other rodcuts except hystricomorphs, cavio- 
morphs, and bathyergids (Meinertz, 19410, 1951). In  rodents, the ventral fibers of M. 
sphincter colli profuntlus may decussate and pass dorsad around the opposite side of the 
head. They lie superficial to all parts of M. platysrua myoides, constituting a false super- 
ficial sphincter colli. They arc omitted in all illustrations of the facial n~uscles in the 
present paper. 
1. Pars c~uris (M. sterno-n1~~iru1nr.i.s Howell, 1932) 
ORl~lN.-Fr0ln the midline of the nianubriurn sterui 
INSICRTION.-011 the ventral surface of the auricular cartilage. 
Rl~.~nRtis.-In Sicisla this slip is contitlr~ous anteriorly with pars intermedia ventralis. 
This is probably the primitive contlition. In Zmp~is the two parts are separated by a 
fascia1 hiatus. In Jaculzr.~, where pars intermedia veutralis is absent, pars auris appears 
as a distir~ct muscle. Rinker (1954) f o r ~ r ~ d  a tentlency toward scparatiorl of this part from 
the remainder o f  M. sphirictcr colli profundus in some cricetines. 
2. Pars In ter t~~edia  and Derivatives 
Pars intcrtnetlia vcntralis 
I n  Sicisla thesc fibers are continnons posteriorly with those of pal-s auris. They 
pass dorsad deep ttr M. platysrna rnyoides and together with fibers of pars intermedia 
clorsalis for111 thc "intcrtrletliatc platc" in the regiot~ between ear and eye. In Jnculus, as 
in Alactcrg~llzrs (Meinertz, 1944a), pars inter~uetlia vct~tralis is absent. 
Pars intermedia dorsalis and Ilerivatives 
I'rcauricular Musculature 
Pars intel-nlrdia dorscilis 
This sheet is foutid only in Sicisla and Zapus where it originates fascially over the 
cranium and passes venlrad to intertligitate with ascending libcrs of pars internmedia 
ventralis to for111 the "intermctliate platc." In  Sicistcr the "ititcrmediatc plate" occupies 
most of the area between car autl eye; in Zapus it is Inore restricted anteriorly and is 
more fascial, and ill Jaculzis the "intermediate plate" and pars intermedia dorsalis are 
absent. 
ORIGIN.-Apparently fro111 the anterovetltral corller of the "internletliate plate." 
INSERTION.-~I~~O the angle of the mouth, penetrating M. orbicularis oris and lying 
partly deep to pars buccalis of M. platysma myoides. 
RE MARKS.-^^ Sicistn and Zapus this band passes vetltral to the fibers of M. orbicularis 
oculi and is covered by pars palpebralis of M. sphincter colli profundus. 111 Jnculus, M. 
zygo~naticolabialis is much more slender and lies deep to M. orbicularis oculi as it runs 
ventral to the eye. I t  originates in fascia behind the eye. Meinertz (194111, 19433) inter- 
preted the connection of M. zygonlaticolabialis and the "intermediate plate" as a primary 
one because the two ~nuscles have the same innervation and they are allnost indistinguish- 
able a t  origin in Scit~rus. Howell (1932) was mistaken when he listed the auricular carti- 
lage as the origin of this muscle. 
M. crziriculo-occil)iLnlis 
ORIOIN.-UY fascia from the au~face of the cranium posteiior to pars intcrmetlia 
dorsalis. 
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1 ~ s e R ~ l o ~ . - O n  the dorsomcdial surfacc of Ihc auricular cartilage. 
REMARKS.-In Sicirta and Zapus this muscle appears as the posterior continuation of 
pars interlnedia dorsalis. In  Jaculus and Alactagulzls where the latter element is missing, 
pars auriculo-occipitalis appears as an  indepcndent muscle. 
M .  frontalis (auricular part) 
O~lc r~ . -F rom the anterodorsal surface of the auricular cartilage. 
INSERTION.-Into the fibers of the orbital part of M. frontalis midway bctwecn ear 
and cyc. 
R E M A R K S . - T ~ ~ S  muscle is best developed in Sicista, slightly reduced in Zapus and 
greatly reduced in Jaculus. In  all dipodoids dissected i t  runs forward deep to the "inter- 
mediate plate," as in Sigmodon and Otyzomys. I n  Peromyscus, Neotoma, Rattus, and 
Dicrostonyx this muscle is superficial to the "intermediate plate" (Meinertz, 1941a, b; 
Rinker, 1954). I11 dipodoids, as in Signzodon (Rinker, 1954), the auricular part of M. 
frontalis is superficial to M. cervico-occipitalis, but the fibers of the two muscles appear 
to fuse anteriorly. 
M .  auricularis anterior superior and M .  auricularis anterior inferior 
I did not find thcse muscles in dipodoids; they may have been overlooked. 
Orbitonasal Musculature 
M .  frontalis (orbital part) 
O~rcrN.-Fron~ thc orbital surface of thc frontal bone a t  the point of greatest 
interorbital constriction. 
~NSERTION.-- I~~O the fibers of the auricular part of M. frontalis midway between eye 
ant1 car. 
M .  orbicularis oculi 
OR1c1~.-From the medial palpebral ligament. 
I N s E R T ~ ~ N . - I ~ ~ ~  the skin of the eyelid. 
REMARKS.-T~~S muscle is weakly developed in dipodoids. Anteriorly, a well-developed 
band of fibers runs dorsomcdiad, ascending over the origin of M. nasolabialis and the 
lacrimal bone to spread out weakly on the dorsum of the skull. I did not find decussa- 
tion and radiation of thc fibers at  the posterior corner of the eye as illustrated for 
Alactagulus by Meinertz (1941b). 
A1. nasolabialis 
O R I G I N . - F ~ O ~  the orbital surface of the frontal bone, approximately a t  thc narrow- 
est part of the interorbital constriction, anterior and dorsal to the origin of the orbital 
part of' M. frontalis. 
INSERTION.-Into the skin of the rostrum, the mystacial pad, and the upper lip. 
REMARKS.-The dorsal fibers run directly anteriad, crossing onto the surface of the 
nasal bone distally. The renlainder of the fibers cross the tendon of M. dilator nasi, 
the lacrimal bone, and part of the rostal origin of M. masseter medialis pars anterior 
bcforc they entcr the mystacial pad. There the fibers wind among the bases of the 
vibrissae. In  Sicistn and Zaptcs, M .  nasolabialis is a fairly heavy muscle, but it is extreme- 
ly hcavy in Jacolus. T h e  greaL development of this muscle in the jerboa is probably 
associatcd with the large size of the vibrissae, which were as long as 9.5 cm. in the 
spccitncns dissected. me inert^ (1944n) also found this muscle to he heavy in Alactagulus. 
M .  nasolabialis sufierficialis 
ORlGlN.-From the dorsum of the rostrum. 
INSERTION.-Into the skin on the side of the rostrum. 
Re~AnKs.-This muscle is weakly developed in dipodoids and is closely united with 
the skin of the rostrum. In sciurids, M. nasolabialis supcrficialis is not differentiated 
from M. nasolabialis (Meinertz, 1941 h). 
3. Pars pal/~ebrulis 
O ~ r c l ~ . - F r o ~ n  the ventral midline (excluding the clecussating fibers). 
I N S E R ' I ~ I O N . - ~ ~ ~ O  the skin, ventral and anterior to the cyc. 
REMARI~S.-In Sicista and Zafius this nluscle is continuous posteriorly with pars 
intcrmedia ventralis and anteriorly with pars oris. I t  is narrow in Jaculus. In all dipo- 
doids it is closely associated with the skin and is easily removccl with it during dissection. 
4. Pars Oris and Derivativcs 
A[. maxillolabialis 
Ollrcl~.-Froln thc anterior snrfacc of the infcrior zygolnatic root of thc maxilla. 
I ~ s e ~ k ~ ~ o ~ . - I n t o  the p stcroventral part of the mystacial pad. 
R e n t ~ ~ ~ s . - T h e  fibers wind among the bases of thc vibrissac. .I'he musclc is better 
developetl in Jaculus than in Sicisla and Zapus. 
M .  dilator nasi 
ORICIN.-B~ aponeurosi~ from the outer surface of the entire outer rim of the 
infraorbi~al foramen. 
INSEIITION-By a flat tendon on the dorsal part of the nasal cartilagc. 
REMARKS.-'l'his is a large lnusclc in ciipodoids. In Zapzls it covers most of the origin 
of the rostral part of M. masseter medialis anterior. I n  Sicista and Jaculus the origin of 
M. dilator nasi occupics only the upper half of the cxternal rim of the infraorhital 
foramen, and more of the rostral ~nasseteric origin is left uncovered. Origin in 
Alactagt~lus is similar (Meinertz, 1941h). In all forms the tendon broadens before inserting. 
In  the hystricomorph, caviomorphs and hathyergids dissected by Meinertz (19416, 
1951), M. dilator nasi is cntirely fleshy. In muroids, dipodoids, and sciurids, an inser- 
tional tendon is developed. 
M .  nasolabialis profundus 
This muscle consists of several well-differentiated parts, each concerned primarily 
with movement of the mystacial pad, the rhinarium, and the dorsal skin of the rostrum. 
Pars interna 
O~rcr~.-Frorn the posterolateral surface of the nasal cartilage. 
I N S E R T I ~ N . - I ~ ~ ~  the dorsal skin of the rostrum and into the tendon of M. dilator 
nasi. 
I<EMARKS.-T~~S muscle is separable into two parts. T h e  deeper and smaller part 
consists of a few fibers which insert into the tendon of M. dilator nasi near that musclc's 
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insertion. The sr~pcrficial and larger part cotlsists of fibcrs that cross thc tendon of M. 
tlilator nasi to inscrt in the skin of the dorsr~m of the rostrum. In Zapus the superficial 
part is cspeci;rlly large and its postcrior bordcr is closely related to the anterior borcler 
ol pars ulcdia superior. In Sicista and Jnctilus thc superficial part is smaller. 
Prrrs media superior 
~~ic;rN.-From the prcmaxilla betwcen the incisors and above the incisive alveolus. 
I N S E K T I O N . - ~ ~ ~ O  tlie skin of thc rostrum postcrior to thc insertion of pars intcma, 
arid into thc fascia on thc undcrsitle of the origin of M. dilator nasi. 
R I ~ M A R K S . - T ~ ~ S  muscle is partly overlapped at  origin by pars media inferior, and 
as it passes dorsad it is crossed by the tendons of partes ~naxillaris supcrficialis and 
maxillaris profunda ant1 M. dilator nasi. I n  some specimens of Znfius a few fibers inscrt 
on the outer surfacc of the origin of M. dilator nasi, but in other specimens the entire 
musclc passcs tlccp to M. dilator nasi. In  Sicista and Zapus, pars mcdia supcrior fans 
out rather broadly Crom its origin, whcrcas in Jaculiis the musclc is a narrow strip, 
wrll scparatcd fro111 both the srrpcrficial fibers of pars intcrna and thc origin of M. 
clilalor nasi. I'ars mcdia supcrior in Alactagult~s, as figrlrcd by Meinertz (1941b, fig. GI), is 
similar to that in Jaculus. 
Prrr:r naedia inferior 
~RlGlN.-Fr0~1 the prcmaxilla between the incisors, anterior to the origin of pars 
mctlia superior. 
I ~ s e r ~ ~ s o ~ . - I n t o  thc upper lip and anterovcntral part of the inystacial pad, the 
fbcrs winding among thc hascs of the vibrissac. 
REMAI~KS.-AL origin this tnusclc is overlapped by pars antcrior and it overlaps thc 
ventral part of thc origin oL pars mcdia supcrior. I t  is relatively heavier in Jaculus than 
in Sicistn and Znfjzis. 
Pal r onlerior 
O ~ l c ~ ~ . - F r o m  the ventral part of the prctnaxillary ridge between the incisors. 
INSLR~ION.-On the latela1 sulface of thc nasal cartilage. 
Pars anterior profunda 
This small musclc was not found, but might have been overlooked. Meinertz (1941b) 
found it in Alactagulns. 
Pars nznxillari.~ superficialis 
O R I G I N . - F ~ ~ O I ~  the lamella which springs from the inferior zygomatic root of the 
maxilla and roofs the canal for the infraorbital nerve and artery, and from the maxilla 
iinmediately dorsal to the lamella's junction with the rostrum. 
INSERTION.-By tendon into the nasal cartilage posterior to the external naris. 
RE MARKS.-^^ Sicista, where the lamella is poorly dcveloped, the origin is restricted 
to the rostra1 part of the maxilla. In Jerulus conditions resemble those described for 
Zapus. The  tendon of insertion is round in Zapus and Jaculus and rather flat in Sicista. 
Pars nlclxillaris proficnda 
0~1cr~.-Fron1 the lamella (see abovc) ventral and medial to the origin of pars 
maxillaris supcrficialis. 
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INSEK~ION.-BY tendon into the posteroventral part of the nasal cartilage, ventral 
to the insertion of pars maxillaris superficialis. 
R~nli\~Ks.-In Sicistn, origin is from the rostral part of the maxilla anterior and 
sli,ghtly dorsal to the i n h i o r  zygomatic root; the tendon is flatter than in Zapus and 
Jaculos. 
T h e  origins of both partes maxillaris superficialis and maxillaris profunda emerge 
from beneath the rostral fibers of M. masscter mcdialis anterior. These muscles closely 
rcscmble those described in muroids (Dicrostonyx, Arvicola, Rattus,  Sigmodon, Oryzonzys, 
Peromyscus, and Ncotoma) by Meinertz (1941a, 1941 b)  and Rinker (1954). They were 
found in Alactagulus by Meinertz (1944a), but were absent in the castorid, sciurids, 
caviomorphs, hystricomorph and hathyergids he dissected. Neither Meinertz (1942) nor 
Priddy and Rrodie (1948) mentioned thesc musclcs in, Cricetus and Mesocricetus. In  a 
spccimen of Mesocricetus, which I dissectcd, both parts were present. They both originate 
in thc mystacial pad and insert on the nasal cartilage in that geuus. 
M .  bucco-naso-labialis (M .  buccinatoriics Howell, 1932) 
O R I G I N . - F ~ O ~  a iossa on thc side of the rostrum anterior to the rostral 01-igin of 
M. masscter medialis anterior. 
I ~ s ~ ~ v r ~ o ~ . - I n l o  the uppcr lip and mucous nlcmbi-ane of the mouth, inlerdigitating 
with the fibers oC pars intermaxillaris of M. buccinatorius. 
R E M A R K S . - T ~ ~  iossa of origin, which lies ventral to the bulge formed by the root 
of thc incisor, indents the premaxilla and maxilla. In  Sicistn and Zapus the muscle forms 
a simple, fan-like sheet. In Jactllus an anterior slip is partly separated from the remainder 
of the muscle. Similar conditions are found in Alactagtclus (Meinertz, 1941b). In lncu,lus, 
thc rostral origin of M. lnassetcr medialis anterior covers part of the origin of M. 
bucco-naso-labialis. I did not find i11 Jaculzcs, Zapus, or Sicista the horizotrtal part of 
this muscle described in Alactagulus. 
M .  buccinatorius 
This muscle also is composed of a nu~nbcr  of fairly sepalatc clemcnts, but diffclcn- 
Liation is Car less extensive in dipodoids than in muroids. 
Pars intermaxillaris 
ORIGIN.-F~O~ the palatal surface of the prelnaxilla between the point of emergence 
of the incisor and the level of the junction of the anterior and middle thirds of the 
iucisive foramen. 
I ~ s e ~ ~ l o ~ . - I n t o  the upper lip, the libcrs interlacing with thc insciting fibcrs of 
M. bucco-naso-labialis. 
REMARKS.-I could not trace the insertion of the posterior fibers of this muscle. 
Pars intermaxillaris superficialis 
This small muscle was not found; it may have been overlookcd. 
Pars mandibularis 
O R I G I N . - F ~ O ~  the dorsal surface of the diastema of the mandible. 
INSFRTION.-Into the lining of the mouth and upper lip. 
REMARKS.--T~~S musclc is penetrated by M. zygomaticolabialis and pars buccalis of 
M. platysrna myoides. 
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Pars orbicularis 
O~rc1~.-From the dorsal surface of the mandible in the synlphyseal region. 
INSERTION.- I~~~ the skin of the mental region, and into its fellow at  the ventral 
midline. 
Pars orbicularis oris 
ORIGIN.-Fiom t l ~ e  skin of the upper lip. 
I N S ~ R T I ~ N . - I I ~ ~ O  the skin of the lower lip. 
R E M A R I < s . - ~ ' ~ ~ s  nluscle is weakly developed and lies anterior and superficial to M. 
orbicularis. 
Pars longitudinalis posterior dorsalis 
O~1cr~.-Fro1n the maxilla, lateral to the premolar and molars. 
INsIC~~T~~N.-IIILO the lining of the mouth, pcnetrating the posterior fibers of pars 
inandibnlaris. 
Pars longitudinalis posterior ventralis 
ORlGl~.-From the mandible, lateral to the molars. 
INSIIRTION.-~~~O the lining of the mouth, penetrating the posterior fibers of pars 
mandibularis. 
RE MARKS.-^ dipodoids, M. buccinatorius displays in the cheek region none of the 
diffcrentiatio~l found in cricetines and microtines. 
Hyoid Constrictor Group (Figs. 5, 6) 
M. digastrict~s (posterior belly) 
O R I G ~ N . - ~ ~ O ~  the paroccipital (jugular) process. 
INSERTION.-By a round tendon into the anterior belly of M. digastricus and fascially 
onto thc body of the hyoid skcleton. 
~<EMARKS.-A~ origin, this ~nuscle overlies M. jugulohyoideus. As it  approaches the 
hyoid bone it narrows into a round tendon. Lateral gnd anterior to the hyoid bone the 
tendon fans out; the medial fibers meet their fellows in the midline anterior to the 
hyoid. Attaclllnent of the tendon to the hyoid bone is by loose fascia; it does not con- 
stitute a true insertion. 
I'arsons (1894) described two types of digastric muscle in rodents. In his sciuromor- 
phine typc, anterior and posterior bellies arc separated by a tendon that attaches to 
the hyoid bone and forms an arch across M. mylohyoideus. The two anterior bellies are 
in contact for most or all of their length. In the hystricomorphine type the anterior and 
posterior bellies are not interrupted by tendon, the attachment to the hyoid bone is 
not strong, and right and left anterior bellies are separate. Parsons did note that in 
some caviomorplls (chinchillas) the digastric attaches strongly to the hyoid bone but 
otherwise is of the hystricomorphine type. Dipodoids, as Parsons noted, have a sciuro- 
morphine digastric, though 1 find that attachment to the hyoid bone is weak. The sciuro- 
morphine type is also found in Castor and sciurids (I'arsons, 1894), Aplodontia (Hill, 1937) 
and some xnuroids (Rinker, 1954). Some muroids approach the hystricomorphine type in 
some characters (Rinkcr, 1954). Geomyoids also tend toward the hystricomorphine type 
(Hill, 1937). 
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Hill (1937) regarded the sciuromorphinc type as primitive. If this interpretation is 
correct, dipodoids retain a rather primitive digastric structure, and geomyoids and some 
muroids have cvolvcd toward all hystricotnorplrine type. 
M .  stylohyoidezis 
OI<IGIN.-From the anterior surface of the stylo'hyal cartilage. 
INSERTION.-O~ the thyrohyal bone. 
RE~.41<~s.-None of the fibers seem to originate on the paroccipital process and 
cross the stylohyal, as in Neotorrza (Rinker, 1954). In Jaculzis hf. stylohyoideus originates on 
the stylohyal and from an apo~~eurosis over the bulla lateral and slightly dorsal to the 
stylohyal. I-Iowell (1932) incorrectly gave the paroccipital process as the origin of this 
~nnscle in jerboas. He was doubtless misled by the attachnlent of the stylohyal to this 
process. No fibers of M. stylohyoideus originate on the process itself. 
M .  jugzcloltyoi~feus 
O R I G I N . - ~ ~ ~ I ~  the p;lroccipilal process deep to the origin of the posterior belly of 
M. digastricus. 
INSI~KTION.-O~~ the posterior surface of the stylohyal cartilage. 
KEMARKS.-T~~S nrusclc is present in Sicistn and Zapzcs. In these genera the well- 
developed stylolryal cartilage approaches the stylo~riastoid fora~nen, probably cotlnectirig 
by a ligament with the tympanohyal in the foramen's wall. In  Jaculzis the stylohyal 
atlaches to the paroccipital process instead of tlre stylomastoid foramen, and M. jugulo- 
hyoideus is consequently absent. 
111 sollle other rodents the stylohyal may disappear, and the muscles pri~nitively 
originating from il either disappear or originate from other structures. In Dipodoinys M. 
jugulohyoideus is lost, and M. stylohyoideus antl M. styloglossus originate by long, thi11 
tcritiotls from the paroccipital process. M. stylopharyngcus originates more anteriorly from 
fascia over tlre surface of the bulla. Hill's (1937) description of tllese rnuscles in 
geomyids indicates that they differ from Dipodomys only in that M. stylopharyngeus 
originates from the paroccipital process. A similar arrangement is present in the 
gerbils,  taler^ and iVIeriones (Sharma and Sivaram, 1959). In  Siginodon and Oryzomys, 
M .  styloglossus and M. stylopharyngeus originate from a flat aponeurosis 1yin.g on the 
ventral surface of the auditory bulla and attaching posteriorly to the paroccipital proc- 
ess, while M. stylohyoideus originates from the paroccipital process itselF (Rinker, 1954). 
Buried in the posterior part of the aponcurosis is a small piece of cartilage, irlterpretetl 
by Rinker as the remnant of the stylohyal. A small group of ~nuscle fibcrs running 
between this relnnant and the paroccipital process probably represents M. jugrtlohyoidcus 
in these fonns. I havc fount1 sitnilar conditions in Me.soo.icrtus and Alicrol~ts. 
The  stylohyal arid its primitive set of muscles are retained in sciurids, Allodonticc, 
and Perotrzyscus (Hill, 1937; Bryant, 1945; Rinker, 1954) in additioti to Sicista antl 
Zapus. I n  Neoloina, however, some fibcrs of M. stylohyoideus originate on tlre paroccipital 
process and cross the stylohyal (Spraguc, 1942; Rinker, 1954). T h e  shift of the stylohyal 
attachment in jerboas cannot be taken as a prelude to loss of the stylohyal. In Sigrnodon 
and 0ryzorr~y.s tlie vestige of the stylohyal still connects with the stylomastoid fora~ncn 
(Rinker, 1954), indicating that shift of attachment to the paroccipital process did not 
precede loss of the remaintier of the stylohyal. 
T h e  deeper rnuscles of the hyoid region are best dissected by cutting the intermediate 
tendon of M. digastricus and reflecting the anterior belly forward and the posterior belly 
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backward. This procedure exposcs M. stylol~yoideus without damaging it. M. stylohyoideus 
can ihcn be cut at  its insertion on the posterior horn of the hyoid and reflected back- 
wards, exposiug the stylohyal, M. styloglossus, and M. stylopharyngeus. The  external 
carotid artery runs between M. stylohyoideus and the deeper muscles and serves as a 
convenient markcr. 
M .  stapedius 
ORICIN.-F~OII~ a fossa between the mastoid boue and the cochlea 
INSERTION.-By a thin telldo11 on the posterior crus of the stapes. 
Glossopharyngeal Group (Figs. 5, 6) 
M .  stylopharyngeus 
0~1c1~.-Frorn the medial surface of the stylohyal cartilage. 
INSERTION.-Into the lllusclllature of the pharynx. 
Trapezius Group (Fig. 9A) 
M .  sternomastoideus 
ORIGIN.--From the anterior edge of the manubrium stertli. 
INSER.~ION.-BY telldon on a tubercle in the posterior rim of the external auditory 
meatus. 
M .  cleidomastoideus 
ORlri~~.-From the anterior edge of the clavicle, deep and medial to the origin of 
M. cleido-occipitalis. 
1 ~ s e ~ ~ r o ~ . - O n  the skull behind the insertion of M. sternomastoideus. 
REMARKS.-The origin of this muscle is difiicult to scparate from the origin of M. 
sternomasioideus, but the tendinous insertion lies just behind the insertion of M. 
sternomasioideus. T h e  insertion is covered by the inserting fibers of hf. cleiclo-occipitalis. 
T h e  muscle seems to be absent in Jaculus. Howell (1932) found it in Allactnga but not in 
Jaculz~s. 
M. cleido-occipitalis 
O~~crN.-From the middle third of the clavicle, partly superficial to the origin of 
M. cleidomastoideus. 
I ~ s e ~ r r o ~ . - O n  the lambdoidal crest, between the insertion of M. sternomastoideus 
and tlre crest's junction with the superior temporal line. Some fibers may insert fascially 
onto the surface of M. splenius. 
REM,\KKS.-T~~S muscle, termed "M. clavotrapezius" by some authors, lies ventral 
to the point of emergence of the greater auricular nerve in dipodoids as in many other 
rodcnts. Therefore, it is properly called M. cleido-occipitalis. I t  is co~lsidered part of 
the sterno-cleido-mastoid complex rather than of the trapezius (Hill, 1937; Rinker, 1954). 
Howell (1932) included both M. cleido-occipitalis and M. cleidomastoideus under 
the name "M. cleidomastoideus." H e  referred to M. cleido-occipitalis in Jaculus as a 
"calvotrapezius" [sic] and thought that the rodents he  dissected illustrated the origin of 
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the clavotrape~ius irom the trapezius sheet. Since the true clavotrape~ius of these rodents 
is errlbodied in the acro~uiotrapezius, the rodents Howell dissected show nothiug but the 
loss of the cleitlornastoideus and the approximation of cleido-occipitalis and acromiotra- 
pezius in Jaculus. 
M .  clcromiotrapezius 
O K I G I N . - F ~ ~ ~  the dorsal midline between a point 4 mm. behind the superior nuchal 
line and a point level with the spine ol' the scapula. 
I N S I ~ I ~ T I O N . - ~ ~  the anterior snrface of the tubercle of the scapular spine (see below), 
the anterior surface of the scapular spine below the tubercle, the dorsal surface of the 
acrornion, and the dorsal surface of the lateral end of the clavicle. 
l < r ~ n ~ n s . - T h e  clavicular inserlior~ is small, confined to the laterallnost part of the 
bone. I n  Jaculur the origin has expanded anterolaterad onto the occiput and the dorsal 
surface of the bulla. I t  closely approaches M. cleitlo-occipitalis, from which it is separated 
by the greater auricular nerve. 
M .  s$inotrapezius 
ORIGIN.-F~~UI the dorsal midline over the first to third lumbar vertebrae. 
INSERTION.-011 the posterior surface of a tuberclc developed in the crest of the 
scapular spine, approximately midway between the acro~llion and the vertebral border 
of the scapula. 
R x ~ a ~ ~ s . - T h e  muscle is slender in dipodoids. In  Sicista it is relatively broader than 
in the other genera, and the origin includes the posterior thoracic vertebrae in addition 
to the anterior lumbars. I n  Zapus the muscle gives off a ventral band of fibers shortly 
before it crosses the poslerior border of the scapula. This band, Lhe auricular slip, runs 
craniad and slightly dorsad and enters the nuchal platysma behind and below the ear. 
In Sicista the separation of the auricular slip from the remainder of M. spinotrapezius 
takes place farther posteriorly, well behind the scapula. T h e  auricular slip was not found 
in Juculus. 
The  auricular slip of M. spinotrapezius has been found in many other rodents, 
including representatives of the sciurids, murines, microtines, cricetines and bathyergids 
(Meinertz, 1951; Rinker, 1954, and cited references). I n  hamsters (Cricetz~s and Mesocrice- 
tus) the rctractor of the cheek pouch is probably homologous with this slip (l'riddy and 
Brodie, 1948). In  geomyids and hetcromyids the pouch retractor is probably partly 
homologous with the auricular slip (Hill, 1935, 1937; Rinker, 1954), since in the geoulyids 
the superficial facial musculature also participates in forming the retractor of the pouch. 
I n  sciurids, the pouch retractor is formed by the superficial facial muscles without the 
aid of M. spinotrapezius (llill, 1935). In  some cricetines (Perornyscr~s leucopus, Ochro- 
tolnys nuttalli) a chcek pouch is present, but no retractor muscle is developed (Kinker, 
1963). 
T h e  sciurids, bathyergids, microtines, cricetines and dipodoids that possess the 
auricular slip are thus prcadapted for the evolution of a cheek pouch rctractor of 
the sorts seen in hamsters and geomyids. This explanation is to me preferable to 
supposing that the ancestors of all of these rodents had cheek pouches and retractors 
developed from M. spinotrapezius, and that the pouches were lost, the retractor per- 
sisting as the auricular slip of M. spinotrapezius. T h e  diversity of pouch retractors 
among living rodents argues against this hypothesis. 
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Lingual Group (Figs. 5,  6) 
A l .  genioglossus 
ORIGIN.-F~O~ the medial surface of the mandible near the sytnphysis, in cotntnon 
with the telldon of M. getliohyoidcus. 
INSERTION.-01: the anterior surface of the body of the hyoid bone aud part of the 
thyrohyal, deep to the origin oC M. hyoglossus, and into the tncdial part of the tongue. 
M .  liy oglossus 
ORlc~N.-~ronl the anterior surface of the basihyal and thyrohyal. 
I ~ s i ~ n ~ ~ o ~ . - I n t o  the latclal part of the tongue. 
REMAIIKS.-T~~S lnuscle lies deep to M. geniohyoidcus, froin which it is separated 
by the hypoglossal nerve. At insertion, M. hyoglossus runs medial to M. styloglossus, with 
which it fuses. 
M .  styloglossus 
Ot~rc~N.-~rom the stylohyal cartilage, and fascially over the ventral surface of the 
bulla. 
INSERTION.-Into the laterallnost part of the tongue. 
REMARKS.-See remarks under M. jugulohyoideus. 
Superficial Spino-occipital Group 
A l .  sl lenius 
OR1~1N.-Fronl the ligamenlum nuchae, from a point behind the occiput to a point 
over the first few thoracic vcrtebrae. 
I ~ s e w ~ o ~ . - O n  the lateral part of the suture between the parietal and interparietal 
bolics aud on the lambdoidal crest. 
REMARKS.-In Sicistn the i~iscrtion is on the intcrparictal and docs not reach the 
~~arietal-interparietal suturc. In Jaculus the insertion spreads laterad onto the surface 
of the bulla. 
Sacrospinalis Group (Fig. 7, Fig. 8A-C) 
T h e  sacrospinalis group includes the two lateral columns of deeper 
epaxial muscles, M. longissimus and M. iliocostalis. Primitively, these lie 
lateral to the vertebral zygapophyses, but in many mammals the superficial 
origin of M. longissimus extends medial to the zygapophyses, invading the 
territory of the medial column, M. transversospinalis (Slijper, 1946). In 
addition, parts of M. longissimus and M. iliocostalis share common deeper 
origins. In dipodoids as in many other mammals, though M. iliocostalis and 
M. longissimus are well differentiated from one another in thoracic and 
cervical regions, they are1 fused in the lumbar region and are referred to 
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there as M. sacrospinalis. M. longissimus continues in the sacral region as the 
medial part ol hII. exten$or caudae lateralis. T h e  differences in names 
applied to the longissilnus mass at different levels along the vertebral 
colulnn in Fig. 8A-C are, therefore, arbitrary. 
The  cpaxial lnuscles are delimited by aponeuroses and heavy fascial 
layels. T h e  luml~osacral aponeurosis is foilned by the fusion of a superficial 
sheet ol llat tendons, which iun  anterolaterad lrorn the neural spines of 
sacral and luiilbar vertebrae, with a deep sheet of heavy tendorls running 
anterodorsad from the lnetapophyses of lumbar vertebrae. Posteriorly, these 
terldinous sheets extend into the sacral region as heavy fascial sheets. The  
space medial to their junction, bounded dorsally by the spinal tendons and 
ventrally by the nletapophyseal tendons, is occupied by M. transversospin- 
alis. (Cf. Fig. 8A-C). 
The  sl>inal contribution to the lumbosacral aponeurosis is less ilnporta~lt 
in dipodoids than in cricetids as described by Rinker (1954). In Zapus these 
tendons originate on neural spines of fifth lumbar through second sacral 
vertebrae. In ,Jaczllzu the origin may be even more restricted, since no 
tendons are lorlned in the sacral region. Liniits could not be determined 
in Siristn. In Sigmodon, in contrast, the spinal tendons originate from 
second lumbar through fourth sacral vertebrae; in Neotonza origin extends 
as Ear forward as the third lumbar spine (Rinker, 1954). That  the spinal 
sheet is much thinner in dipodoids than in cricetids is obvious on gross 
insl~ection of comparably preserved specimens, for example, of Pel-omysczls 
and Zcipr~s. In Pel-omyscz~s, M. transverospinalis in the sacral and posterior 
lumbar regions is colnpletely hidden by the shiny, white, spinal sheet of the 
lul~lbosacral aponeurosis. In Sicistn, Zapzis and Jaculus most of the trans- 
versospinal systein is visible because the sheet is smaller, thin, and trans- 
parent. 
The  metapophyseal contribution to the lulnbosacral apolleurosis in 
Znjlris consists 01 tendons from the nletapophyses of the fourth lumbar 
thlough seco~lcl sacral vertebrae. In Sigmodon origin is from the second 
lunib,~l through second sacral vertebrae (Rinker, 1954). Metapophyseal ten- 
dons ale present anterior to the fourth lumbar vertebra in Zapus, b u t  
these do not contribute to the lumbosacral aponeurosis. Slijper (1946, 
Table 3) indicated that in Jaculus the spinal sheet is heavier than the 
metapophyseal sheet. I disagree; the lnetapophyseal tendons in all dipodoids 
I dissected are much heavier than the spinal tendons. In any event, in 
dipodoids the spinal tendons are thinner relative to the metapophyseal 
tendons than in cricetids. 
In the lumbar region M. sacrospinalis originates from the deep surface 
oE the lumbosacral aponeurosis lateral to the junction of the two component 
sheets, lrom the ventrolateral surfaces of the metapophyseal tendons, ti-o~n 
the metapophyses ol lumbar vertebrae, from the spine OF the ilium and 
from the superficial surlace ol the lumbosacral aponeurosis. The  fibers turn 
anteroventrad to insert on transverse processes of anterior vertebrae. A 
sinall bundle 01 superficial fibers in the anterior two-thirds of the lumbar 
region courses more directly antcriad to insert on ribs. This bundle consti- 
Lutes thc only separable part of Nl. iliocostalis lumboruln. 
&I. iliocostalis l z c ~ n h o ~ t i ~ n  
01<1c1~.-Frorn the lateral part of the superficial surface of the luinbosacral aponeu- 
rosis in the anterior two-thirds of the lurribar region. 
I N ~ I I V ~ I O N . - ~ I I  the posterior surfaces of the last Lwo or three ribs. 
Reb~n~c~s.-'l'liis par1 of the ~riuscle is not always separable from M. iliocostalis 
dorsi. In  Sicistcl the separation is usually clear, and insertion is on the last tlirec ribs 
(11 thl-ough 13). In Z a p r ~ s  the mariner of insertion is individually variable buc is usually 
on ribs 10 through 12. M. iliocoshlis dorsi may originate on the anterotlorsal surface of 
rib 9 or 10. If origin is on rib 9, there is a hiatus of one intercostal space between M. 
iliocostalis dorsi and M. iliocostalis lumborum, and the ~r~uscles are clearly scparablc. 
If o'rigin is fro111 rib 10, the clorsal surface of that rib may be bare of n~uscle. The  
mnscles arc also separable in this case. In olher spcciincns, howcver, M. iliocostalis lunl- 
borurn continues witliouL a break into M. iliocos~alis dorsi, and in such i~~stances separa- 
tion of the two muscles is arbitrary. In  Jnculus  the tcvo muscles arc also difficult Lo 
seljaratc. 
M .  iliocostalis dorsi 
This par1 of the muscle is distinct only in Sicisla, where it lies over ribs 4 through 
11. In  Zafius ancl Jc~ru lus  it is difliculL Lo separate posteriorly from M. iliocostalis lurn- 
boru~n and anteriorly lrotn M. iliocostalis ccrvicis. 
M .  iliocostnlis cer.uicis 
This parL originates fro111 ribs as far anteriorly as rib 4. In Zcrfms aud Jr~cu lus  it is 
inclisii~~guishablc from pars dorsi. I n  Sicistn i t  is separable; it orginates on ribs 3 
t l~rough 9. Insertion in Z a f ~ u s  is on Lhe transverse processes of cervical verLebrae 7 and 
6, in Sicistcl on the transverse processes of several cervical vertebrae, and in jaculus  on 
the transverse processes of the fused cervical vertebrae. 
M. iliocostalis is largest, relative to M. longissimus, in Sirista, smaller in Zal1u.7, and 
stnallcst in . J c~cz~ l~ i s .  Accortling to Howell (19'32) M. iliocostalis is also retluced in 
Dipodomys. 
M .  longissimzis dorsi 
ORIGIN.-As a con~inuation of the medial par1 of M. sacrospinalis o l  the lumbar 
region; and from Lhe latrral surfaces of tendons arising froln 111eLal~ophyses of the last 
tl~oracic thro~1g.h third Iumbar vertebrae. 
~N~E~<TIoN.-OII all ribs except the first, on the accessory proccsses (anapophyses) of 
the lumbar and last thoracic vertebrae, on the fnscd metapophyses and accessory processes 
of thoracic vertebrae 7 through 12, and on the transverse processes of the last three 
cervical vertebrae. 
1<1 M A K K S . - ~ - ~ ~ S  muscle is very large in Jaculus, where it completely overshadows M. 
iliocostalis. The metapophyseal tendons from the first four lumbar and the last thoracic 
vertebrae do not join thc lumbosacral aponeurosis, but instead lie deep ant1 medial to it. 
These tendons, like the more posterior metapophyseal tendons, give rise on their medial 
surfaces to fibers of M. transversospinalis. 
I detected no fibers of M. longissimus dorsi inserting on metapophyses in the 
arrtcrior lumbar and posterior thoracic legions (Kinker, 1954), but they might have 
been overlooked. 
In Sicista the insertion includes the transverse processes of only the last two ce~vical 
vertebrae. In Jac1lln5 ce~vical insertion is on the transverse processes of the fused cervical 
vertebrae. 
M .  longissirnus cemicis 
ORrc~~.-~roln the ~uberclcs of ribs 4, 3, and 2. 
I N S ~ R T I ~ N . - O ~  the transverse proccsses of cervical vertebrae 5, 4, and 3. 
RT:MAKKS.-T~~S slc~lder muscle lies just medial to the anterior part of M. longissimus 
dorsi. In Sicista it is bctter developcd, originating from ribs 5 through 2 and inserting 
on the last six cervical vertebrae. Origin in Jaczllus is from ribs 4 through 2, as in Zapus, 
and insertion is on the transverse processes of the fused cervical vertebrae. 
M. longissimus capitis (M.  trc~chelornastoidcus Howell, 1932) 
01~1cr~.-From ribs 4, 3, and 2 and from the transverse processes of the first and 
second thoracic vertebrae. 
INSERTION.-011 the lowermost part of the latnbdoidal crest. 
RHMARI<S.-T~~S muscle is appare~ltly absent ill Sicistu. 
M.  extensor caudae lateralis 
Howell (1932) divided this muscle into three parts. I follow his divisions, but with 
revised nomenclature. The deepest part is pars medialis (pars entalis of Howell), which 
is the direct continuation of M. longissimus. It  originates from the accessory processes of 
thc last four lumbar vertebrae in Sicista and Zapus, from the last five in Jaculus, from 
the dorsal surfaces of the transverse processes of all sacral and the first few caudal verte- 
brae and from the neural arches below the zygapophyses of the sacral vertebrae. Pars 
medialis is thus completely covered by the iliac and aponeurotic parts of M. sacrospinalis. 
In the sacral region, pars medialis lies deep to the fascial continualion of the metapophy- 
seal sheet. Pars intc~media (pars intenncdius of Howell) originates on the superior iliac 
crest (from the iliac spine back to the sciatic notch) and from the deep surface of the 
fascial continuation of the lumbosacral aponeurosis. Pars superficialis (pars ectalis of 
Howell) originates on tips of the transverse processes of the last two or three sacral 
and the first few caudal vertebrae and from fascia between itself and pars intermedia. 
l'his fascia is continuous externally with the lumbosacral fascia. 'The lateral caudal 
extensor is relatively small in Sicista, larger in Zapus, and largest in Jaculus. Its enlarge- 
ment might be associated with the reduction in saltators of M. extensor caudae medialis. 
Insertion is by long tendons running out on the dorsum of the tail. 
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Semispinalis Group (Fig. 7, Fig.8A-C) 
M. transversos$inalis et  M. extensor caudae medialis 
Usage of thc term "M transvcrsospinalis" follows that of Slijpcr (1946) and Rinker 
(1954). Primitively, this muscle is confined to the region between thc zygapophyses aild 
ncul-a1 spincs (excepting M. semispinalis capitis). In  Sicista and in quadrupedal cricetids 
the inusclc occupies this posilion. I11 saltatorial dipodoids and gcomyoids, ho~clcver, the 
lumbosacral part of the muscle has enlarged; it spreads laterad, extending almost to the 
iliac spine in jerboas. Primitively also, M. transversosl>inalis is continuous posteriorly with 
M. extensor caudae medialis. In  saltators some differeiltiatio~l occurs, along with a 
reduction of the medial cxtcnsor. 
M. transversospinalis of the lumbar and sacral rcgions is composed of short fibers 
little diflcrcntiated into separate fascicles. The  deepest fibers arc the spinales and inter- 
spinalcs, runnillg betwecn ncural spines, and the intertransversarii, running betwecn 
transvcrsc processes. Spinales occur in Sicista only between the spincs of thc last few 
luulbar vertebrae a r ~ d  the first sacral vertebra. Thc  more superficial fibers originate in 
the lumbar region on the medial surfaces of the metapophyseal tendons and in the sacral 
region on the dorsomedial surface of the fascia continuous with the metapophyseal ten- 
dons. These fibers insert on neural spines of vertebrae anterior to the vertcbra of origin. 
111 Sicista M. transversospinalis is confined to the area mcdial to the zygapophyscs 
and is continuous posteriorly with M. extcnsor caudae medialis. Fibers of thc latter 
n~usclc originate irorn neural spincs of caudal, sacral, and the last lumbar vertebrac. In  
Zakics, M. transversospinalis lies medial to the zygapophyses only anterior to the fifth 
lumbar vertebra; caudal to this point i t  broadens and partly overlaps the lateral caudal 
cxtcnsor and the rest of the sacrospinalis group. 1111 Zapus the lumbosacral transvcrso- 
spinalis is continuous anteriorly with the rcst of M. transversospinalis, but posteriorly it 
tcrminntcs 011 the postzygapophysis of the last sacral vertcbra and docs not continue 
directly into the medial caudal extcnsor. Fibers of the latter muscle originate as far 
forward as the spine of the second sacral vertebra. I n  Jaculus, M. transversospinalis is 
confincd to the space medial to the zypapophyses antcrior to the fourth lumbar vertebra. 
Bchind this point it broadcns greatly, almost reaching the superior iliac spine laterally 
and completely overlying M. extensor caudae lateralis a t  one point. In  the postcrior 
sacral region it narrows and tcrminatcs on the postzygapophysis of the last sacral vertebra, 
as in  Zafins. Anteriorly, it originates as far forward as the spine of the third lumbar 
vertebra whcrc it is slightly differentiated from the remainder of M. transversospinalis. 
In  Jaculus, M. extensor caudae medialis is a small, entirely separate muscle originating 
as far forward as the spine of the last sacral vertebra. Howell (1932) terined the lumbo- 
sacral transvcrsospinalis "M semispinalis pars luinborum." T h e  non-coininittal "trans- 
versospinalis" is a better name for the muscle. 
T h e  luinbosacral transversospinalis is also broadened in Dif~odornys, thou.gh not 
to the same extent as in  Jaculus. I n  Dipodomys the muscle extends posteriorly beyond 
the postzygapophysis of the last sacral vertebra, but it does not attach directly to cau- 
dal vertebrae. T h e  mass is also slightly broadened a t  the level of the anterior superior 
iliac spine in Perognat'hus, but the muscle is not broadened at  all in Thomomys. 
Hatt  (1932, p. 677) identified the lumbosacral transversospinalis in Jaculus as M. 
extensor caudae lateralis, stating that insertion is into the! tail. Pulling out individual 
fascicles shows, howcvcr, that the muscle terminates on thc last sacral vcrtchra and has 
no direct connection with the caudal extcnsor tendons emerging at  its posterior border. 
T h e  Ir~uction of the cxpantlctl lutrtbosacral transvcrsospinalis is probably lo support 
rhc hcad ant1 body by pulling against the sacruin and innominate bonc via the lumbo- 
sacral fascia. T h e  progressive expansion of the inusclc in dipodoids and heterotnyids is 
associatecl with progressive bipedalism, since the pectoral limb serves less and less as 
a support Lor the anterior part of the body. 
In many ricoclrctal rodents the neural spines of tile sacral vcrtebrac tend to disap- 
pear, starting with the spine of the first sacral. Hatt (1932, fig. 20) illustrated the sacral 
vertcl~rac of several r o d c ~ ~ t  genera, showing that the spines are not reduced in Sicista, thc 
first (of Cour) is lost in Z n p ~ i s ,  the first two (of four or five) in Dipodomys ,  and the first 
thrce (of four) in Allnctngn ant1 Jncrlltrs. This 1-ctluction is associated with progressive 
l>osicrior displaceinctlt of M. extensor caudac medialis. In  Sigmodoiz and Oryzo??zys, as in 
Siclstn, this lnuscle originates from neural spines as far lorward as the last lumbar, and 
in Neoloirra ancl Ye~.orrzyscirs origin extends as far forwarti as thc fourth or fifth 1utnb;tr 
(liinker, 1954). As tlre lunrbosacral transversospinalis differentiates and expands, the 
origin o f  the tt~etlial caudal extcnsor is ciisplaccd postcriovly to the sccond sacral spiuc 
in Zrrfills ant1 to thc fourth sacral spine in ,Jac.~rlv.c. I l l e  Crrnctionless neural spines tlis- 
:tppcxr, leaving a niedian space which can bc probed from the exterior tlown to the bonc. 
The  walls of this cavity in Ztrb~rs, I I i )odomys,  and Jnciilus are fornled by heavy trans- 
vcrsospillalis fascicles originating on the anterior surface of the last sacral spinc and 
inserting on the posterior surface of the last lumbar spine. Thesc fasciclcs inay bc called 
scmispinalcs. 
The  tail in these adva~~ccd ricochetors is probably extended hy M. extcnsor caudac 
lateralis and hy heavy caudal strips o l  M. clrtancus maximus. Expansion of the lumbo- 
sacral tr;insversospin;~lis, rcdlrction ol  M. extcnsor caudae mctlialis, and disappearance of 
the sacral neural spines has probably occurred independently in ricochctal dipodoids and 
gcomyoids, sincc cluadrupcdal rcpl-esentativcs or both of these superramilies have the 
primitive, ~~ntrrodificd contlition. 
In  tile prctlial>hrag~natic region, M. transvcrsospinalis is diffcrentiatccl into separate 
Fascicles. Scnrispinalis fascicles, spaniling four or more intervertebral spaces, are present 
I'ro~n the sccond 1nml)ar vcl.trbra on fol-ward. Transvcrsospinalis fascicles take origin from 
tnedial surfaccs of the n~ctapophyseal tendons from the first two Irrmbar ant1 the last 
two thoracic vertebrae. Anterior to the eleventh thoracic vertebra, these fibers originate 
011 thc fused ~netapophyses and accessory processes of the vertebrae without formation 
of tendons. 
M. sernispinalis capitis is present in all dipodoids. In  Sicisla and Zapus it originates 
from thc tubercles and necks of ribs 3 to 7, froin the transverse processes of the first 
four thoracic vertebrae, and from the laminae of the last five cervical vertebrae. I t  
inserts on the occipital crest. l'he component parts, "hiventer cervicis" and "cornplcxus" 
of authors, arc fused, but thcy can be distinguished on the basis of point of origin of 
fibers and by the fact that a tendinous inscription crosses the "complrxus" but not the 
"biventer cervicis." 
The  deeper part of M. transversospinalis continues into the cervical region medial to 
M. scmispinalis capitis as M. semispinalis ccrvicis. This musclc corresponds to the 
"spinalis dorsi" of I-latt and some other authors. In  Sicistn and Perornyscus, M .  semispin- 
alis cervicis is an undifferentiated rope-like mass running from the thorax into the neck 
ancl terminating on the spine of the axis. Fibers originate on transvex-se pl-occsses and 
insert on spinous processes of vertebrae anterior to the vertebra of origin. I n  Zapvs  the 
muscle is partly diKcrcntiatct1 into a horizontal part, which inserts on neural spines as 
tar forward as tlic sixth cervical vertebra, and a vertical part, which originates on the 
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lacnitlac of the first two thoracic vertebrae and inserts on the spines of the fifth through 
sccotid cervicals. In  Jnculi~s separation of the muscle is complctc ant1 its two parts cross 
each other a t  a right angle. Hatt (1932) observcd the same diffcrcntiation in Jnculus as 
cotnpared with Rattus. He interpreted the differentiation as "duc to the necessity of 
staggering thc direction of muscle slips along a sharp concavity," the concavity resulting 
frotn sharp flexion of the neck in advanced ricoclictors. Differentiation of IM. semispinalis 
cervicis into horizontal and vertical parts has not occurrcd in Dipodoinys, howcvcr, even 
though the neck is sharply flexed in that genus. 
In  Dipodomys, M. transversospinalis is expanded in the thoraric region (Howell, 
1932). Such expansion is not found in dipodoids. 
Mnz. inlertra7asuersarii dorsales 
'I'hcsc fihcrs run frorn thc sitlrs of cervical vcrtcbrac antet-olatcrad to the transverse 
processes of ccrvical vertebrae anterior to the vertebra of origin. They lie medial to M. 
lcvator scapulae and M. longissimus cervicis, and lateral to M. sctllispinalis capitis, as in 
the tnuroids dissected by Rinkcr (1954). They were not sought in Sicistu and Jnculus. 
Suboccipital Group 
M .  rertii.~ capitis poslerior ~naior  
OR~GIN.-From the tip of the spine of tlic axis. 
INSIIRTION.-O~ the supraoccipital rcgion, dorsal to tlic insertion of M. rectus capitis 
postcvicrr minor. 
REMARKS.-This nluscle completely covers M. rectus capitis postcrior tninor. 
ORI(;IN.-From the aritcrodorsal surface of the dorsal arch of thc atlas. 
I N S E R T ~ ~ N . - O ~  thc supraoccipital region, deep to the insertion of M. rcCtUs capitls 
posterior major. 
~ < I M A R K S . - ~ ~  Jnctill~s this tiiilscle seems to be poorly developcd by con~parison with 
Sicista and Znpus. 
M .  obliquus capitis superior 
O R I G I N . - F I ~ ~  the transverse process of the atlas. 
IN SIR TI ON.-^^ the occiput, lateral to the insertion of M. recti~s capitis posterior 
major. 
REMARKS.-HOW~~I (1926, 1932), following Reighard and Jennings (1901), described 
two parts of this muscle: M. oliquus capitis superior and "M. rcctus capitis lateralis." 
Both parts originate on the atlantal transverse process, and both inscit on the occiput 
lateral to the insertions ot the major and minor recti posterior. The two parts should 
be considered M. oliquus capitis superior. They are variably diffcrentiated in dipodoids. 
M .  obliquus capitis inferior 
O~l~lN.-From the latelal surface of the axial spine and from part of the dorsal 
surface of the lamina of the axis. 
INS! RTION.-O~ the transverw p~occss of the atlas. 
R~MARKS. -MO~~ fibers may originate on the axial lamina in Jaculus than in the 
othcr gcncra. 
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Cervical Prevertebral Group 
M .  rectus capitis nnterior 
OR~clN.-Froln the antcrior edge of the transverse process of the atlas. 
INSERTION.-On the ventral surface of thc basioccipital, deep and lateral to the 
insertion of M. longus capitis. 
M .  longus colli 
Superior and inferior parts of this muscle are dificult to separate. The  superior part 
originates on the carotid tubercle of the sixth cervical vertebra, on the transverse 
processes of ccrvicals 5 tlrrough 2, and from the bodies of the last cervical and the first 
thrce thoracics. Insertion is on the bodies of thc last six cervicals and on the midventral 
tubcrcle of the ventral arch of the atlas. T h e  insertion on the tubercle forms the bulk 
of the muscle. T h e  inferior part originates by heavy fascia on the ventral surfaces of the 
bodies ol the antcrior thoracic vertebrae; muscular fibers are absent posterior to the 
lcvcl of the fourth thoracic. Insertion is primarily on the carotid tubercle of the sixth 
cervical vertebra. 
A f .  longus capitis 
O R I G I N . - F ~ O ~  the calotid tubercle of the sixth cervical vertebra and from the 
ventral surlacea of the transverse processes of the fifth through thiid and the seventh 
ccrvicals. 
INSFIITION.-O~ the ventral s~uface  of the basioccipital as far anteriorly as the suture 
between that bone and the basisphcnoid. 
Lumbar Prevertebral Croup (Fig. 14) 
ORIGIN.-By shalt telldons froln the transverse processes of the first sacral and third 
through seventh lumbar veitebrae. 
INSLRTION.-On the bodies of the first two lumbar and last three thoracic verteblae. 
M .  psoas minor  
O R I G I N . - F ~ ~ ~  the body of the third lumbar vertebra. 
INSERTION.-By a thin tendon on the iliopectineal eminence. 
REMARKS.-In Jaculus, origin is from the first thrce lumbars. 
Caudal Flexor Group 
M .  flexor caudae lateralis ( M .  flexor cnudae externus Howell, 1932) 
0~1c1~ . -F rom the bodies and transverse processes of the third lumbar through the 
second caudal vcrtcbrae. 
INSERTION.-011 the ventral surl'aces of caudal vertebrae. 
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M .  JEexor caudae medialis ( M .  flexor caudae internus Howell, 1932) 
ORl~lN.-Fr0m the bodies of seventh lumbar through fourth sacral vertebrae. 
INSERTION.-On the ventral surfaces of caudal vertebrae. 
REMARKS.-This colnplex nluscle is divisible into a number of separate parts and is 
dificult to separate from M. flexor caudae lateralis. No attcmpt is made here to distin- 
guish the parts seen in this ~uuscle by Howell (1932). 
Medial Ventral Cervical Group 
M .  geiziohyoideus 
O ~ ~ c r ~ . - F r o r n  the medial surface of the mandible near the symphysis, in common 
with the tendon of M. genioglossus. 
INSERTION.-OII the anterior surface of the basihyal and thyrohyal bones, super- 
ficial to the origin of M. hyoglossus. 
R e ~ ~ n ~ s . - T h i s  muscle lies deep to M. mylohyoideus and superficial to M. hyoglossus. 
Anteriorly, i t  is separated from the latter muscle by the l~ypoglossal nerve. 
M .  sterizohyoideus 
OR1c1N.-Frorn the second costal cartilage, in common with the origin of M. 
sternothyroideus. 
INSI.RTION.-On the posterior surlace of the hasihyal bone. 
RI  MARKS.-Just antelior to the first lib, an oblique tendinous inscription crosses 
thc common origin of M. sternohyoideus and M. stcrnothyroideus. Anterior to this 
inscription the two muscles are distinct. 
M .  sbel-izothyroideus 
O R ~ G I N . - F ~ O ~  the second costal cartilage, in common with M. stcrnohyoideus. 
INSERTION.-On tile thyroid cartilage of the larynx. 
M .  thyrohyoideus 
O R I G I N . - F ~ O ~  the thyroid cartilage of the larynx. 
INSERTION.-On the posterior surface of the hasihyal, deep to the insertion of M. 
sternohyoideus. 
M .  ornohyoideus 
O~lcl~. -From the cranial border of the scapula near the coracoid process. 
I N S ~ R T I O N . - ~ ~  the postelolatelal surface of the hyoid bone, partly deep to the 
insertion of M. stelnohyoideus and superficial to the insertion of M. thyrohyoideus. 
R E M A R K ~ . - H o ~ c ~ ~  (1932) found this muscle in Allactaga and jaculus, but not in 
Zapus. I found it in all dipodoids I dissected. It  is easily broken during dissection because 
of the close appioximation of head and shoulders in small ricochetal rodents, and I 
assume that Howell overlooked the muscle in his specimen of Zapus. The  tendency 
toward reduction and loss of M. ornohyoideus is present in caviomorph rodents (Parsons, 
1896). 
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Lateral Cervical Group (Fig. 9B) 
M .  1-ectus capitis lateralis 
O~rGr~.-From the anterior surface of the ventral part of the arch of the atlas. 
INsKRTI~N.-O~ thc posterior surface of the jugular process. 
M .  scnlerius 
ORIGIN.-From the transverse proccsses of cervical vertebrac. 
I ~ s e ~ c ~ ~ r o ~ . - O n  the first through fourth ribs. 
REMAICKS.-? '~~ ventral part of this muscle, originating on the axial transverse process 
and inserting on the first rib, is always distinct. 'The remainder of the muscle splits into 
a variable number of strips which interlace with slips of M. scrratus anterior. 
M. scalenus in dipodoids is entirely dorsal to the cervical and brachial plexus; thc 
homologuc of the human anterior scalene is probably not present in thesc rodents. 
A[. intertranmersarius lateralis longus 
ORIGIN.-From the first rib aud from transverse processcs of the last three or four 
cervical vertebrae. 
I N S E K ~ I O N . - ~ ~  the transverse processes of the anterior cervical vertcbrae. 
REMARKS.-This muscle lies medial to M. scalc~lus and lateral to M. levalor scapulae. 
Antcriorly, it shares common tendons of insertion with M. scalcnus. Identification of 
this muscle follows Rinker (1954). 
Medial Thoracoabdoniinal Group (Fig. 9R) 
M .  wctus  abdominis 
O~lGl~.-Froln the pubis, in Lhc symphyseal region, aud from thc vcntromcdial third 
of the iuguinal ligament. 
INSERTI~N. -O~ the latcral and posterior surfaces of the manubrium stcrni and thc 
posterior surface of the first rib. 
R E M A R K S . - P O S ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ,  M. rectus abdominis is divided into two parts. T h e  medial 
part originates from the pubis, its fibers dccussating slightly with fibers from the other 
side of the animal. As it passes anteriorly, this part of thc muscle broadens somewhat 
and diverges from the midliue. T h e  greatest deviation from the midline occurs a t  the 
level of the xiphisternum. Anterior to the xiphisteruutn the muscle approaches the 
midline agaiu and inserts on the manubrium and first rib. The  lateral part originates 
from the inguinal ligament and is there inseparable from the fibers of M. obliquus 
abdominis exteruus. T h e  lateral part joins the medial part over rib cartilages 12 through 
5. Here the fibers of the lateral part run a t  a right angle to the fibers of M. obliquus 
abdominis externus. Over the cartilage of rib 4, the combined rectus muscles become 
narrow, and lateral and medial parts are inseparable. 
Lateral and medial parts of this muscle seem to be present in Sicista and Jaculus 
also. Howell (1932) found a well-developed lateral part in Dipodoniys, and Hill (1937) 
found it in T h o m o m y s  ant1 Geomys, but  not in squirrels and Aplodontin. Rinker (1954) 
found no lateral part in his cricetids. 
T h e  medial part is enclosed in a sheath formed by thc ventral fasciac of the external 
and intcrnal obliques and M. transversus abdominis. T h e  fascia of M. obliquus abdomi- 
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nis cxternus is everywhere superficial to the medial part of M. rectus ahdominis. T h e  
fascia of M. obliquus abtlo~ninis internus occurs in two layers. The  dceper of these 
becomes superficial to the rrledial rectus about 1.5 cm. posterior to the xiphisternurn; the 
superficial fascia becomes supeuficial some~vhere between this point and the xiphisternum. 
T h e  [ascia of M. transversus abdominis becomes superficial to the medial rectus about 
1 cm. anterior lo the pubis in Zapus, so that the medial rectus posterior to this point 
lies deep to the fasciae of all Lhree abdominal muscles. 'These relationships could not be 
determined in the other dipmloids dissectccl. T h e  origin in Sicista and Jaculus was not 
determined. 
M .  flyramidalis 
This muscle was probably ovcrlookcd. 
Laleral Thoracoabdominal Group (Fig. 9B) 
M .  serratus posterior superior 
ORICIN.-I;~~~II the ligamcntum nuchac, deep to the 01-igin of M. rhomboideus. 
INSKRTION.-OI~ ribs 6, 7, and 8. 
RI~MARKS.-This muscle is thickcr in Sicisto than in Zapus, and inserts on ribs 5, 6, 
and 7. In Jaculus insertion is on ribs 4, 5, ant1 6. 
M .  serralus posterior injerior 
ORIGIN.-By apon~~iros is  n the dorsal midline in the posterior thoracic region 
1 ~ s e ~ r 1 o ~ . - O n  the last four or five ribs. 
RI:,MARKS.-AS in tnarly other rodents (Ilinker, 1954), the posterior border of this 
niusclc is continuous with thc anterior border of M. obliquus abdominis internus. Con- 
trary to I-lowell (1932), this inuscle is easily discerned in Zapus. The  aponeurosis by which 
it originates lies superficial to the lumbosacral aponeurosis. 
M .  steriaocostalis 
ORIGIN.-By aponeurosis over the ventral midline at  the level of the sternurn's junc- 
tion with the cartilages of ribs 3 and 4. 
INSLIRTION.-011 the posterior surface of the first rib, the costochondral junction, 
and the costal cartilage. 
REMARKS.-AS in some cricetids (Rinker, 1954) this muscle passes dorsolaterad super- 
ficial to M. rectus abtlominis. T h e  insertional half is fleshy in all dipodoids dissected. 
Min.  i~ztercostales externi 
Fibers run posteroventratl from one rib to another. Their origins occur in the 
region between the tubercles of the ribs dorsally and points just below the costochondral 
junctions ventrally. Dorsally, the fibers are indistinguishable from those of Mm. leva- 
tores costalum. Soine fibers originating on the first rib insert on the third and fourth 
ribs. 
M m .  levatores costarum 
O R I G I N . - F ~ ~ I ~ ~  the transverse processes or anapophyses of all thoracic vertebrae. 
1 ~ s e ~ ~ i o ~ . - O n  the angles of all ribs. 
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M .  obliquus abdorninis extetnus 
OR1~lN.-From the last seven or eight ribs (6 through 12 or 5 through 12) and 
from part of the apo~leurosis of origin of M. obliquus abdominis internus. 
I N S E R T I O N . - I ~ ~ ~  the linea alba a t  the midline, on the pubis near the symphysis and 
into a tendon (l'oupart's ligament of Howell) attaching to the symphysis pubis and 
the anterior superior iliac spine. 
REMARKS.-The median insertion of this muscle is cverywhere superficial to M. 
rcctrls abdominis. At origin, the muscle interdigitates with some of the inserting slips 
of M. scrratus anterior. T h e  extent of the interdigitation depends on the anterior extent 
of M. obliquus abdominis externus and the posterior extent of M. serratus anterior, 
both of which vary. 
The  cranial fibers of M. obliquus abdominis cxternus arc transverse; as one progresses 
caudad ovcr the abdomen the fibers assume a more caudal direction, running almost 
entirely caudacl a t  insertion on the pubis and tendon. In the posterior thoracic and 
anterior abdominal regions this ~nusclc is entirely distinct from the lateral part of M. 
rectus abdominis. In  the posterior abdominal region, fibers of the two muscles are 
confused. 
T h c  ligalncnt running betwcen ilium and pubis coincides with the inguinal bordcr 
of M. obliquus abdominis internus and M. transversus abtlominis in its dorsolateral 
half. Ri~lker (1954) found that in cricctids the ligament and bordcr coincide in their 
ventromcdial third. 
Origin of this muscle is from the last nine ribs (5 through 13) in Sicista and from 
the last eight ribs (5 through 12) in Jaculus. 
M .  ohliquus ahdomi7zis intel-nz~r 
ORIGIN.-Aponeurotically flom the dorsal midline over the third to scventh lumbar 
vertebrae, from the anterior superior iliac spine and from an inguinal border which 
coincides with the dorsolateral half of the inguinal insertion of M. obliquus abdominis 
cxLcrIlLls. 
1 ~ s e ~ r 1 o ~ . - O n  the postcrior surfaces of the last two ribs, on the cartilages of ribs 
10 through 7, aud into the linea alba. 
REMARKS.--The anterior border of this muscle is continuous with the posterior 
border of M. scrratus posterior inferior. As in some cricetids, the fibers of M. obliquus 
abdo~ninis internus inserting on rib 11 are inseparable from the fibers of M. intercostalis 
intcmus which span the space between ribs 11 and 12. T h e  fibers of this muscle run 
maiuly anteroventrad deep to the lateral part of M. rectus abdominis. 
Mti~. intercostales interni 
These ~nuscles occupy the region between the angles of ribs and the sternum. Fibers 
run anteroventrad from rib to rib. 
M m .  subcostales 
Rinker (1954) found these muscles to differ from one side of an  animal to the 
other. They are present in dipodoids but were not dissected in detail. 
M. transversus thoracis 
O~rcr~. -From the internal surface of the xiphistcrnum and all stcrnebrae except 
the first. 
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~NSERTION.-O~ the second to seventh costal cartilages. 
REMARKS.-In Sicista the origin does not seem to cover the first two sternebrae. 
M .  transversus ahdominis 
OR1~1N.-From the caudal edge of the rib cage, from a dorsal aponeurosis shared 
with the origin of M. obliquus abdominis internus, and from the inguinal ligament 
except for its ventromedial half. 
~ ~ s e ~ ~ r o ~ . - l n t o  the ventral midline at  the linea alba. 
M .  cremnster 
l 'his ~nuscle is of the usual conformation in males. Fibers derived from M. obliquus 
abdominis internus and from M. transversus abdominis form a two-layered sheath for the 
testis, the fibers crossing at  right angles. The  muscle is most visible when the testes are 
scrotal. 
Diaphragma 
The posterior limit of attachment of the crura varies among dipodoids. 
In Jaculus and Zapus the crura arise from the last thoracic through fourth 
lumbar vertebrae, and in Sicista from the last thoracic through the third 
lumbar. The remainder of the muscle arises from the posterior border of 
the thoracic cage and from the xiphisternum. 
Perineal Group 
M. ischiocavernosus, M. bulbocavernosus, and M. sphincter ani externus 
were studied in males only. 
M .  i l iococcyge~~s ( M .  iliocaudalis Ilowell, 1932) 
OR1~1N.-From the internal surface of the ilium, from a point behind the sacroiliac 
joint to the level of the acetabulum. 
INSERTION.-On the transversc processes of caudal vertebrae posterior to the fourth 
caudal. 
REMARKS.-This muscle seems to be relatively larger in  Jaculus than in  Sicista and 
Zapus. At its terminus i t  forms several heavy tendons that run out along the tail. 
M .  puhococcyge~~.s ( M .  pubocaudalis Howell, 1932) 
O~lcr~.-Froln the internal surface of the horizontal ramus of the pubis, between 
the iliopectincal eminence and the symphysis. 
INSERTION.-On the transverse processes of thc third and fourth caudal vertebrae, 
superficial to the insertion and tendons of M. iliococcygeus. 
M .  coccygeus ( M .  sacrospinosus Howell, 1932) 
O R I G I N . - F ~ ~ I ~  the dorsal part of the internal surface of the ilium just posterior to 
the acetabulum. 
INSERTION.-On the transverse processes of the first three caudal vertebrae. 
REMARKS.-No part of this muscle was seen to originate on the obturator membrane. 
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M. ischiocrcuer~zmus 
Oa~cr~ . -F ro~n  almost the entire posterior border of the inferior ischial ramus. 
INSERTI~N.-O~ the crus of the corpus cavcrnosum penis close to its attachtnetlt to 
the ischium. 
R E M A R K S . - T ~ ~  insertion scans to be confined to the lateral and dorsal surfaces 
of the crus. 
M. bulbocc~uernosz~s 
As in sotne criceticls (Rinker, 1954), the bulbar urethra is bilobate, ant1 M. bulbo- 
cavernosus is separated into left ant1 right halves. Fibers take origin dorsally and pos- 
teriorly from a raphe in the clelt between the lobes of the bulbous urethra. 'l'he Inore 
ventral fibers pass almost directly vcntrad; more dol-sal fibers pass caudoventrad and turn 
antcriad and mediaci to insert on the crus of the corpus cavernosrun penis aud on the 
bulbar part of thc urethra. No distinct velrtral part is separate in Zapus, as it is in 
somc cricetids. T h e  statc of development of this rnuscle is highly dependent on the 
reproductive condition of the animal when killed. 
M. sphincter ani externus 
I n  Sicistn this muscle seems to be fairly distinct from M. bulbocavernosus. Fibers 
originate on the dorsal surlace of the bulhus penis and pass dorsomediad dorsal to the 
rectum. At thc midline, they pass into fibers of M. sphincter ani externus of the other 
side. Some fibers continue directly across, while othcrs seem to show a tendinous inter- 
section in the median line. This irrlersection is more visible on the ventral surface than 
on the dorsal surface of the ruusclc. 
T h e  apparent distinctness ol this muscle from M. hulbocavcrnosus seems to vary with 
the reproductive state of the male. But even when males with fully scrotal testes are 
compared, distinctt~css seems to be greater in Sicista than in Zapus. In all specilnens of 
Jaculus dissected, the two muscles could be distiuguished only by insertion of their 
fibers, but none of the jerboas had scrotal testes. Tullberg (1899) considered both ~nuscles 
part of M. bulbocavernos~~s in rodents, and his figures (l'late XLIX, 10, 14, 17, 18) 
indicatc tlrat the muscles arc externally inseparable in Zai>us and Jaculus. He did not 
state the reproductive coutiition of his specimens, howevcr. 
Rinker (1954) applied the term "M. sphincter ani extcrnus" to this lnuscle with 
"considerable reservation," arld I apply i t  with similar reservation. Rinker outlined the 
reasons why this muscle is probably not homologous to the human muscle of the same 
name. In  dipodoids, as in cricetids, there is a more distal group of circular fibers around 
the rcctum which may represent the true external sphincter. Grcene (1935) incorrectly 
termed thc sphincter ani externus "M. levator ani" in Ratlus. T h e  human muscle of that 
narne corresponds to the rodent M. pubococcygeus and M. iliococcygeus, and not to the 
rodent M. bulbocavernmus or M. sphincter ani externus. 
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MUSCLES OF THE PECTORAL GIRDLE AND LIMB 
Extensor System 
Costo-Spino-Scapular Group (Fig. 9) 
M .  leuator scapulr~e ct M .  srrratus anterior ( M .  serratus magnus and M .  atlantoscapularis 
sr~perior Howell, 1932) 
O~lc;~~.-Frotn  tlrc transverse processes of all cervical vertebrae and from ribs 1 
through 7 or 8. 
I~s l c t<~ to~ . -On  the ~ncdial  side of the vertebral border of the scapula below the 
insertion of M. rhomboideus. 
RI~~IAI~KS.-AS in tnany rodents, two components of this sheet are not separable on 
any basis other than innervation. Howell (1932) referred to M. levator scapulac as the 
"dcprcssor scapulae" part of M. serratus magnus. He separated the slip originating on 
the atlantal transverse proems as "M atlantoscapularis superior." 
T h e  posterior limit of origin of this muscle varies within species. In  Zapus the 
most caudal slip of origin may be on rib 7 or rib 8, both conditions being common. In 
Sicista all specimens dissected show the last origin on rib 7. In Jaculus the caudalmost 
origin is from rib G in my specimens, and Howell (1932) reported caudalmost origin 
on rib 5 in his specimen. The  fibers originating on the atlantal transverse process are 
present in all dipodoids I dissected. They are also present in heteromyids (Howell, 1932) 
and geomyids (Hill, 1937), but not in cricetitls (Rinkcr, 1954). 
As in cricetids, the relationship of this muscle to M. scalenus is complex and in- 
dividually variable. In  dipodoids the fibers originating on the post-atlantal cervical 
transverse processes and on ribs 1 and 2 arc deep to M. scalenus. T h e  slip from rib 3 
rnay or may not be crossed by one slip of M. scalenus, but is otherwise superficial to 
that muscle. In  Zapus, but not in Sicista and Jaculus, the ventral part of the slip from 
rib 3 is deep to M. rectus abdominis. The  fibers from the ribs posterior to the third 
arc all superficial to M. scalenus. 
M .  7hornboideus ( M .  thornboidez~s dorsi Howell, 1932) 
O~lc~N.-From the clanial 7 mm. of the nuchal ligament, the anterior point of origin 
coinciding with the anterior point of origin of M. splenius. 
INSERTION.-011 the vertebral border of the scapula, including the posterior half of 
the supraspinous bortlcr and the entire infraspinous border. 
RI'.MARKS.-T~~S muscle is not divisible into two parts, as it is in some other 
rodents. 111 Jurulus it is fused with M. occipitoscapularis. 
M .  occipitoscafiularis ( M .  rhamboideus capitis Howell, 1932) 
ORIGIN. - -F~O~ the lambdoidal crest opposite the lower half of the lambdoidal origin 
of M. temporalis. 
INSERTION.-On the vertebral border of the scapula, including the posterior part of 
the supraspinous region and a small part of the infraspinous region of the border. 
REMARKS.-No part of this muscle is reflected onto the medial side of the scapula as 
in Sigmodon (Rinker, 1954), and no fibers attach to the scapular spine. 
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A f .  omocervicalis ( M .  atlantoscufiularis inferior, Howell, 1932) 
O111crN.-From the ventral surface of the body of the atlas and from the n~idventral 
tubercle. 
I ~ s e ~ l ~ r o ~ . - O n  the dorsal edge of the acromion and fascially on the lateral end of 
the clavicle, overlapping the insertiorl of M. acromiotrapezius. 
Latissimus-subscapular Croup (Figs. 9, 10, 11) 
M .  latissimt~s clorsi 
ORIGIN.-By apotleurosis over llrc last tlloracic and first two lumbar vertebrae, tleep 
to the origin of M. spinotrapezius. 
INSEIITION.-O~ the humerus behind the crcst of the lesser tuberosity, it1 co~nrno~l 
with M. latissimus dorsi. 
REMARKS.-The origin is broatler in Sicista, cxtendiug over the last four thoracic and 
the first two lumbar vertebrae, th ;~n in Zc~+us aud Jaculus. In  cricetids the origin is much 
broader even than it1 Sicista, overlying the posterior half of the thoracic series and most 
of the lumbar series (Rinker, 1954). According to I-Io~vell (1932) M. latissimus dorsi is 
not reduced in Dipodornys. 
M .  teres major 
O~IGIN.-From the lateral and medial surfaces of the posterior angle of the scapula, 
and from the axillary border of the scapula and the surface of M. infraspinatus in the 
proximal third of the scapula. 
INSBIITION.-In com~non with the Lcnclo~l of M. laLissi~llus dorsi on tllc humerus 
behind the crcst of the lesser tuberosity. 
RE~IARKS.-M. latissimus dorsi forms a flat tendon which is applied to the surface 
of M. tcres major near insertion. 111 Zapus fusion of the two insertions usually occurs 
distal (ventral) to the origin of M. dorsoepitrochlearis from M. tcres major. In Jacz~lus 
fusion usually occurs proxirnal (dorsal) to this point. T h e  common tendon of M. teres 
major and M. latissimus dorsi is crossed by the inserting fibers of M. coracobrachialis pro- 
funtlus. 
M .   st^ bscapularis 
O~1~1N.-Fronl the entire subscapular fossa of the scapula and the septum between 
M. subscapularis and M. supraspinatus. 
I~serw~oN.-On the caudal and dorsal surfaces of the lesser tuberosity of Lhc Irumcrus. 
l < ~ ~ ~ a e s . - - T h i s  muscle is composed of a number of bipennate fascicles. The  distal 
part of the subscapular fossa is bare of fibers, since the muscle is fascia1 there. T h e  tendon 
of insertion is crossed by the tendon of M. coracobrachialis. 
Deltoid Group (Figs. 9, 10) 
M .  clavo-acronziodeltoicleus 
ORIGIN.-~;~O~I thc lateral half of the clavicle and the ventral edge of the acro~nion. 
INSER.I . ION.--~~ the dorsal tip and both sides of the deltoid crest of the hulnerus. 
K~MARKS.-Acrornial and clavicular parts of this muscle are not distinct. 
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M .  spinodeltoideus 
OR~GIN.-From the tuberosity in the crest of the scapalar spine and from the spine 
itself between the tube~osity and the acromion. 
INSERTI~N.-OII the posterior surface of the deltoid crest of the humerus. 
REMARKS.-TI~~ acrotllial fibers of M. clavo-acromiodeltoidcus overlap the insertion 
of M. spinodeltoideus, and the latter is entirely tendinous in the region of overlap. In  
Jaculz~s, M. spi~~odeltoideus seems to be less distinct fro~ri M. clavo-aciomiodeltoicle~~s 
tlian in the other genela. 
M .  leres minor 
O R l ~ i N . - ~ r ~ n l  the distal half of tile axillary border of thc scapula. 
INSERTION.-On the greater tuberosity of the hurncrus bclow the i~lsertio~i of A4. 
infraspinatus. 
Re~a~ci ts . -Tl~is  muscle is small in all dipodoids and is mostly hidden beneath M. 
infraspinatus. Just beforc inserting, ils tcnclo~l becomes visible in lateral view. 
Suprascapular Group (Fig. 10) 
M .  supraspinatus 
O ~ l c ~ ~ . - F r o m  the dorsal border and cavity of the supraspinous fossa, from the 
dorsal border of the scapular spine and from the septum between this muscle and M. 
subscapularis. 
I ~ s r n ~ l o ~ . - O n  the dorsocranial surface of the greater tuberosity. 
RTMARKS.-AS in some cricetids (Howell, 1926; Rinkcr, 1954), this llluscle is separable 
into two parts. In  the dipodoids the fibers from the tubelosity and that part of the 
spine distal to the tuberosity form a rather distinct mass superficial to the remainder of 
the muscle. T h e  fibers of the superficial part insert mainly on the aponeurosis between 
the two parts; few fibers Insert on the gleater tuberosity. In  the ploximal region of 
the spine, dorsal to the tuberosity, the aepalation between the two parts does not exist, 
in contrast to the condition seen in cricetids. In  general, the two parts scem to be 
better differentiated in Peiomyscus than in Zapus. 
M .  infraspinatus 
O R I G I N . - F ~ O ~  the infraspinous fossa and the caudal sulfdcc of the scapular spine. 
INSER~.ION.-OII the caudal surfacc of the greater tuberosity of the hunlclus. 
REMARKS.-This musclc is bipcnnate in dipodoids as in many other rodents. The  
size of the supraspinous fossa is smaller, relative to the illfraspinous fo5sa, than in 
Znfius and Sicista, but M. supraspinatus does not seem to be relatively larger in Jaculus. 
According to Cheng (1955), M. supraspinatus and M. infraspinatus represent the 
reptilian M. supracoracoideus. They could justifiably be grouped with the vetltral, rather 
than dorsal muscles. 
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Triceps Group (Figs. 10, 11) 
M .  dorsoepitroch~earis 
ORIGIN.-From M. teres major. 
I~s~n~ro~ . -Fasc ia l ly  on the medial surface of the olecranon. 
~<I<MARKS.-SII.OI~~CSL attachment at  origin is always to M. teres major, but a fascia1 
co~l~lection to M. latissimus dorsi is usually present. No attachment to the scapula was 
seen. 
M. dorsoepitrochlearis and thc bellies of M. triceps are served by the radial nerve. 
Cheng (1955), however, claitnetl that in the opossum embryo M. dorsocpitrochlearis (his 
omoanconeus) is derived from the same primordium as M. latissir~ius dorsi rather than 
from the primordium of M. triceps. 
M .  t,riceps bracltii, caput lateralis 
O R I G I N . - F ~ ~ ~ I ~  the greater tuberosity and proximal half of the deltoid crest of the 
llumcrus and from the head of the humerus posterior to the greater tuberosity. 
INSER'I'ION.-OI~ tlic lateral surface of the olecranon. 
~<EMARKS. -T~O origin from the posterior part of the greater tuberosity and the 
head of tlic hutr~erus is fibrous; the remainder of the origin is aponeurotic. T h e  anterior 
border of this tnl~scle crosses the lateral epicondylar ridge and M. anconeus. 
M .  triceps bracltii, caput medialis 
OKIGIN.-From the posteroluedial surface of the distal two-thirds of the humerus. 
INSE~ITION.-OII tire medial surfacc of the olecranon. 
OI<IGIN.-F~OIII the distal fifth of the axillary border of the scapula, from the in- 
ferior lip of the glcnoid socket, and frotn the scapular spine in the acromial region. 
INSICRTION.-OII the posterior surface of the olccranon. 
I < e k r ~ ~ ~ s . - I n  Sicista the origin occupies the distal fourth of the axillaly border. The  
origins frotn the scapular blade are fleshy; that from the acromion is ligamentous. 111 
niarty rodents an  ;~pol~eurosis runs ventrad from the metacromion (or from the acro~nion 
when the rl ictacro~~~ion is not developed) and curves around the distal parts of M. teres 
~u inor  ant1 M. infraspinatus to attach to the axillary border of the scapula. I t  encloscs 
these tllusclcs ancl separates them from M. teres major. This aponcurosis occurs in 
Lugostotnus (Parsons, 1894), Rltizomys (Parsons, 1896), S i g m d o n ,  Oryzon~ys  (Rinker, 
1954), Dipodo~nys  (Ilowcll, 1932), and Sicista, Zapus, and Jaculus. I n  some of these forms, 
including the dipodoitls, part of caput longus of M. triceps takes origin from the aponeu- 
rosis. 111 dipodoitls, as in some other rodents, the part of the aponeurosis between 
acromion and triceps is thickened into a distinct ligament, particularly visible in very 
dry specimens. 
M .  anconeus 
O R I G I N . - F I ~ ~  the posterior surface of the lateral epicontlyle and cpicondylar ridge 
of the humerus. 
I ~ s n ~ t ~ ~ o ~ . - I n t o  a gro ve on the lateral surface of the olecranon. 
REMARKS.-This muscle is distinct from M. triceps CapUt lateralis which overlies it, 
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but it is inseparable f ~ o ~ r i  caput medialis. M. anconeus and caput medialis arc supplied 
by d~ffercnt branches of the radial nerve. But for this difference, distinction between the 
two inuacles in dipodoids is lacking. A true anconcus element supplied by the radial 
nerve is not p~eaent oil the medial side of the elbow. 
Extensor Group of the Forearm (Figs. 10, 1 1 )  
M .  Drnchiorudialis 
OI~IGIN.-FI.~II~ the lateral epico~itlylar ridge o f  the I~utricvus, proximal arid partly 
~rlcdial to ihc origin of M, extensor carpi ladialis longus. 
INSI , : I<TION. -O~~~  the carpals, priinarily on the radial side o f  the wrist. 
R~nlA~lts.-'I'his muscle is present in all dipodoids tlisscctcd by IIowcll (1932) and 
by nrc. ?'he tendon of insertion Pans out and seeIris to attach to the dorsal ligaments 
of the intercarpal joints beyond the ratlial-ral.pal articulation. A ratlial extension of this 
tendon runs vetitrad Lo iusert in the skin behind the thenar patl. Parsons (1894) gave 
tlic insertion of this nilrscle (his "supinator longus") in Jaculz~s as "into thc base of the 
metacarpal bone of the pollex." The  pollical insertion in J u c ~ ~ l t i s  probably corrcspotlds 
to the thcnar insertion in Sicislu and Znpus. 
T h e  tendon of M. hracl~ioradialis crosses tlic wrist immediately to the radial side 
of tlie tcndori of M. extensor carpi radialis longus, lying so~riewllat deeper than that 
tendon in the samc compartment. 
M. brachioradialis also occurs in Erelhizon (Parsons, 1894) ancl in sciurids (I-lill, 1937; 
Bryanl, 1945). I t  is absent in Castor, Aploclontict, georiiyoids, muroids, hystricorriorphs. 
and caviomorphs other thari erethizontids (Hill, 1937; Rinkcr, 1954; Parsons, 1894, 1896). 
When present in mammals, insertion is usually on the distal part of the radius, but in 
dipodoitls, mollotrcmes, marsupials, antl some Xcnarlhra, a carpal insertion is present 
instead (Straus, 1941). Sincr this muscle occurs widely among rriain~nals other than 
rodents, its persistence in a few r o t l c ~ ~ t  g ~ . o ~ ~ p s  may be taken as the survival of a primitive 
character. 
M .  extensor curbi ratlicrlis loiagt~s 
Oltrcr~.-Fron~ the lateral epicondylar ridge between the origins of M. braclrioradialis 
antl M. extensor carpi radialis brcvis, partly overlapping the origin o l  the former. 
INSEII .TION.-~~ the dorso~netlial side of the second metacarpal. 
R e ~ ~ ~ l i s . - T h e  bclly of this lnllscle is ahout twice the bulk of thc belly of M. 
bracliioradialis and slightly greater than that of M. extensor carpi radialis brcvis. 
M .  extensor cal-pi racliulis brevis 
OI<IGIN.-From the lateral epicondylar ridge between the origins of M. extensor 
carpi radialis longus and M. extensor digitoruni superficialis. 
I N S I ~ R T I O N . - ~ ~  tlie medial side of the third metacarpal. 
RI.~$ARKS.-I-lowell (1932) gave the insertiotr as on the second metacarpal. Though 
the tendon of inscrtion runs over the second metacarpal, it does not attach there. 
M .  supinnlor 
Ortrc~~.-Florn tlie capsule 01 the Ilumero iadial joint and fxom the capitulum of 
the humeius. 
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INSERTION.-On the proximal half of the radius. 
RE MARKS.-^^ Jaculus, insertion is on the proximal third of the radius. 
A4. extensor pollicis brevis (M. extensor metacarpi pollicis Howell, 1932, part) 
O R I G I N . - I ; ~ ~ ~  the ulna and the interosseous membrane in the middle third of the 
forcann. 
INsER'I'1oN.-011 the falciform bone. 
M. abductor pollicis longus (M. ~xtenror  metacarf~i  pollicis Howell, 1932, part) 
O~~cIN.--~rorn the proximal third of the radius, and from the ulna between a point 
opposite the semilunar riotch and a point halfway from the notch to the carpus. 
INSERTION.-On the first metacarpal. 
R E M A R I ~ s . - T ~ ~  tendons of this muscle and the preceding one run distad and 
laterad over the tendons of Mm. cxtcnsores carpi radialis longus and brevis and M. 
brachioiadialis, and pass through the first (radialmost) compartment of the wrist. At the 
compartment, the tendon of M. abductor pollicis longus lies deep to the tendon of M. 
extensor pollicis brevis. 
M. extensor digitorum (M. extensor digitorum communis Howell, 1932) 
O~lcl~.-From the lateral epicondylar ridge between the origins of M. extensor 
carpi radialis brevis and M. cxtensor digiti minimi. 
INSEI<TION.-On the dorsal surfaces of digits 2 through 5. 
REMARI~S. -T~~S muscle is composed of four parts. The radial superficial head inserts 
on the second digit; the nlnar superficial head on the fourth and fifth. The two deeper 
heads have vely small, thin bellies and insert on digits 3 and 4. Dipodoids resemble 
cricetids in structure of this muscle, except that the ulnar superficial head inserts on 
digits 3 and 5 in cricetids (Howell, 1926; Rinker, 1954). 
The tendons of M. cxtensor digitorum pass through a compartment on the wrist in 
common with the tendons of M. extensor indicis and M. extensor digiti tertii proprius. 
Over the dorsum of the manus, the tendons of M. extensor digitorum are connected 
by fascia1 bands. 
M. extensor indicis 
OR1c1N.-From the middle fifth of the ulna. 
INSERTION.-OII the dorsum of the second digit. 
M. extensor digiti tertii proprius 
OR~cl~.-Froln the lateral epicondylar ridge, deeply between the bellies of M. 
extensor digitoru~ii and M. extensor digiti minimi. 
INSERTION.-011 the dorsum of the third digit. 
~ < E M A R K s . - T ~ ~  tendon of this muscle passes through the same compartment as the 
tendons of the two preceding muscles, and the origin is intimately related to the bellies 
of M. extensor digitorum. Bryant (1945) described the probable homologue of this 
muscle in squirrels as the radial part of M. extensor digiti minimi (his M. extensor 
digiti quinti proprius). In a specimen of Tamias which I dissected the muscle arose as a 
illin aponeurosis between the origins of M. extensor digitorum and M. extensor digiti 
minimi. Midway down the forearm, a belly was formed. Insertion was on the dorsum 
of the third metacarpal. 
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This muscle is absent in the cricetids described by Rinker (1954) and in geomyids 
described by Hill (1937). Howell (1932) did not mention i t  for Dipodomys, atid I was 
unable Lo find it in specimens of that genus. 
M. extensor digiti  m i n i m i  (M.  extensor digiti  qu in t i  Howell, 1932) 
ORIGIN.-From the lateral epicondylar ridge between the origins of M. cxtensor digi- 
torum and M. extensor carpi ulnaris. 
I N S E R T I ~ N . - ~ ~  the dorsal surfaces of the fourth and fifth digits. 
R E M A R K S . - I ~ S ~ ~ ~ ~ O I I  in Jaculus is on digit 5 only. Howell (1932) rcported insertion on 
digits 4 and 5 in Allactaga and on digit 5 in Jaculus. In  all dipodoids dissectcd thc tendon 
of this muscle crosses the wrist in a compartment slightly superficial to and ulnarward of 
the compartment occupied by the tendons of M. extensor digitorum, M. cx tc~~sor  digiti 
tertii proprius, and M. extensor indicis. In  some squirrels, including Sciurus, Tamin-  
sciurus, Glaucomys (Bryant, 1945), and Tamias,  the tendon of M. extensor digiti minimi 
passes through the same compartment as the other muscles. 
Insertion in cricetids is on digits 4 and 5 (Kinker, 1954). In geomyids and hetcromyids, 
as in Jac t~ lus ,  insertion is on digit 5 alone (Howell, 1932; Hill, 1937). 
M. extensor indicis, M. extcnsor digiti tertii prop]-ius, and M. extensor digiti minimi 
probably represent the primitive dcep extensors of digits 2 through 5. They occur as 
scparatc slips in many primates. In  the rhesns monkey the deep extetisors to digits 2 and 
3 pass through thc same compartment with the tendons of the supcrficial extensor, whilc 
the deep extensor of di,gits 4 and 5 passes through a separate compartment, as in dipodoids 
(Howell and Straus, 1933). Dipodoids and squirrels thus agree in  retainin.g a full set of 
these deep extcnsors cxccpt that the extensor of digit 4 is lost in Jacul~cs. In muroids tlic 
cxtensor of digit 3 is lost, and in geomyoids the extensors of digits 3 and 4 are lost. 
Loss o f  the extensor to digit 4 probably occurrcd in Jaculus independent of loss in 
geomyoids. 
M .  extensor carpi ulnaris 
O R I G I N . - F ~ ~ ~  the latci-al epicondylc and from 2 mm. of the lateral ridge of thc 
ulna opposite the semilunar notch. 
I ~ s e n ~ r o ~ . - O n  the base of metacarpal 5. 
RI!MARKS.-T~~ fibers of epicondylar origin are barely distinguishable from the fibers 
of M. anconeus; those of ulnar origin partly overlap the insertion of M. anconeus. The  
tendon passes toward thc wrist through a special compartment over the ulna. 
Flexor System 
Pectoral Group 
At insertion, the pectoral mass in dipodoids is separable into two layers. 
M. pectoralis major, which constitutes the superficial layer, inserts on the 
lateral crest. The deeper common tendon of the other pectorals and M. 
cutaneus maximus inserts on the base of the lateral crest, on the shaft of 
the humerus proximal to the crest and into fascia over the head and joint 
capsule. 
Howell (1932) divided the pectolal muscles (excluding M. cutaneus 
maxinlus and M. subclavius) into kour parts. His part n of the superficial 
pectoral corresponds to Ril. pectoralis major, his part a' of the same muscle 
to the poslerior part 01 M. pectoralis minor, his part b of the deep pectoral 
to thc anterior part 01 M. pectoralis minor, and his part b' of the deep 
pcctoi-a1 lo M. peccoralis abdominalis as here uscd. 
All. s i c b c l m ~ i ~ ~ ~  
OI~I~IN.-From the lateral third oC the first costal cartilage. 
INSLIITION.-011 thc dorsocaudal surface oC the middle third of the clavicle. 
O~lc . l~ . -~~ lo l l l  the mitllinc of the manubriurn sleini ant1 from the stcrnebrac not 
includitrg thc xiphistctnum. 
INSERTION.-By a flat tendon on thc distal half of the latcral crest of the humerus. 
~ < E M A R K S . - T ~ ~ S  tnusclc is thilmcr than M. pectoralis minor, particularly in the 
posterior region ol  origin where its fibcrs are also somewhat fused with those of M. 
pcctoralis minor. 
M .  f~ecloi-alis minor 
O~trc~~.-i ;rorr~ Ihc stel-ncbrac posterior to thc rnanubriutn and Crom thc xiphisternum, 
partly deep to M. pccloralis ~najor.  
INSEIITION.-B~ the common tcndon of the decp pcctoral laycr. 
RICMARICS.-In most sl>cci~nens, two parts oC this nlusclc are recognizable, ant1 in a 
l'cw individuals a distinc~ hiatus is present bctween the parts. T h e  anterior part origi- 
nares froln the ster~iebrae and contributes to the insertional tendon over the head of 
thc h u m c r ~ ~ s .  The  fibers of the posterior part originate from the xiphistcrnum and 
contribute to the comrncm Icndon in the area of irlsertion on thc latcral crest. The  cotn- 
lnon tentlon in the region bctmcen humeral head and latcral crest is probably co~nposed 
entirely of libcrs Crorn R4. pcctoralis abdominalis and M. rutancus maxituus. 
O~trcr~.-From the xiphisternal cartilagc and from the abdomen lateral to the 
cartilage. 
I~sr?lcrro~.-By thc common tendon or the decp laycr. 
Renfa~lts.-At origin this niusclc is medial ant1 anterior to thc most ventral fibers 
of M. crltaneus maxirnus. Midway bctween origin and insertion i t  is partly overlapped 
by the ventral etlgc of M. rulanens ~naximus. Anteriorly, howevcr, M. pectoralis abdomi- 
nzrlis crosses lhe edge of the other muscle, becomes superficial to i t  and inserts into the 
common tendon over the proximal part of the insertion of M. cutaneus maximus, deep 
to the insertion of the anterior part of M. pectoralis profundus. 
M .  czttaneils rncrxirn~ir (hl. panniculus carnosus Howell, 1932) 
Ilorsal fibers takc o~ ig in  ftoin the skin ol  the dorsum, from a point at  the level of 
tllc scapt~lar spinc on back~vaid ovet the verlebral column. Over the thorax, the fibcrs 
o l  onc side (usnally the right) rrlay overlap lhosc of the other sidc. T h c  anterior border 
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of the muscle is distinct dorsally; no interlacing with the nuchal platysma occurs. In 
the cautlal rcgion a heavy band cmerges onto the rump from each side ol  the dorsum of 
the tail. More ventral fibers run anteriad from the lateral surface of the thigh, from the 
inguinal rcgion, and from the ventral midline as far forwartl as the origitl of M. 
pectoralis abdominalis. Over the other pectoral musclcs, M. cutaucus maxirnus is rrprc- 
scntcd by fascia, if present at  all. Converging toward the axilla, thc fibcrs overlap part 
of M. pectoralis abdominalis and then pass decp to that muscle to insert as the deepest 
laycr of the common pectoral tendon on the humcrus. T h c  insertion seems to be I-eflectcd 
r~pon  itscll at  insertion. The  most vcntral fibers itlscrt pi-oximally, decp to the caudal 
edgc ol  the anterior part of M. pectoralis profundus and dcep to M. pectoralis abdomi- 
nalis. The  lateral fibcrs insert more distally, mainly into the lateral crest decp to thc 
insertion of the posterior part of M. pcctoralis profundus. T h e  dorsal fibers insert more 
proxilnally into thc fascia of the shalt and head of the humerus, decp to the insertion 
of the vcntral fibcrs. 
In dipodoids, M. cutaneus maximus is not separable into tlistinct tlorsal, thoraco- 
abdominal, femoral, and pudendal parts as it is in some caviomorphs (I.angworthy, 1925; 
Meincrtz, 1932; Enders, 1934), though a few scattered inguinal fibcrs in Znpus may 
rcprescnt an  incipient pars pudenda. In  hetcromyids and geomyids M. cutaneus maximus 
is separable into dorsal (humeral) and ventral parts (Howell, 1932; Hill, 1937). The  
tlipodoid muscle resembles most closcly that tlescribetl in muroids (Howell, 1926; Lang- 
worthy, 1925; Meitlcrtz, 1941a; Rinker, 1954) in that the entire undiffereutiated muscle 
passes into the axilla to insert on the humcrus, barring the exception of the slip to the 
lateral side of the humerus in Dicrostonyx. The  caudal part seems to be better devclopcd 
in dipodoids than in muroids, howevcr. 
Flexor Group of the Arm (Fig. 11) 
M. coracobl-achialis 
OKIGIN.-BY tendon from the tip of the coracoid process. 
INSEK~ION.-O~ the crest of the lesser tuberosity of the hutnerus and 011 the medial 
surface of tlie humerus above the medial epicondylar ridge. 
R ~ ~ n n ~ s . - T h e  t ndon of ori,gin arches down over the inserting tendon of M. 
subscapularis. T h e  fibers of the short, or profundus, part develop on the deep surface 
of thc tendon of origin and pass anteroveutrad over the common tendon of M. latissitnus 
dorsi and M. teres major to insert on a pronouticed ridge below the lesser tuberosity just 
anterior to the insertion of the comlnon tendon. Below the short part the tendon of 
origiu narrows, and the distal part of the muscle develops as a slender direct continua- 
tion of the tendon. The  distal part inserts on a small area, 1.5 mm. long in Zapus, above 
tlie nledial epicondylar ridge and separated by a long hiatus from the insertion of the 
short part. Distal and short parts are separated by the path of the n~usculocutaneous 
nerve. 
The  short part is present in sciurids, Aplodontia, geomyids, and hetcromyids (Howell, 
1932; Hill, 1937; Bryant, 1945), and, among muroids, only in Cricetus, Cricetomys (Parsons, 
1896). Neotoma, and Peromyscus (Rinker, 1954). 
Homology in dipodoids of the distal part with either the medius or longus parts 
discussed by J. Wood (18G7) and Parsons (1894, 1896) is dubious. I have, thercforc, used 
the noncommittal term "distal" for the part superficial to the musculocutaneous nerve. 
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In cricctids Lhe i~rsertiotr of thc distal part is far more extensive along the humerus 
than in dipodoids (cf. liinkcr, 1954). 
In  Sicisln the tcndon of origin also gives risc to the short head of M. biceps brachii. 
M .  hireps brnrllii 
01<1c1~.-I;rom the basc of the coracoid process (long head only). 
INSIIK~' ION.-O~ the brachial ridge of the ulna and possibly on the tuberosity of 
lhc radius. 
R e k ~ ~ ~ s s . - I n  Z pnts thc tcntlon of the long hcad runs through thc joint capsule 
and bicipital groove oC the h~uncrus. T h e  short head is abscut in Zapus ,  Jaculus ,  and 
( / ide Howell, 1932) Allnctclga. I t  is present in Sicistn, taking origin from the anteromedial 
surface of the Leudo11 of Ivl. coracobrachialis and fusing with the long hcad close to 
the inscrtion. 
Absence of tlrc short head has been rcportcd in one subgenus of Cite l lus  (Bryant, 
1945), and in I lys t l - ix ,  Dasyproctitlae, Caviidac, and Castor (Parsons, 1894). T o  my knolr.1- 
ctlgc, lhc short hcad is invariably prcscnt in muroids ant1 geomyoids (Howell, 1932; Hill, 
1937; Rinkcr, 1954). Because the short hcad is present in Sicistn, the least modified living 
tlipotloid, 1 suspect that the loss of the short head in other dipodoids was independent 
of tlrc comparable loss in other groups. 
Insertion of the tendon of M. biccps brachii on the radius, if pi-esent, is very 
small. No scparatc lendon to the radius is dcvclopcd. 
<)lclcr~.-F~.oln Ll~c posrci-olateral surlace of the proximal third of the humera1 shaft 
ant1 from lhc antcromctlial side of the deltoid crcst ancl Lhc region of the lrumeral shaft 
at  rllc basc ol' tlic dcltoid crcst. 
I N S E R T I ~ N . - O ~  the brachial crest of the ulna, proximal to the inscrtion oC M. 
biccps brachii. 
REMARKS.-Tlrc two hcatls of this musclc arc separate almost to inscrlion. T h c  lateral 
head is partly covcrctl by caput lateralis of M. triceps brachii and is about twicc thc 
bulk of the mcdial hcad. 
T h e  brachial musclcs in Jac~rlus  arc very short and thick, as the arm is relatively 
very short in that genus. 
Flexor Group of the Forearlu (Fig. 11) 
M .  c ~ ~ i t r o c l ~ l e o c ~ n r o ~ z c u s  
O~lc l~ . -F rom thc posterior surface of the mcdial cpicondylc. 
I N S E R T I ~ N . - O ~  the medial surface of the olccranon. 
REMAKKS. -T~~S  small muscle is distinct from the triceps mass. I t  overlies thc ulnar 
nerve and receives a branch from that nerve on its underside. No trace of radial inner- 
vation was seen in any specimen. 
144. flexor carpi u lnnris  
O~lc.l~.-From the medial surface of the olecranon. 
I~sr :ar ro~.-On the pisifonn bone. 
R~h~i\l<l<s.-This nruscic is fascially I~ound to thc mcdial cpicondylc, but tro true 
cpicontlylar origin is prcscnt. 
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hf. l)alvzoris longus 
On~c~~ . -F ro l l l  the most distal part of the medial epicondyle, distal to the origin 
of the superficial hcad of M. flcxor digitorum profundus and superficial to the origin of 
M. flexor tligitorum superficialis. 
I N ~ ~ R T I O N . - I ~ ~ ~  the pahnar fascia on thc ulnar side of the hand. 
RICMAI<RS.-TIIC s i x  of the belly of this musclc is individually variable. 
M .  flexor cnrpi rcrdialis 
Oalcl~.--Froln the medial cpicontlyle distal to the origin of M. pronator teres and 
proximal to the origin of thc superficial head of M. flcxor digitorurn profundus. 
INSIRTION.-011 thc base of the sccond mctacarpal. 
Rlin~~n~ts.-As the tendon runs distatl, it bccomes fascially bound to the surfacc of 
thc radius over the distal third of the bone. 
M .  l ~ r o ? ~ u t o r  te es 
O~lcr~. -From the tlletlial epicontlyle. 
INSER.I.ION.-~II the micldlc third of the radius. 
M .  flexor digitorunz superficialis ( A t .  flexor d ig i tor i~ in  suOliinis Howell, 1932) 
O~<rc;r~.-I;ro~n thc mctlial epicondyle deep to thc origins of M. palmaris longus and 
the epicondylar head of M. flcxor digitorum profundus. 
INSI ' .RTI~N. -O~ the sccond phalanges of digits 2, 3 and 4. 
RIIMAIII~S.-T~C origin is hidtlcn to a variable cxtent, and the belly becomes visible 
partway down the forearm. In Joc~rlics the Ixlly is usually nlore visible. T h e  insertional 
tcntlons arc perforated by the tendous of M. flexor digitorutn profundus to those digits. 
A t .  / /exor rligitorurn f~rofu?~rlzrs 
ORIGIN.-By four heads: (1) from the medial epicondyle between the origins of M. 
pa11nal.i~ longus ant1 M. flcxor carpi ratlialis, superficial to the origin of M. flexor digi- 
tol.um ~upc~licialis; (2) by tendon from the side of the trochlea of the humerus; (3) from 
the middle thirtl of the ulna and the adjacent interosseous membrane; (4) fro111 the 
~nitldlc third of the radius ant1 adjacent interosseous membrane. 
INSICK.L.ION.-OIL the distal phalanges of digits 1 through 5, penetrating the tendons 
of M. flexor tligitoru~n superficialis to digits 2 through 4. 
RICMARKS.-I~ Sicista the radial and ulnar heads are separate, and their tendons unite 
oirly at  the wrist. In Zapus and Jaculzw the radial and ulnar heads give rise to a single 
ccndon. Howell (1932) repolted that the radial head is absent in Allactago. 
111 Z c ~ l ~ u s  the tendon formed by the trochlear head attaches to the superficial sur- 
face of the radio-ulnar tendon, and the tendon of the epicontlylar hcad attaches to the 
superficial surfacc of the trochlear tendon at  the same point. In Sicista the tendons of 
cpicondylar and trochlear heads join the radio-ulnar tendon on its radial, rather than 
superficial, surface. In Jaculus the epicondylar and trochlear heads are small and slen- 
der ant1 scparablc from one another with difficulty. They form no separate tendons, 
but inscrt directly on an aponeurosis on the superficial surface of the radio-ulnar head. 
I-Iowell (1932) and Hill (1937) reported ultlar inncrvation of the ulnar head in the 
rodcnts they dissected. Rinkcr (1954) fountl only mctlian innervation of this heat1 in 
muroids. In dipodoids the ulnar nerve runs on the surface of the ulnar head for most 
of the length of the forearm, hut I cletccted no branches entering the muscle. Instead, 
the ulnar head, like the other heads, seems to be innervated solely by the median nerve. 
h.1. lwonator quadratus 
I did not find this muscle in any dipodoid. 
MUSCLES OF THE PELVIC GIRDLE AND LIA,IB 
Extensor System 
Iliacus Group (Fig. 14) 
M. iliacus 
Oercl~.-From the ventral part of the iliac fossa. 
INSERTION.-011 the lesser trochanter of the femur, just distal to thc insertion of 
M. psoas major. 
M. psoas major 
ORlGlN.-Fr0m the boclies and transvcrsc processes of tile last five I~rmbar vertebrae. 
I ~ s e ~ r l o ~ . - O n  the proximal part of the lcsser trochanter of the fcmur. 
REMARKS.-The insertions of this muscle and M. iliacus arc tlistinguishahle, but the 
bellies are in close contact arid occasionally difficult to separate. 
M. pccti~zez~s 
O R I G I N . - - F ~ ~ I ~  the ventral border of the pubis ventral to the acctabulun~. 
INSERTION.-On the caudo~nedial stirface of the proximal third of the shaft of the 
femur, between the lesser trochanter and the level of the distal limit of the lateral crest. 
~ < E R I A R K S . - ~ ~  Sicista the insertion is on the proximal half of the femoral shaft, ant1 
in Jnculus on the proximal quav~cr. In  all four genera the insertion is flat, the line of 
insertion lying medial to thc insertion of the femoral part of M. adductor brevis. In all 
four genera this muscle is irinervatetl by the femoral nerve; no obturator inncl-vation 
was found. 
Gluteal Group (Figs. 12, 13, 14) 
T h e  postural difference between rodents and man has caused some 
difliculty in homologizing rodent gluteal muscles with their hunlan counter- 
parts. Hill (1937) and Rinker (1954) used as criteria for identification oC 
these muscles the paths of the superior and inferior gluteal nerves. I have 
used these criteria also, and my identification of muscles is rather different 
fro111 that which Howell (1932) provided for jerboas. Howell's M. gluteus 
superficialis corresponds to my M. gluteus maximus plus M. tensor fasciae 
latae. My M. gluteus rnedius includes his Ail. gluteus maximus, M. gluteus 
medius, M. gemellus superior, and part of his M. gluteus minimus. My M. 
gluteus ~ninimus corresponds to only part of his muscle of that name. 
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As Kinker (1954) noted, the gluteal mass in rodents is roughly separable 
into two layers. The superficial layer includes M. tensor fasciae latae, M. 
gluteus maximus, M. femorococcygeus and M. tenuissimus. The deeper 
laycr is composed ol M. pyriformis, M. gluteus medius, and M. gluteus 
minimus. 
11.1. le~lsor fasciae lalae 
O~lc r~ . -F rom the lu~nbodorsal fascia ovcr the last lumbar and first sacral verte- 
brae, from the iliac spine and from the anterior quarter of the vc~ltral iliac border. 
I ~ s e l l ~ ~ o ~ . - I n t o  thc fascia of the latei-a1 and anterior surfaccs of the quadriccps 
fcmoris. 
R E M A ~ K S . - T ~ C  medial part of this shect is absent in Sicista and Zapus. In Jaculus 
thc fibcrs from the iliac bordcr run distad on the medial surface of the thigh, becoming 
fascia1 partway to the knee, and fortuitlg a medial sheet like that found in some other 
rodents. In  Znpus the fibcrs from thc iliac bordcr twist as they run laterad and inscrt, 
togcther with dorsal fibers, on the fascial layers over the quadriceps fcmoris. I n  Sicista 
no origin from the ventral iliac' border is present, and no fibers insert on the fasciae 
latac. Instead, they run caudad to insert on the anterior surfacc of the lateral crcst of 
ihc femur'. In Jaculus thc lateral part of thc lnuscle is poorly developed by comparison 
with Zapus. 
M. glutells maxi~nics 
OI~IGIN.-From the Ir~tnbodorsal fascia over the first and sccond sacral vertebrae and 
lleshily from the dorsal midline bctwcei~ the spincs of the sccond to fourth sacral 
vcrlcbl-ac. 
I ~ s ~ r l t ~ r o ~ . - I n t o  thc anterior surfacc ant1 proxirllal end of the lateral crcst of (he 
femur. 
Renr~nrts.-In dipodoids as i11 many other rodcnts, the anterior border of this muscle 
is continuous with the posterior bordcr of M. tensor fasciae latae, and the two muscles 
appear as onc. They are separable, however, on the basis both of point of insertion of 
fibers and by differences in innervation; M. gluteus ~naxi~l lus  i  served by the inferior 
gluteal nerve and M. tensor fasciac latae by the superior gluteal. In Sicista, where the 
fibers of both musclcs inscrt on the lateral crest, the muscles must be distinguished on the 
basis of innervation alone. In Jaculus, M. gluteus maxitllus is represented by a few fibers 
inserting fascially on the aponeurosis formed on the posterior surface of M. rectus 
fcmoris. Direct insertion on the femur could not be demonstrated. The  lateral crest of 
the fenlur is absent in Jacu1u.s and in most other jerboas except Salpingotus (Vinogradov, 
1937). I t  is present in Sicista and Zapus. The  reduction of M. gluteus maximus and M. 
tensor fasciae latae secn in Jaculus is not paralleled in Difiodomys (Howell, 1932). 
Posteriorly, the fleshy origin of M. gluteus maximus in Sicista and Zapus is difficult 
to distinguish from the origin of M. femorococcygeus. In Jaculus the posterior part of 
the origin of M. gluteus maxitlius is fascial and easily distinguished from M. femorococcy- 
gens. 
M. femororocrygrus (M. bicel1.5 fernoris r~~zticzrc Howell, 1932) 
ORIG~N.-Fascially from the spine of the fourth sacral ant1 firat caudal vertebrae. 
INSEXIION.-O~ the lateral surface of the patclla. 
R I < ~ ~ A R K S . - I ~  Sicisla origin is similar to that in Zuf~us. In both, the 01-igin is coln- 
pletely covered by the cautlal head of M. semitendinosus, and is difficult to distinguish 
from the posterior part of the origin OF M. .glutcus maxirnus. Both M. gluteus maximus 
and M. femorococcygeus arc innervated by the inferior glutcal nerve. In Jaczclus the origin 
o f  M. fen~orococcygcus is distinct anti exte~lsive; from the deep lumbosacral fascia at  the 
level of the last sacral and first caudal vertebrae, from the strong sacrotubero~cs ligatnent 
between the spine of the last sacral vertebra and thc dorsal spine of the ischium, and 
from the dorsal ischial spine itself. The  origin is crossed by the origin of the caudal 
head of M. scmitendi~losus, but i t  is not completely covered by that muscle. The  sacro- 
tuberous ligament is not dcvclopcd in Sicista and Znl~us. 
Insertion in Sir-istu is on the posterolatcral surface of thc distal half of the femur 
ant1 fascially on the lateral surface of the patella. Ir~sertion on  the femoral shaft, proh- 
ahly a primitive trait, is not sccn in Zopus. In Jaculus insertion is on a heavy aponeurosis 
tlcvelopetl on the posterior surface of M. rectus fenloris and on the patella. Howell (1932) 
distinguishctl thrcc parts of this rnusclc in jerboas, but I was unable lo do so. 
This muscle is separated from M. biceps femoris by the path of the posterior femoral 
curancous nerve. This manucr of separation holds true also in muroids atrcl gcomyoitls. 
In Aplodo~ztia and squirrels, however, the nerve penetrates M. biceps fctnoris (Hill, 1937). 
Distally M. fcmorococcygeus lics lateral to the tibia1 ant1 common pcro~leal nerves. Rinker 
(1954) notcti that the names "M. caudofemoralis" and "M. biceps antictrs" havc been 
applied to this muscle by some authors. Howell (1938) and Fry (1961) called it "M. 
glutens longus." 
M. tc~izuissimus 
This musclc is prcsctlt only in Sir-i.sto. It originates fascially over the first cauclal 
vertebra posterior to the origin of M. glrctcus maxirnus. It runs tlistatl s~~perficial to the 
posterior fe~noral cutatlcotls nerve and M. caudofemoralis. I t  lics, nrar origin, on the 
~~ndcrsit lc of M. femorococcygeus and then crosses to the u~ltlcrsitle of M. biceps femoris 
to insert on the fascia of the lateral surface of the shank musculature just under the 
distal edge of the insertion of M. biceps femoris. I n  Sicista it is a slender muscle, its 
witith bcing less than a quarter of a millimeter. Its relationships to ncrves and other 
muscles apparently arc similar to those described in geotnyoids and rnuroids by Hill 
(1937) and Rinker (1954). Innervation in other mammals is rcsually by a branch of the 
cornmoll pe ro~~ea l  nerve, but innervation could not be determined in Sicistn. Fry (1x1) 
grouped this muscle with the harustrings, but the innervation indicates that it belongs 
with the extensors rather than with the flexors of the thigh. 
M. tenuissimus has a rather scattered distribution among rodents. Howell (1932) 
found it in Dipodomys, and I havc verified its presence there. Hill (1937) found it to 
be present, but rarely, in Tlzomomys and absent in Geomys. Rinkcr (1954) saw it in 
Neotoinc~ and Peromyscus but not in Sigmodon and Oryzonays. Since the muscle is PI-escnt 
in the most generalizctl living dipodoid and absent in the rernainder, and since distribu- 
tion within other families is sporadic, I suspect that loss of the muscle in dipodoids has 
occurred itldependently of loss in other groups. 
M. gluteus medius 
ORIGIN.-F~OIII the deep l~utnbosacral fascia from a point between the spines of the 
sixth and seventh lumbar vertebrae back to the level of the third sacral vertebra, from 
the spine and dorsal ~ i d g e  of the ilium, from the dorsal part of the gluteal fossa, and 
from the a~~tcrovcntral  part of the iliac fossa. 
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I N S E K ~ . I O N . - ~ ~  the posterior surface of the femoral shaft proximal to the lateral 
crest, and on the greater trochanter. 
l < ~ ~ ~ u a s . - R i n k c r  (1954) separated three poorly diiferentiated parts in his cricetids. 
In  dipodoids I find two strongly differentiated parts. T h e  superficial part takes origin 
from the deep lumbosacral fascia and from the spine and dorsal ridge of the ilium. I t  
inserts on the posterior surface of the femur (helow the greater trochanter) and on the 
posterior and posterolateral surfaces of the grcatcr trochanter. T h e  fibers inserti~lg on the 
sl-r;~ft originate from the lumbosacral fascia between the first and third sacral vertebrae 
and overlie anteriorly the remainder of the superficial part, which inserts on the greater 
trochanter. The  dipodoid superficial part thus corresponds to Rinker's "dorsolateral part" 
ant1 "second superlicial part." 
In dipotloids the deep part of the muscle takes origin from tire gluteal crest ant1 fossa 
and inserts with the terido~r of M. gluteus minimus on the anteromedial surface of the 
greater trochanter. In  cricetids this deep part is clearly associated with the superficial parts 
of M. gluteus mcdius; in dipodoids it fuses with M. gluteus minimus. In both cricetids 
and dipodoids, however, the muscle's origins are sinlilar and its deep part is separated 
from M. gluteus minimus by the passage of the superior gluteal nerve, which emerges 
at  the lateral border of the deep part and enters the underside of M. tensor fasciae latae. 
Posteriorly, the decp part of IM. gluteus medius is contiguous with M. pyriformis. 
These muscles are separable on the bases of point of origin of their fibers, a slight 
diCercncc in fiber direction, and the passage of an ascending branch of the superior 
gluteal nerve between them. 
Parsons (1894, 1896) and Howell (1926, 1932) both ignored the path of the superior 
gluteal nerve, arid their divisions of the deep gluteal mass into M. gluteus medius and 
M. gluteus minimus are not to be trusted. In  most cases Parsons co~lsidercd the deep 
M. gluteus medius to be a part of M. gluteus minimus; this mistake accounts for his 
statelnents that M. pyrifor~nis and M. gluteus rninimus are closely related in some 
rodents. Howell evidently viewed the deep part of M. gluteus medius as a part of 
M. gluterrs medius in Neotoma and a part of M. gluteus rninimus in Dipodomys,  Allar- 
tcign, ant1 Jacul t~s .  I-Iowell's "M. gernellus superior" originates from the dorsal iliac 
border and is closely related to M. pyrifonnis in all four of the above genera. His muscle 
is probably part of the deep M. gluteus medius rather than of M. gluteus ~ninirnus as 
inferred by Rinker (1954). Alezais (1900) separated his "petit fessier" into anterior (iliac) 
and posterior (sciatic) parts; he further distinguished a "scansorius" it1 all the rodents he 
dissected. I agree with Rinker that the anterior part belongs with M. gluteus medius, and 
that the posterior part and scansorius together constitute M. gluteus minimus. Alezais 
noted that in rodents the "petit fessier" and "scansorius" may be united or separate. He 
found them united in  Jaculus and i l larn~o ta  and separate in Cnuia, Sciurus, MILS,  ant1 
Rnttus .  T h e  observatioru corresponds well with rny observations of dipodoids, since the 
deep part of M. gluteus niedius and M. glnteus ~ninimus are fused in that superfamily. 
Alezais' statements that M. pyriformis (his "pyramidal") is related to the "petit fessier" 
can be interpreted as a relationship of M. pyriformis with the decp M. glutcus medius 
rather than with M. gluteus minimus. 
In  some mammals, including ungulales, the superficial part of M. gluteus medius 
originates from the lun~bodorsal fascia well forward of the ilium. Slijper (1946) described 
this "gluteal tongue" in Cuniculus  f ~ n c a ,  and Alezais (1900) figured it (his "faisceau pos- 
terieur du moycn fessier") in Cnvin. Rinkcr (1954) found that in Sigmodon the super- 
ficial part of M. gluteus ~nedius originates as far forward as the interval between the 
spines of the fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae, and that this extension is not well 
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devclopetl in the other three genera he disscctcd. In Zapus the "gluteal tongue" is appar- 
ently even more poorly dcvcloped, since the rnuscle originates only as far forward as 
the interval between the sixth ant1 seventh lumbar spiiles. In Jaculus the "gluteal tongue" 
is not developed at  all, since no fibers originate anterior to the iliac spine. 
O R I G I N . - F S ~ ~  thc posterior part of the gluteal fossa, froln the lateral crest, anti 
f ro~n  the uplxr  part of the iliac lossa of the ilium. 
I~set r r lo~. -On the antcrolncdial and medial surfaces of the grcater trochanter. 
1 < ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 < s . - T h i s  muscle is fused with the deep part of M. gluteus metlius in dipo- 
doitls; the two elcnlcnts insert by a common tendon. 
A sn~all  slip of fibcrs originates from the inferior border of the ilium about half- 
way betwccn the acctabuluin and thc iliac spine and runs posterolaterad to insert on thc 
lateral side of thc tendon of the fibers arising from the iliac fossa. Kinkcr (1954) fount1 
this bundle to be better tleveloped in Neotoma and Peronzyscus than in Sig~norlon and 
Oq~zornys.  It is well developed in all dipodoids 1 dissected. 
No true M. scansorir~s could be detected, though Parsons (1894) and Howell (1932) 
rcportccl that ~nusclc in Jaculus. 
Af .  ;Dyrifoi.mis 
OI<IG~N.-From the ends and ventral surfaces of the transverse processes of the 
second through fourth sacral vertebrae. 
I N S E K ~ I O N . - O ~  the medial surface of the grcater trochanter in common with the 
posicrior fibers of the dccp M. gluteus mcdius. 
l i l~nt~rc~s.-This lnnsclc is closely related to the deep M. gluleus rnedius (cf. rcmarks 
regarding that muscle). 
Quadriceps Femoris Group (Figs. 12, 13, 14) 
The muscles of this group are innervated by the femoral nerve. A true 
M. sartorius, innervated by the femoral nerve, is absent in dipodoids as 
in many other rodents. 
M .  rectus fernoris 
O~lc:l~.-FI'oln the femoral tubercle of the ilium (straight head) and from the dorsal 
margin of the acetabul~un (reflected head). 
I ~ s r n ~ l ~ r o ~ . - O n  the cranial surface of the patella. 
R e n ~ ~ ~ l t s . - I n  Sicisla and %nf)us the reflected head is a round tendon curving around 
the anterior bortler of the acetabnlum and lying along the main axis of the ~nusclc. 
l ' h c  straiglit head is a flat band of counective tissue that joins the reflectetl head at  an 
angle of about 80" at the point whcrc the muscular fibers of the reflected heat1 begin. 
I n  Jaculus the reflected head is absent. 
M .  vnstus lutcrcllis 
ORIGIN.-F~~II~ the anlerior surface of the greater trochanter and froin the anterior 
surlace of the lateral ridge of the fe~irur pl.oxima1 to the level of the insertion of M. 
adductor magnus. 
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INSER.I.ION.-~II the lateral surlace of the patella. 
RER.IAI<KS.-111 Z a f ~ u s  this large nluscle encloscs M. rectus feinoris laterally and inedial- 
ly and is distinct from M. vastus intermedius. In Sicista the anterior edge of M. vastus 
lateralis does not cover the anterior part of M. rectus femoris, and M. vastus lateralis 
and M. vastus intermcdius are inseparably fused. 
lw. vnstus  medial is  
O ~ ~ ~ l ~ . - F r o r l l  the antcromedial surface of the proximal third of the felnoral shaft. 
INS~I<TION. -~I I  the medial surface of the patella. 
M .  orrstris i?~terrnedius  (&I. vnstus femoris Howell, 1932) 
OR1c1~.-Fronl the distal three-quarters of the anterior surface and from the distal 
half of the lateral ant1 medial surfaces of the femoral shaft. 
INSEI<TION.-OII the anterior surface of the patella, the medial insertion being partly 
deep to the insertion of M. vastus medialis. 
RICMARKS.-I~ Sicista and Z a p ~ ~ s ,  M .  vastus intermedius is separable from M. vastus 
medialis only on the basis of a slight difference at  insertion. 
No M. articularis gcnu is differentiated in any of the dipodoids dissected. 
Tibia1 Extensor Group (Fig. 15) 
M .  extensor  d i g i t o r u ~ n  longus  
O ~ ~ c r ~ . - l ; r o m  the lateral femoral epicondyle anterior to the fibular collateral 
ligament. 
I N S E R ' ~ I ~ N . - ~ ~  the dorsal surfaces of digits 2 through 4. 
l<e~A~rts.-The origin of this muscle in Sicista and Zapus is entirely from the 
femoral tendon. Above the transverse crural retinaculum the tendon of insertion splits 
into three parts. These pass through the retinaculum and through the ligamentous 
trochlea on the dorsal surface of the calcaneus and diverge toward their insertions. Part 
of the belly of this inuscle is hidden by the fibular fibers and fascia of M. tibialis anterior. 
In  Sicista some of the fibers originate from the hcads of fibula and tibia. Insertion is onto 
digits 2 through 5 instead of 2 through 4. 
In  J a c t ~ l z ~ s  the femoral tendon of origin passes through a fibro-osseous foramen 
Cormed by the tibia, fibula, fibular collateral ligament, and the external ligament con- 
necting the heads of tibia and fibula (cf. remarks under M. tibialis anterior). M. extensor 
digitorum longus in Jaculus is also diffcrentiated into three parts. T h e  first of these, 
M. extensor digitorurn longus proprius of Howell (1932), takes origin from the caudal 
surface of the femoral tendon. The  tendon of insertion splits just proximal to the 
metatarsal-phalangcal joint and inserts on digits 2 and 4. T h e  second part, M. extensor 
cligiti tertii longus of Howell, takes origin from the anterior face of the femoral tendon. 
'The tendon of insertion of this second part lies at  first superficial to the tendon of the 
first part, thcn distal to the crin-a1 retinaculum its tendon passes to the medial side 
and then deep to the tendon of the first part where i t  is entirely hidden over the distal 
part of the metatarsal bone. I t  emcrges to view only where the tendon of the first part 
splits to insert on digits 2 and 4. T h e  tendon of the second part inserts on digit 3. T h e  
third part, M. extensor digiti secundi longus of Howell (1932), takes origin from the tibia, 
fibula, and ligament between them, deep to the origin of M. tibialis anterior. Its tendon 
lies superficial to the telldon of the second part under the crttral retit~aculum and 
diverges nlctliad to insert on the rnedial sidc of thc tlistal phalanx of the second digit. 
'l'hc tendo~ls of all t l~rcc p;irts pass through the trochlear ring. Howell (1932) found 
that the m~rscle is si~nilar in Allnctngo, except that the first part inserts on digits 2 
through 4, and a sn~all, separate extensor of the fifth digit is also present. 
134. c.strnsor Irollvris longlrs 
(~ll lcl~.-From the scl)tum between the tibia1 extensor and the pcroneal I I IUSC~~S,  
ant1 fro111 the interosseous ~ncn~brane  at the level of the mitldle thirtl of the free part ol 
tlle Iibrrla. 
1~sk:r<I'ro~.-On the tlorsuln of the tcrlnillal phalallx of the tlallux. 
I<~~.h~,\~~lts.-The slentlcr insel-tiot~al tentlon of this muscle is closely bound to the 
t c ~ ~ t l o ~ l  of M .  tibialis anterior, diverging f ro~n  it above its insertion. T h e  muscle is 
absent in J ( ~ C I L ~ Z I S ,  where the hallux is absent. Hoxvell (1932) found it present but very 
srlrall in All(zrtogn, and in Dil~oclo~nys sl~ectc~bilis, where the hallux is absent, insertion 
is transferred to the second digit. 
M .  tibialis anterior 
OI<I(:IN.-F~~III the proximal fifth of the lateral fossa of the tibia, from the lateral 
and anterior edges oC the tibia1 cpiphysis, from a small area on the medial surface of 
thc tibia a~iterior to the inscr t io~~ of M. popliteus, and fascially from the head of the 
fibula. 
I~sen r ro~ . -On  the vcntrolalcral surface of the n~edial cuneiforln hone, with a few 
fibers of the tentlon spreading forward onto the first ~~ietatarsal. 
I<I:MARI~S.-III Siristn the origin does not include the head of the fibula or l l ~ c  
tncdial surface of the tibia, and the insertion is confined to the metlial cuneiform bone. 
In ,Jar.r~l~rs the origin is likewise confined to the lateral side of the shank, but the 
fibular o r i g i ~ ~  is much stronger than in Zapus. In  Jnculus a strong ligament connects the 
heads of tibia and fibula externally. Fillers of M. tibialis anterior originate from the 
ligarne~lt as well as from both bones. The  ligament probably represents a thickening of 
the fascia1 lil,nlar origin of M. tibialis ;interior seen in Zcr/)lrs. In  ,Jnczrlt~s the insertion 
is confiled to the medial cut~eiform bone; no fibers spread onto the metatarsal bone. 
111 all for~ns the tendon of this rnnscle lx~sscs under the transverse crural retina- 
c~rlutn, lying mcdial to the tentlo11 of M. extensor digitoru~n longus, and closely asso- 
ciatctl with the tentlon of M. extensor ll;~llncis longus. T h e  transverse crural r e t i n a c n l ~ ~ n ~  
is partly ossified itr Zafiz~s and Jcrc~~lrts. Extent of ossificatio~i seems to be intlividually 
variable. 
 MI^. extetzso,res breves 
In  Sicista as in some cricetids two ~nuscles are present. They originate by tendon 
from the dorsur~i of the calcancus at  the posterior end of the base of the trochlear process 
(not LO be cot~fusctl xvith the ligan~enlous trochlear ring pe~~ctra tcd  by the tendons of 
M. extensor digitorurn longus). They insert by long, thin tendons on digits 2 and 3. 
T h e  belly of the medial rr~uscle is mostly covered by that of the lateral o ~ ~ c .  Only one 
muscle, inserting on digit 3, is present in Znpzis, and the entire muscle is absent ill 
Jnculus. 
MYOLOGY OF DIPODOID KODI-NTS 
Peroneal Group (Fig. 15) 
M. f)ei.oneus longus 
Oltxc~~.-Froln the peroneal process of the fibula, from the septum between itself and 
bI. extensor digitorun~ lot~gus, anti fascially from the surface of the other peroncal 
muscles medial to the comnlon peroneal ncrve. 
I ~ s o ~ c r . ~ o ~ . - O n  a lateral process at  the base of ~11c first metatarsal. 
I<~tki~~c~<s.- ' l ' l~e tendon passes tlistad ntltl curves around t l ~ e  lateral malleolus ill a 
co~npartinellt lateral to ant1 separate f r o ~ n  the colnpartmelrt occ~~pied hy the other 
peroneal tendons. ' I ' l~e insertional tendon crosses the ti-ochlear pl.occss of   he calcaneus 
ill a groove and passes deeply in front of Lhe calcaneus and cuboitl towa~-d its insertion 
on the rnedial side of the foot. In J ~ I C I L ~ I L S  the tendon inserts 011 i~ large mctlial process 
on  the fusetl metati~rsals; this process probably represents the base of the first ~netatarsal. 
I n  Sirisla this ~nusclc is fleshy lor one-half the distance froin lhe pcroneal process to 
the m;llleolus, in  Joculus the fleshy part cotnposes only the proximal one-third, and in 
Znpus an  intermcdiaLc condition obtains. 
Thc  fascia1 origin medial lo the coul~ulo~i peroneal ncrve wllich is found in Znfjus is 
not secn in Sicistn and Tuculus. 
Oerc~~.-Frorn the posterolateral surface of the free part of the fibula and from 
the interosseous ~nembrane. 
I ~ s e ~ ~ r l o ~ . - O n  the base of the fifth metatarsal. 
12e~~nr ts . -This  is the deepest of the peronei. Its tendon passes distad and emerges 
between the tendons of M. peroneus digiti cluarti and M. peroneus tligi~i minimi. With 
t l ~ c  tentlons of those muscles it passes behint1 the lateral ~ ~ ~ a l l e o l u s  and over the trochlcar 
process of the calca~~cus.  T h e  iuuscle is absenr in Allnrtngcl ant1 Jnclllus (1-lowell, 1932); 
1 have confirmed its absence in jciculus. 
M. peroneus cligiti quarti 
ORIGIN.-F~OII~ the rnitltlle thirtl of the free part ol' the fibula 
l ~ s e ~ c . ~ ~ r o ~ . - O ~ l  the dorsu~n of the fourth tligit. 
M .  peronezis digili miniirli (M .  f)eroneu.s digili quinti I~Iowcll, 1932) 
Ou~cl~. -From the proxi~nal third of the free part of the fibula, and from the fibular 
I~ead. 
INSI'.KTION.-On  he dorsum oC the fifLh digit. 
I<EMAIIKS.-T~~S lnuscle is absent in Allurtnga ant1 fcrrnl1r.s (IIowell, 1932). 
Flexor System 
Adductor Group (Figs. IS, 14) 
The adductor muscles of rodents have been misinterpreted by many 
anatomists. Hill (1 937) provided the first satislactory identification of these 
muscles in rodents by using their origins and their relationships to the 
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branches of the obturator nerve as guides for establishing homologies. The  
branch ol the obturator nerve to M. gracilis emerges between M. adductor 
longus and M. adductor brevis, and the branch to M. adductor magnus 
passes between that muscle and M. adductor brevis. The  insertions in 
rodents depart widely lroin the human condition, however. Rinker (1954) 
lollowed I-Iill's concept ol the identities of these muscles in ~nuroids, and I 
agree with their interpretation. I disagree, however, with Hill's identifica- 
tion of M. gracilis in certain other rodents. My interpretation of these 
muscles also differs from those of Howell (1926, 1932), which are not con- 
sistent. A table setting lortll my interpretation of the synonymies of the 
names applied to the adductor muscles in rodents by Howell, Hill, and 
Rinker is appended. 
I also disagree with Greene's (1935) interpretation of the adductor 
~nuscles in Rat t z~s ,  b u ~  I have not included her system in the table. Her 
"M. adductor inagnus" cvrresponds to my M. adductor brevis pars genicu- 
laris, and her "NI. adductor brevis" includes both my M. adductor magnus 
and M. adductor brevis pars femoralis. Unfortunately, some of her illus- 
trations (Greene, 1935, figs. 96, 97) are inconsistent with her own descrip- 
tions, since she labeled M. quadratus leinoris as "obturator externus" and 
M. adductor magnus as "quadratus femoris." In the same figure, her 
"obturator internus" includes the tendon of that rnuscle and the bellies 
of the gemelli. 
A{. grcirilis (M. gi-rrcilis posterior Howell, 1932) 
Oltrcr~.-Frorr~ the inferior tuberosity and most ventral part of the inferior ramus 
of t l ~ c  ischium. 
I ~ s ~ : , ~ v r ~ o ~ . - I n t o  the fascia of the nledial surface of the shank immediately proximal 
to the insertion oC M. semitendinosus. 
R ~ b r ~ l c ~ s . - I n  Sicista and Zapus origin of this muscle is superficial to parts of the 
ol.igins of M. adtluctor magnus aud M. adductor brevis, and caudal to the origin of M. 
adductor longus. It agrees in position with M. gracilis posterior of m ~ ~ r o i d s  (Rinker. 
1954). In  Sicista and Zapus, M. gracilis lies at  insertion between the insertions of M. 
scmitenditiosus and M. semimembratlosus, but is separated from the latter by a tiistinct 
hiatus. In . J U C I ~ ~ ~ L S ,  M. gracilis is a much broader muscle, and its origin has apparently 
extended forward, being partly covered anteriorly by the origin of M. adductor lo~lgus. 
I'osteriorly, part of the origin of M. adductor magnus is exposed. In Allactagu, according 
ro Howell (1932, fig. 14), the origin of M. gracilis is coinplctcly covered by the origin of 
M. adductor longus. T h e  relationships at  insertion in Jaculus are similar to those ill 
Sicista and Zupzis except that M. gracilis overlies part of the insertion of M. semi~nem- 
branosus. In jcrboas, M. gracilis bears a closer resemblance to the anterior, rather than 
posterior, part in muroids, but I think the distinction uunecessary unless both elements 
are present in the same animal. 
M. gracilis is single in dipodoids and geomyoids; the muscle termed "M. gracilis 
aliterior" by Howcll (1932) is part of M. adductor brevis in jerboas and Dipodomys. In 
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geomyids, i l i l l  (1937) found an "anterior gracilis" in a few specimens ol  Thoinonrys and 
in notre of Geo~nys. I-Iis identification of this 111uscle is incorrect, however (cf. remarks 
untlcr M. adductor brevis). 
M .  nrltlr~ctor loizgus 
O~c~c~~.- l ; ronr  the ventral border of the pnbis between the origin of M. pectineus 
ant1 the anterior edge of the pu1)ic symphysis. 
INsl.:al~~o~.-By a narrow, flat tendon on thc ~uedial surface of the fcmnr abont 
~nitlway between head and co~rtlyles. 
KI?MAI<KS. -T~~  origin of this muscle overlies part of the origin of M .  gracilis itr 
Jcrrulz~s but not in SirisLu and Zapus. In Jarlill~s insertion is morc proximal, being 
I)etwccn the proximal and mitldle thirds of thc femur. T h e  nerve to M. gracilis emerges 
betwecn this rnusclc and M. adductor brevis. 
&I. nrltluctor 1)rrvis 
O~lcrN.-From the lateral surface of the pubis dorsal (deep) to the origin of 
M. adductor longus and ventral (superficial) to part of the origin of M. adductor brevis. 
INSEKTION.-On the postcromedial part of the femur, between the level of the 
distal end oC the lateral crest and thc medial cpicondylc, and into the capsule of the 
knee joint. 
Keht~~as . -Two tlistinct parts of this rnnsclc arc present in dipodoids. T h e  supcr- 
ficial part, hcrc termed the genicular part (distal part of Fry, 1961), inserts on the medial 
sn-face of the knee; the deep part, here tcrmcd the femoral part (proximal part o f  
Fry, 1961), inserts on the femoral shaft. T h e  popliteal vessels run Octween the two 
parts, anct the genicular part cncloscs the inserting end of M. caudofenioralis. Both parts 
al-c also present in Dipodomys, Af)lodontin, Rattus, Sigmodon, O y z o n ~ y s ,  Peromyscz~.~, 
and Areoton7n (Hill, 1937; Rinker, 1954; Fry, 1961). T h e  gcrlicular part is absent in 
scluirrcls and nsually in geo~nyitls (Hill, 1937). 
I-Iowell (1992) termed the genicular part "M. gracilis anterior." I attribute the 
genicular part to M. adductor brevis rather than to M. gracilis because of the relation- 
ships o f  (his muscle to the nerve to the gracilis in muroids, where a true anterior gracilis 
is prcsent. I n  Perowzysrus the nerve to M. gracilis postcrior emerges onto the medial 
surfacc of the t l~igh between M. adductor longus and M. adductor brevis. I t  rums caudad 
snperficial (medial) to the genicular part of M. adductor brevis and deep (lalcral) to 
M. gracilis anterior. At the anterior edge of M. gracilis posterior, it breaks up  into a 
number of branches to that muscle. In  dipodoids and Dipodomys this ncrve emerges be- 
tween Mm. adductores longus and brevis, runs caudad, superficial to the genicular M. 
adductor brcvis (Howell's "gracilis anterior") and splits into a number of branchcs which 
enter M. gracilis at  its anterior border. Since this nerve runs superficial rather than deep 
to Howell's "gracilis anterior," I think that Howell's muscle cannot bc homologous to the 
cricetid muscle of the same name. In addition, the cricctid M. gracilis anterior inserts 
on the shank superficial to the insertion of M. gracilis posterior, between the insertions 
of M. semi~nembranosus and M. scmitendinosus. Howell's "gracilis anterior" inserts in 
the same position as the cricetid genicular part of M. adductor brevis, that is, between 
the insertions of M. se~ninre~nbranosus and M. vastus metlialis. I t  appears, therefore, that 
M. gracilis is divided into anterior and posterior parts in muroids, and that a single 
element is present in dipodoids and geornyoids. 
Hill (1937) mentioned an antcrior gracilis of variable occurrence in T/iomoinys. In the 
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two specimens of Thoniornys  which I dissccted the muscle was absent on both sides in 
onc spccimcn and present on both sides in the other. Its origin, inscrtion and relation- 
ships to the nerve of the gracilis and to the popliteal vessels are similar to Howell's 
"M. gracilis anterior," and thc n~usclc, therefore, represents the genicular part of M. 
adductor brcvis in T/iomonzys ,  as in Dibodomys.  The  gcnicular part of M. adductor 
brcvis is narrow in T h o n ~ o m y s  and D i p o d o ~ u y s ,  but it is a broad muscle in Perog~zal l?us .  
In Jaculzis thc gcnicular part of M. adductor brevis is slender and is covcrcd for most 
of its Icngth by the antcrior cdgc of M. gracilis. The femoral part of M. adductor brcvis 
is relatively short in Jaculus ,  being restricted to the postcro~ncdial surface of the proximal 
two-thirds of the fe~noral shaft. 
M .  a d d u c t o ~ .  magizus 
O~~crN.-From the posterior part of the latcral surface of the pubis, fi-om the 
inferior ischial tuberosity, and fro111 thc lower third of the inferior ramus of thc ischiurn. 
INSLRTION.-O~ thc postcrior surface of the latcral crest of thc fexnur. 
~<I~MAKKS.-III Znp~rs the origin of this muscle lies anterodorsal (dcep) to thc origin 
of M. gracilis, dorsal (deep) to part of thc origin of M. adductor brevis, and cautlovcntral 
to thc origin of M. obturator cxtcrnus. The branch of the obturator nerve to M. atlductor 
tnagnus passes between that muscle and M. adductor brevis. 
In Sicista inscrtion rescrnbles that in Zcif~~~s. In  Jaculus  the lateral crest of the 
femur is absent and thc inscrtion of M. adductor rnagnus has cxtendcd distad along tlic 
Ccmur to the level of the cpicondylcs. 'The line of insertion lies latcral to the linc of 
inscrtion of the femoral part of M. a d d ~ ~ c t o r  brevis. Moreover, M. adductor lnagnus 
is larger relative to the rest of the adtluctors in Jaculus  than in Sicista and Zapus. 
In gcomyids, hetcromyids, Citellus,  and Aplodo~z t ia ,  M. adductor magnus is divided 
into M. adductor ~ninirnus and M. adductor magnus proprius (Hill, 1937). M. adductor 
minimus in these Corms probably corresponds to M. adductor rnagnus of Zal)zis and 
cricctids, since the insertion of M. adductor minimus is confincd to the latcral crcst 
of the femur. The  insertion of M. adductor magnus proprius in thosc forms in which 
M. adductor magnus is divided is on the shaft of the femur distal to the lateral crcst. 
T h e  distal extension of the insertion of M. adductor magnus in Jaculus  thus resembles 
M. adductor magnus proprius of gcomyoids, but in the jerboas there is no diffcl-entiation 
of thc proximally inserting fibers into a separate M. adductor minimus. In Aplodoiztia, 
M. atlductor magnus proprius is apparently further divided into dcep and superficial 
parts (Fry, 1961). 
In  jerboas, as l>arsons (1894) and Ilowcll (1932) noted, some fusion occurs hetwcen 
thc adductor group and the hatnstring group. In  Jaculus this fusion involvcs the origins 
of M. semimen~branosus and M. adductor magnus. These muscles may be distinguisbcd 
by the difference in innervation, since M. adductor lnagnus is served by a branch of 
thc obturator nerve, and M. semirnetnbranosus by the hamstring branch of the tibia1 
nerve. M. adductor tnagnus is readily distinguished from both parts of M. adductor brevis. 
M. obturator  ex t e rnus  
ORl~l~.-From the lateral surface of the border of the obturator foramen and from 
the external surface of the obturator membrane. 
I N S E R T I O N . - I ~ ~ ~  the trochanteric fossa cautlal to the insertion of M. obturator inter- 
nns and thc gctnelli. 
Ischiotrochanteric Group (Fig. 13C) 
OI~I(:IN.-I'rorn the medial s~u-faces of the inferior ramus and the posterior half of 
(he dorsal I-amus of the ischium and from the caudal half of the obturator membrane. 
I ~ s r . a r ~ o ~ . - I n t o  he i n t c ~ t ~ o c h a n t e ~ i c  fossa. 
REMARICS.-111 Sicista and Zo;l)trs the tendon of this muscle passes anterodorsad to the 
hori~ontal  ralnus of thc ischiuni, cl-osses the ramus, and, before inserting, receives some 
fibers from M. gcmcllus superior ant1 M. gemellus infcrior. In  Jaculus, M. obturator 
internus is absent. Howell (1032) statcd that this muscle is "very decadent" in Allaclaga 
autl Jnculus, though 1 believe that he i~lcluded the true M. gemellus superior in his 
M. obturator internus. 
AT. genielllcs slr,pe~.ior (not A L  gge~~c l lus  sufiei-ior of Ho~well, 1932) 
O~<rc~~.-l;rorn tlre clorsal ischial margin between the level of the acetabulum ant1 
the point where the tendon o f  M. obturator internus crosses t l ~ e  ischium. 
INSEIITION.-Into the tendon of M. obturator internus and into the intcrtrochanteric 
fossa of tlic femur. 
RI;MARKS.-H~II (1937) ant1 Rinkel. (1954) noted that EIowcll's "M. ge~nellus superior" 
is aclually part of tllc glutml Illass. 
A f .  gcnzellus inferior 
ORICIN.-~;~OIII the dorsi~l ischi:~l margin between the point where the tendon of hf. 
obturator internus crosses tlic ischiurn a t ~ d  tile superior ischial tubcrosity. 
I ~ s e ~ ~ r o ~ . - I n t o  the tendon of M. obturator internus. 
RI:.MAIII<S.-A few fihcl-s may insert tlirectly into the iutcrtrochanteric fossa. In  
,Jnct~lus  origin does trot extent1 back to the superior ischial tuberosity. 111 that genus, M. 
obtnrator intcrnlrs is absent, and the gcmclli are fused into a single muscle taking origin 
from the dorsal ischial border. 
A f .  qucrdt-ctllrs /r.moris 
O ~ r c r ~ . - I ~ r o m  the lateral surfaccs of the superior ischial ramus and the dorsal half 
of the inferior ischial ramus. 
INSEIY~ION.--On the lesser trochanter. 
RLMARI<S.-I~ Sicista origin includes the lateral surface of the superior ischial tuber- 
osity, as it1 ~nuuoids and geomyoitls (Hill, 1937; Howell, 1932; Rinker, 1954), while in 
,Jncz~l~cs,  as in Zapus, thc origin does not include thc tubcrosity. Dipodoids do not show 
the tendency toward differentiation of this muscle into two parts that is seen in geo~nyoids 
and muroids. I n  ,Jaculus the origin cxtends farther down the inferior ischial ramus than 
in Znfius, reaching the level of the infcrior border of the obturator foramen. 
Hamstring Group (Fig. 13) 
A4. cntrdu/e~rro~rrlic ( M .  ten~i i~ieinbini turus,  anterior division, Howell, 1932) 
ORIGIN.-FI~III the f o u ~ t h  sacral and first caudal vcrtebrac by the same fascia  hat 
gives rise to M. femo~ococ~ygeus. 
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INSI .RI ' ION. -~~  tllc postcrolalcral surfacc of the fetnur proximal to the lateral con- 
dyle, ancl on the medial condyle. 
REMARKS.-At origin this muscle lics anterior to M. biceps fcmoris, dccp to M. 
femorococcygcus and supcrficial to the nerve to the hamstrings. Between the origins of 
M. fcmorococcygcus and M. caudofe~noralis runs the posterior femoral cutaneous uervc. 
As M. caudofe~noralis runs distad, the tibia1 and conl~non pcroneal ncrvcs come to lie 
on its lateral surface, and M. semitnetnbranosus on its caudal surfacc. Between its ~niddlc 
ant1 distal thirds, M. caudoCemoralis is pierced by the popliteal vesscls, distal to which 
the two insertions arc scparate, the latcral insertion being smaller than the medial. If a 
probe be placed between the insertions and passed proximad, the rnusclc splits fairly 
clcauly into two parts. The  part giving risc to the medial insertion lics posterior to the 
other part at  origin. 150th parts originatc fascially frorn the vertebrae, however. There is 
no attachment to the ischium. 
In  Sicista, tlie nluscle is similar, except that there is no lateral insertion; the 
popliteal vessels cross lateral to the mcdial insertion and, thus, do not pierce the muscle. 
In  Jaculus origin is frotn the ischium by tendon from a crest on the horizontal ramus. 
Most of the tendon lies ventral to the ncrvc to the hamstrings, but some fibers are dorsal. 
Both inscrtions are present, and the popliteal vessels run bet~veen them. 
Rinkcr (1954) su~nmarized the comparative anatomy of the mammalian M. cautlo- 
Ccmoralis and M. prcsc~nimcmbranosus. A musclc originating on the caudal vertebrae or 
LIIC ischiurn dorsal (superficial) to the nerve to thc hamstrings is callctl M. caudofcmoralis. 
If the origin is from the ischiuln vcntral (deep) to the nerve, thc muscle is called M. 
prcscmi~i~cmbranosus. The  insertion of M. caudofemoralis is typically on the femur 
proxi~iial to the lateral epicondyle, whilc that of M. prescrnimeinbranosus is on thc 
mcdial cpicondyle. Hill (1934) found a single niuscle occupying this position in the 
rodcnts he dissected. In his geomyoids and muroid the origin has thc relatiouships of M. 
caudofcmoralis, in Aplotlontia and Citellus the relationships of M. prcseinitnc~~ibratlosus. 
In  Dil)odoniys sl)ectabilis, Hill found that some of the fihcrs originatc vcntral to tlie 
nerve, though most arc dorsal. I have confirmed this in dissection of Dipodolnys nzerrianzi. 
In S C ~ Z L ~ Z L S  griseus (Hill, o p  cit.) thc muscle originatcs fro111 the ischium and from a 
tendinous arch between the ischium and the first caudal vertebra. The  ncrve to the 
hamstrings passes through this arch and, thus, lies vcntral to the caudal origin and 
dorsal to the ischial origin. Hill intcrpreted this condition as an intermediate between 
the situations found in Aplodontia and the gcornyids. He suggested that M. presemi- 
membranosus and M. caudofemoralis are homologous, and that the single muscle has 
changed its relationship to the nerve to the hamstrings in some forms. 
Rinker (1954) found that both muscles are present in Mustela, as in certain other 
mammals. In Tamiasciurus hudsonicus and Sciurus vulgaris, he found that the structure 
of thcse muscles resembles that described by Hill for Sciurzcs g~-iseus, ant1 that tlie 
muscles seem to split along a fascia1 plane when separated from insertion to origin. Fibers 
inserting on the medial side of the femur originate on the ischium, while the lateral 
fibers originate either on the tendinous arcade or on an  aponeurosis developed on the 
surface of the ischial origin. Rinker (1954:103) suggested that: ". . . i t  is not a question 
here of the caudofe~noralis muscle shifting its origin from the vertebra dorsal to the 
nerve of the hamstring ~nuscles to a position on the ischium ventral to that nerve, as 
Hill thought, but that it is rather a situation wherein two discrete muscles have begun 
to fuse." Rinker also discussed some drawbacks to his working hypothesis, including the 
manner of inncrvation of thc muscle in rodents and the variety of insertional relation- 
ships atnotig the insectivores. 
This m ~ ~ s c l c  (or ~r~usclcs) seems to he in a state of flux in the dipodoids. 130th 
insertions arc present in Zcipus ancl ,Joczclus, but the lateral insertion is absent in Sicisla 
as it is in cricctids. l'he origin in Sicistn ant1 Zaplcs resembles that described in cricctids, 
b r~ t  in Jncllllcs the origin reserriblcs that of Citellzcs and to an cxtcnt that of D i p o d o i ~ t ~ s .  
If Rinkcr's hypothesis is correct, the colnlllori arrccstor of Sicistn, Znpus  atid Jnculus must 
lravc posscssctl both origins, ant1 t l ~ c  tlorsal one must have been lost in Jncu lus  and the 
ventral one in Sicisln allti Ztrprrs. I S  Hill's hypothesis is correct, the ~lluscle fount1 in 
J n c u l ~ ~ s  coultl Ir;~vc bccrl derived dircctly frolil onc like that found in Zapus.  
M .  se i~t i tcndi i~oszcs  
O~lc~~.-I . ' rorn the spines of the four111 sacral arid first caudal ~crtcbl-ae.  
I ~ s ~ : n r l o ~ . - O n  the mctlial ridgc of thc tibia. 
1llih1~1cns.-App;rrently there is ~ r o  ischial head of this muscle in Sici.\la and Zn(lus, 
b11t the tendinous inscription that cl-osses the muscle at  the point x\rlrerc the two hcads 
fuse in other rotlents is present. 111 ,Jaciclzcs the ischial heat1 is prcsc~it ant1 is less than 
half Lhe bulk of tlrc cautlal hcad. I t  joins tile underside of the cautlal head a1 the 
i~iscription. 
Sorllc of thc libcrs of M. sc~rrite~rtlinosus sccln Lo lcavc that muscle a t  the level of 
the inscription ant1 con[ititle as pal-t of M. biceps fc111o1-is to insert on the lateral side 
of the shank. Rinkcr (1954) fountl that in cricctids, rvhcrc both heads are prcscnt, the 
inscl-iptioti crosscs R4. semitcndiliosus and part of M. biceps fcmoris. I 'hus, the carrtlal 
hcad is ar1;rclrctl nlaitrly to the ischial hcad of M. scmitendinosl~s, but partly to M. 
biccps fcmoris. T l ~ c  o~nparative anatomy of this n~usclc has hecn rcvicrvetl by Applcton 
(1928). If Applctorr'saantl Rinkcr's itleas arc correct, the al)sct~cc of the ischial heat1 in 
Sicista arrtl % n / ~ i ~ . s  is certainly sccontlary. 
A stnall lrooli-lilic cartilaginous projcclion fi-on) tlre tibia is tlcvelopcd in the inscr- 
tion of this tnusclc in %of)lis.  l'lre irrscrtiorr is shiftctl proximad in Jacul~rs  ant1 attaches 
on the tibia no farther tlistad than tltc distal limit of the pronounced crest. 
O~~ctn'.-T;ro~n tlrc superior ischial tubcrosity and tlic tlorsal half of the inferior 
ischial ramus. 
I~serl- ION.-On the mcdial surface of the shank proximal to the inscrtion of M. 
gracilis. 
REMARI~S.-Relationships of this muscle to M. presc~nitnembranosus and M. adduc- 
tor rnagnus are covercd in the descriptions of thosc muscles. 111 Jnculws the insertion 
has migrated proximad so that it seems to attach to the fascia of the knee joint rather 
than to the tibia. 
M .  hice,t~c fevzoris 
O ~ r c ~ ~ . - l ; l . o ~ n  the latcral surface of the supcrior tubcrosity of the ischium. 
I~seivr~o~.-111to he fascia of the lateral surface of the shank musculature. 
REMAI<I~S.- I~  Sicisla the insertion occupies the proximal third of the shank, in Zapz~s  
the proximal two-Gfths or half, and in Jnculus the proximal quarter. In S igmodon ,  in 
contrast, thc inscrtion occupies the proximal thrce-quartcrs of the shank (Rinker, 1954). 
Relatio~lships of this ~nuscle to M. fcmorococcygeus and M. caudolcmoralis arc dis- 
cussed in the description of those musclcs. 
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Flexor Group of the Leg (Fig.15) 
M. gastrocnemius 
ORIGIN.-From the caudal surface of the medial epicondyle of the femur, from the 
caudal surface of the lateral epicondyle of the femur, and from the fascia of the shank 
muscles. 
INSERTION.--O~ the calcaneus. 
REMARKS.-AS in many other inamnials, a sesamoid bone is present in each of the 
origins. The  two heads enclose the origin of IvI. plantaris and are fused with one 
another in the distal two-thirds of the belly. In  Sicistn the heads are more distinct. 
I11 Za f i~~s  the proximal three-quarters of the muscle is fleshy; in Sicista the proximal 
three-fifths and in Juculus the proxiuial half. 
M. plantaris 
O~lc~h'.-Ftom the sesamoid of the origin of the lateral head of M. gastrocnemius. 
INSERTION.-Continues in the foot as M. flexor digitorum brevis. 
Rehr~RKs.-Near the origin, the tendon of this muscle lies deep to the tendon of M. 
gas~rocnemius. Distally, it crosses the medial side of the tendon of M. gastrocnenlius and 
comes to lie on the posterior surface, passing around the attachillent of the tendon of 
M. gastrocnemius on the calcaneus. In  Sicista the tendon divides after passing onto the 
foot. The superficial part continues as the superficial plantar aponeurosis, inserting into 
the three central digits. T h e  deeper tendon continues as M, flexor digitoruln brevis. 
In Znkus and Jactllus the tendon does not divide, and the superficial plantar aponeurosis 
is not developed. 
M. soletts 
0~1~1s . -F rom the posterior surface of the head of the fibula. 
I ~ s r . ~ ~ ~ o h ' . - I n t o  the tendon of M. gastrocnemius. 
RIC~~ARKS.-I~ Sicistn, little of the proxilnal part of this muscle is tendinous. In Zapus 
the proximal quarter is tendinous, and in Jaculus the proximal sixth. 
M. popliteus 
O ~ r c ~ ~ . - F r o r n  the lateral condyle of the femur, anterior to the femoral attachment 
of the fibular collateral ligament. 
INSLRTIO~. . -O~  the medial surface of the proximal quarter of the tibia and on 
fascia of the belly of M. flexor digitorum fibularis. 
REMARKS.-111 .Sicista the insertion occupies slightly less than the proximal third 
of the medial tibial surface, while in Jaculus it is confined to the proxin~al fifth or 
less. In all forms the proximal third of the anterior edge of the insertion is covered 
by the tibial collateral ligament. 
M. flexor digitoru~n tibiulis 
O ~ l c ~ ~ . - F r o l l l  the medial ridge of the tibia in its second fourth and from the 
fascia of M. tibialis posterior. 
INSTIITION.-By two tendons: into the tendon of hI. flexor digitorum fibularis in the 
sole of the foot and into a semilunar sesamoid bone behind the first plantar tubercle. 
REMARIG.-In Sicista this muscle originates in the tibia's third sixth, in Jaculus in 
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the second sixth. In Sitistc~, as in Zaf~us, the muscle splits below the nredial malleolus to 
form two insertional tendons. In Jaculus the insertional tendon is undividctl and fuses 
with the tendon of M. flexor digitorum fibularis. 
In Zapus (he tent1011 of this muscle lies in a special groove on the medial malleolus, 
between the grooves of the tendons of M. flexor digitorum fibularis and M. tibialis pos- 
terior. In  Sicista ant1 Jaculus the tendons of M. flexor tibialis and M. tibialis posterior 
arc Inore closely associated at  the n~alleolus. 
llobson (1882, 1883) distinguished two basic types of insertion of this ~nusclc in 
rodcnts. In his "hystricomorphous type" the tendon of M. flexor digiLorum tibialis joins 
the Lendon of M. flexor digitorum fibularis in the foot. In  his "myomorphous and sciuro- 
morphous type" (he tendon of M. flexor digitorurn tibialis is entirely independent and 
inserts on the first d i g i ~  or in the plantar fascia. 1)obson's categories are too sirnplc to 
include observed variations among rodents, and his "hystricomorphous type" and varia- 
tions of it occur sporadically among many groups of rodents. In hctcro~nyids the tcndon 
of M. flexor digitorum tibialis is apparently undivided and joins that of M. flexor digi- 
torum fibularis, corresponding well to Dobson's "hystricomorphous type" (Parsons, 1896; 
Howell, 1932). It1 gcomyids, the tendon of M. flexor digitorurn tibialis splics, part going 
to the tcndon of M. flexor libularis, and part to the first metatarsal (Hill, 1937). In  
Rinker's cricctids the arrangcment corresponds roughly to Dobson's "myomorphous and 
sciuromorphous cype." Rinkcr (1954) found some variation in insertion among these 
genera, but in no case do the tendons of the two muscles fuse in the foot. In I</~izoinys, 
family Rhizomyidae, the tendons are fused (I'arsons, 189G). 
Conditions in Sicistu antl Zczpvs are reminiscent of both of Dobson's lypcs since in 
those the tendon splits; the greater part joins the tendon of M. flexor digitorum fibularis 
and the lesser inserts on a scsamoitl near the base of the firs1 tnctatarsal. IJnion of the 
two tendons nlay be a priniitivc placental mammalian characteristic (Dobson, 1883; Hill, 
1937), and Sicista antl Zopus could represent the primitive dipodoid ccmtlition in regard 
to these muscles. Loss of the insertion to the nletatarsal area in % ( I ~ L S  wonld p r o d ~ ~ c e  
the fully "hystricornorphous" condition seen in the jerboas. Since geo~nyids retain both 
insertions, it seems probable to me that l~eteromyids, through a stage reprcsentecl by 
living gcomyids, have arrived at  a fully "hystricomorplrous" condition independently of 
jerboas. 
In  squirrels and Aplorlwztiu the tendons are unfused (Hill, 1937). 
M. tibialis posterior 
ORl~1N.-From the second quarter of the medial crest of the tibia and from fascia 
over the belly of M. flexor digitorum fibularis. 
INSERTION.-On the posterior surface of the medial tarsal bone. 
REMARKS.-The tendon of insertion passes under the deltoid ligament. Relationships 
of the tendon of this muscle to the other flexor tendons at  the medial malleolus arc 
described under M. flexor digitorum tibialis. 
M. flexor digitorum fibularis 
O R I G I N . - F ~ O ~  the caudal surfaces of the heads of tibia and fibula, from the entire 
interosseous membrane, and from the caudal surfaces of the free parts of the tibia and 
fibula adjacent to the membrane. 
I N S F R ~ I O N . - O ~  the terminal phalanges of the five digits. 
&MARKS.-T~~S is a strong, bipennate muscle. Relationships of its tcrrdon to the 
tendons of the other flexor muscles are described under M. flexor digitorum ribialis. In 
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Iclcrilus, insertion is into the terminal phalanges oC digits 2 through 4. In all four genera 
the tendons to thesc digits penetrate the tcndons of M. plantaris to thc corresponding 
digits (cf. M. plantaris and M. flexor digitorrun brevis). 
Flexor Group of the Pes 
In  dipodoids the toes of the hind Loot progressively lose their capacity 
lor independent movement. In  Szczsta the pes rese~llbles that of a quad- 
rupedal cricetid such as Pe~ovzyscz~s in that all five metatarsals are present, 
and they may be lnoved wlth respect to one another even in the dead 
animal. In  Zapus the five rlletatarsals are also present, but they are so closely 
bound by fascia that they cannot be separately manipulated in a dead 
specimen. In [aculus the three central metatarsals are iused arid the lateral 
and medial ones are lost. 
Concordant with this restriction of independent metatarsal movement 
is tlie reduction in number of intrinsic pedal muscle? and the conversion 
of those remaining into tendons. T h e  loss o l  Mm. extensores breves has 
been described above. I n  Szczsta the pedal muscles arc fleshy and well lepre- 
sented. These are either lost or reduced to tendons in Jaculus. Zapus is 
intermediate in that most ot the flexors ale retained, but they are heavily 
fascial. 
Because the pedal muscles are well developed only in Szcista, the smallest 
of the forms dissected, the details of- their structure are In some cases uncer- 
tain. Innervations were not traced. 
M .  peror digitor1~tt7, brel~is 
OKI(;IN.-AS a continuation of the deep tcndon of M. plantaris in the foot. 
INSI'R.I.ION.-011 the bascs of thc second phalanges of digits 2 through 4. 
Rlrkl~a~s.-This musclc is fleshy and well developcd only in Sicista. In  that genus 
a distinct belly is prescnt, and the lnuscle is wcll diflerentiated from the superficial plantar 
aponcurosis. In  Zapus fcw if any musclc fibcrs are present, and the tendon attaches 
strongly to the calcaneus as it passes. In  ]acul~i.s no muscle fibcrs are present; a single 
strong tendon (which essentially is a continuation oL the tendoll of M. plantaris) 
runs (low11 thc length of the fused metatarsals to the tnetatarso-phalangcal joint. There 
it splits into three insertional tendons. In Jaculzis the tcndon also seems to be fascially 
bound to the calcancus. 
Rinker (1954) found these muscles in Neotoma and Peromyscus. They have been 
described in a nunlber of other rodents also. under different names by different authors. 
I did not find them in dipodoids. If prcscnt in Sicista, they are certainly not as wcll 
dcvclopcd as ill Pero~nyscus. They are definitely not prescnt in Zafius or Juculus. 
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M .  a b d u c t o ~  Izallucis breuis 
ORIGIN.-From the plantar sulfate of the navicular (scaphoid) bone. 
INsell.l'lo~.-On the medial sesamoid bone a t  the metatarsophalangeal joint of the 
hallux. 
I~EMAKKS.-T~~S muscle is fleshy in Sicistc~, ~nostly tendinous in Z a p ~ ~ s  and absent in 
Jaculus. 
M .  crhductor ossis metatarsi q u i n t i  
O ~ l c ~ ~ . - F r o l n  the ventromedial surface of the proxirnal end of the calcaneus. 
INSKRTION.-O~ the base of metatarsal 5. 
REMAI<KS.-Howell (1932) describcd this muscle under this name, but called it "M. 
quadratus plantae" in 1'326. 
I n  Sicisto, Zapus ,  ,Jorzilu.s, ant1 (lide Howell, 1932) Allartaga this muscle is repre- 
sented by a tendor1 only. In Jaculus  it inserts on) the vestige of the base of the fifth 
metatarsal. I t  is entirely fleshy in many rotlents, such as squirrels, Aplodon t ia ,  N e o t o m a ,  
Oryzomys,  and Sigitlodon (Hill, 1937, Rinkcr, 1954). Partial tralisformation of the n~uscle 
into tendon has taken place in I 'c~rott~yscus and Dijtodotnys (Howell. 1932; Rinkcr, 1954). 
Complete transformation has occurred in T h o i n o m y s  and Ceottiys in addition to the 
dipodoitls (Hill, 1937). Such transformation has apparently taken place independently in 
tilarly rotlents, and it c;~nnot be correlated alone with bipedal leaping. 
M .  c~bduc tor  digi t i  i n in imi  
OIIIGIN.-~%Y tendon from the distal eutl of the calcaneus, from a sesanioitl in the 
trndon of origtn at the level of the base of the fifth meratarsal and from the su~face 
of M. flexor digiti minimi b~cvis. 
J ~ s e ~ r r o ~ . - O n  the lateral sesamoid bone at  the tnetatarso-phalanged joitit of the 
fifth digit. 
R I ~ M A I I K S . - T ~ ~  sesa noicl in the tendon of origin is connected to the calcaneus by a 
heavy tcndon in addition to the tcntlon giving rise to muscle fibers. This muscle is 
dificult to sepal-ate from M. flexor digiti minimi brevis except a t  insertion. 
M. abductor digiti rninimi is fleshy in Sicisto, rather tendinous in Zajms ,  and absent 
in Jnculus. 
M .  pexor  hallucis breuis 
I did not find this muscle in dipodoids. 
M .  f lexor digi t i  mi lz imi  brevis 
ORIG~N.-From the sesamoid in the origin of M. abductor digiti minitni and from 
the fascia of that muscle. 
I N S E R T I O N . - ~ ~ ~ O  the medial sesalnoid bone at  the rnetatarso-phalangeal joint of the 
fifth digit. 
R E M A R K ~ . - S O ~ ~  fibers of this muscle may originate on the calcaneus in some 
specimens; dissection of the area was not satisfactory. The  muscle is fleshy in Sicista, 
fascia1 in Zapus ,  and absent in Jaculus. 
M .  abductor  hallucis 
Ourcr~.-From the medial cdgc of the common deep palmar tendon (cf. Mm. 
in terossei). 
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I N S E K . ~ I O N . - ~ ~  the lateral sitle of the lateral sesamoid at  the metatarsophala~lgeal 
joint of the hallux, ancl possibly into the base of the first phalanx of that digit. 
R E ~ ~ A I I K S . - ~ ' ~ ~ S  is a slender muscle in Sicista. In Zaf ius  it is mostly fascia, if present. 
Identification of this muscle is tentative; its origin and insertion agree better with those 
of M. adductor hallucis than with those of M. flexor hallucis brevis of cricetids (cf. 
Kinker, 1954). T'he muscle is probably abseut in Jaculus. 
M .  crdrlucto~ tligiti  s e c ~ ~ i z d i  and A.1. c ~ d d z ~ c t o r  rligiti qziinti  
I did not fncl thesc tnusclcs in any tlipotloid. 
Ourct~.-Frorn the tendon of M. flexor digitorunr fibularis in the angles fortned 
by the divergence of the itrserting tendons. 
INSI(R.~ION.-~II the rnetlial sitles of the tendons of M. extensor digitorum longus to 
the lateral four digits. 
R l i ~ ~ ~ c ~ t s . - I n  Sicista thcsc are well developed and fleshy. In Zapus  they are more 
slencler and fascial, and thc rr~lrscle to digit 3 may be ahnost ctrtirely tendinous. Howell 
(1932) found two lut~~bricales it1 Allnclnga and none in Jclculus. I found none in J a c ~ ~ l u s .  
A.1111. intrrossc~i 
Individual intcrosseous muscles could not be separated. They insert on lateral and 
rriedial sides of the three central tligits in Sicistn and Zapz~s .  T h e  fibers inserting on digit 
4 seem to originate from the sesamoitl in the origin of M. abductor digiti minimi. The  
fibcrs to the other digits arise from a common deep plantar tendon ,which originates on 
the base of the first metatarsal, the navicular, and the cuboid. 
'I-he interosei arc fleshier irr Sirista than in Zapus.  Holvell (1932) described "Mm. 
Hexores breves" in Di/>odo7trys, a t ~ d  at  least some of these muscles are irtlerossei. He 
rrotetl that these "short flexors" were reduced to three strong tendons in .Jaculz~s. These 
originate from the lateral tarsal sesamoitl (corresponding to the sesamoid in the origin of 
M. abtluctor digiti tnirritni in Zapus ?) and insert on all three digits. l'resutnably, these 
strong tendons were derived fro111 the interossci. I n  Allactnga the tendons to digits 4 and 
5 originate on the lateral tarsal sesamoid; the tendons to digits 2 and 3 originate on a 
scsatnoid at  the base of the first metatarsal (Howell, 1932). The  tendon to the first digit 
was probably derivetl from one of the flexors of the hallux. 
DISCUSSION 
T h e  following summary treats only selected muscles, those important 
in the analysis of adaptation to different modes of life and analysis of the 
relationships of rodent groups. Extended discussion of these and other 
muscles, and references to the literature, are embodied in the descriptive 
section of this paper. 
T h e  morphology of a living animal is the result of numerous com- 
promises among various selective forces operating now and in the past 
on both embryo and adult. Hence muscular characters seen in Recent forms 
are not necessarily associated with obvious peculiarities of the given animal's 
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present way ol lile. Furthermore, electron~yographic studies of the actions 
ol human muscles (Hasmajian, 1962) have not always supportcci ideas on 
function derived from the study o i  cadavers. I have therefore approached 
the question of function of individual nluscles cautiously and have sug- 
gested possible selective value of differences only when the functional signi- 
ficance scems obvious. 
Hill (1937) ant1 Rirlker (1954, 1963) used rnyological characters in inves- 
tigating the relationships of rodents at the subfanlilial, gencric, and sub- 
generic levels. They both assuined that similarities among the genera they 
stutlied were attributable to "heritage" from a common ancestor, and they 
both observed that this assunlption is probably invalid at higher levels in 
classification. Use of nlyological characters at higher levels has been re- 
stricted by the lack of detailed descriptions 01 the muscles of enough genera 
to provide an understanding of the sort of variation to be expected within 
superlamilies and falnilies. In  addition, knowledge of a larger nuinber of 
lornls permits inferences about parallelisrn and convergence in the evolu- 
tion ol the musculature. For this sort of inference, knowledge ol the ana- 
tomy of the less specialized genera in a superfanlily is crucial. If, for 
examplc, a nluscular character occurs in ricochetal geo~myoids and dipo- 
cloicls, but not in quatlrupetlal representatives of both groups, it can be 
inferred that the ricoche tors have developed the character independently, 
assurnirig that geomyoids and dipodoids each constitute a natural group. 
The inference is strengthened if the functional significance of the charac- 
ter car1 be correlated with adaptation lor bipedal leaping. 
Retention ol the primitive condition of a muscle in two or Inore groups 
is less indicative of relationship than the presence in different groups of 
the same advanced condition. Resemblance of a given muscle in rodent and 
in non-rodent ~nalnmals is taken as evidence of primitiveness. If an ad- 
vanred condition is constant in two or nlore rodent groups, it must be 
inferred that the structure was inherited lrom a common ancestor. Such 
distribution of a character among living forms does not permit the inference 
that the groups have developed the structure independently, unless inde- 
pendent development can be demonstrated by the bony structures of lossils. 
MUSCULAR VARIATION WITHIN THE DII'ODOIDEA 
The cranial rnuscles show sorne variation among dipodoid genera. T h e  
roslral and inlraorbital origin of M. masseter ~rredialis anterior is least 
extensive in Sicista and most extensive in Jnculus. As this part of the 
muscle hypertrophies, it also becomes better differentiated lrom the remain- 
der of pars anterior. M. temporalis is relatively largest in S ? c i ~ t n ,  slightly 
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reduced in Zapz~s  and greatly reduced in Jaculus. This reduction involves 
progressive loss of the anterodorsal part of the muscle and retention of the 
posteroventral part. In  Jaculus the muscle consists of a narrow, almost 
horizontal tendon on which the short muscle fibers insert. The  coronoid 
process, on which the tendon of M. temporalis inserts, is greatly reduced 
in Taczllzls. While the hypertrophy of the rostra1 and infraorbital origin ol 
M. masseter medialis anterior might be associated either with differences 
in gnawing or differences in mastication, the variation in M. temporalis 
likely is associated with differences in mastication. T h e  molariform teeth 
in Sicista are tuberculate and brachydont; in Zapus they are higher-crowned 
and ridged, and in Jaczllus they are flat-surlaced subhypsodont structures. 
Vertical crushing inovements of the mandible are probably more important 
than horizontal grinding movements in Sicista, and M. temporalis probab- 
ly pulls the ~nandible upward. In Jaculus horizontal movement of the 
mandible probably predominates, and M. temporalis probably pulls the 
mandible backwards. 
T h e  sheet-like components of the superficial facial musculature are inte- 
gral and well developed in Sicista and Zapus, as in most other rodents. In  
jerboas the sheets are lost or reduced. Thus, in Jaculus, M. platysma myoi- 
des pars buccalis and M. zygomaticolabialis are reduced to narrow strips. 
M, platysma myoides pars mentalis is fairly narrow and originates from the 
auricular cartilage instead of from fascia over the shoulder. M. sphincter 
colli profundus partes intermedia ventralis and intermedia dorsalis are 
lost or reduced to fascia, leaving partes palpebralis and auris as independent 
strips ot muscle. Disappearance of partes intermedia ventralis and inter- 
media dorsalis is foreshadowed in Zapus, where pars dorsalis is rather nar- 
row, and partes intermedia ventralis and auris are separated by a fascia1 
hiatus. The  reduction of these facial muscles is not readily explained, un- 
less it is associated in some way with the general broadening of the head in 
jerboas. DiPodomys shows no such reduction. 
I n  contrast, the muscles inserting in the mystacial pad and winding 
ainong the bases of the mystacial vibrissae (M. nasolabialis, M. maxillo- 
labialis, and M. nasolabialis profundus pars media inferior) are hyper- 
trophied in Jaculus. Some of the mystacial vibrissae are very long and thick 
in jerboas, and the hypertrophy of the mystacial muscles is evidently corre- 
lated with the development of the vibrissae. In  Jaculus these long vibrissae 
are directed ventrally during bipedal leaping and maintain contact with the 
ground (Hackinger, 1959). The  long vibrissae in Dipodomys  and Microdi- 
podops are used similarly during slow leaping, but contact with the ground 
is interrupted during rapid bipedal locomotion (Eisenberg, 1963). 
T h e  auricular slip of M. spinotrapezius is present in Sicista and Zapus,  
but not in Jaculzls. Tllc auricular slip is also present in some sciurids, 
murines, nlicrotines, cricetines, and bathyergids (Meinertz, 1951; Rinker, 
1951, and included references). I t  is probably homologous with tlle retrac- 
tor of the cheek pouch in hamsters (Priddy and Brodie, 1918) and partly 
homologous with the retractor of the cheek pouch in geolrlyoitls. In  sciurids, 
in contrast, the cheek pouch retractor develops from the superficial facial 
nlusculature, and nluscles innervated by the accessory nerve are not involved 
(Hill, 1935). Tlle dipodoids, muroids, sciurids and bathyergids that have 
the slip are probably preadapted for the evolution of a retractor of the 
sorts seen in geomyoids and hamsters. An alternative explanation, narricly 
that the ancestors ol these rodents had cheek pouches and lost them, is 
less likely. Ttic function of the auricular slip when not associated with a 
cheek pouch is unexplained, however. 
T h e  stylohyal cartilage, part of the anterior horn of the hyoid, is 
present in all dipodoids dissected. Sicistn and Zapus show the primitive 
arrangement ol the musculature attached to tllc anterior horn (Mnl. jugulo- 
hyoideus, stylohyoideus, styloglossus, and stylopharyngeus). In  ,Jaculus the 
stylohyal is present but attaches to the paroccipital process, and M. jugulo- 
hyoideus is lost. T h e  rest of the ~nuscles retain their primitive origins, how- 
ever. Functional significance of the shift of the stylohyal's attachment is not 
a p ~ a r e n t ,  unless the shilt is associated with the ventral expansion of the 
auditory bulla. 
T h e  epaxial lnuscles of dipodoids and geornyoids show a great deal of 
modification in the forms adapted for bipedal leaping. M. iliocostalis is 
reduced in both Jaculz~s  and I)ipodorn,ys, and M. longissirnus is relatively 
massive. In  ricochetors the anterior part of the body is deprived of the sup- 
port of the pectoral limbs. Support is provided instead by the lunlbosacral 
transversospinal mass, which is largest in advanced ricochetors. In  Sicista 
the transversospinalis is a narrow column confined to the area between the 
zygapopllyses and neural spines and continuous posteriorly with M. extensor 
caudae medialis. Fibers of the latter muscle originate as far anteriorly as the 
posterior lunibar spines, as in quadrupedal cricetids. In  ricochetors the 
lunlbosacral transversospinalis expands laterad, covering part ol M. exten- 
sor caudae lateralis, and beconling differentiated lrom M. extensor caudae 
inedialis posteriorly. T h e  latter muscle is crowded to the posterior sacral 
region and the root of the tail. T h e  anterior sacral neural spines, which 
primitively gave rise to tendons ol origin of the medial caudal extensor, dis- 
appear when the muscle is excluded from the anterior part of the sacrum. 
In Znpzls the lunlbosacral transversospinalis is moderately expanded and 
the first sacral spine is lost. In  Jacz~lus the muscle is greatly expanded, ancl 
the first three sacral spines are lost. Pel-ognathus sllows very slight expan- 
sion, Dipodotlzys expansion to a tlegree interrrlediate between Znpus and 
,lnczilu,s, and Thonio~rzys 110 expansion at all. Since this inuscle is not broad- 
ened in quadrupedal geoiilyoids and dipodoids, the expansion inust have 
occurred indepentlently in the ricochetal represeiltatives of the two super- 
Samilies. 
I n  ricochetal tlipodoids and geomyoids tlle short neck is sharply flexed 
against the thorax. The post-atlantal cervical vertebrae may fuse, the 
I'usion may include the first thorac.ic vertebra (Vinogradov, 1937). In  
,Jacz~lris the cervic;il transvei-sospiilalis illass (I\[. semispinalis cervicis) is 
sharply diiferentiatcd into vertical and l~orizon~al  parts (Hatt, 1932). This 
differentiation is also seen in Zapz~s,  but not in Sicistn or quadrupedal 
rnuroids such as Pe~onzysczis ;mtl l io t tus .  Surprisingly, dificrentiation into 
horizontal and vertical parts is not lound in Llipodonzys either. 
In  jerboas, the extrinsic ~nusculature ol the pectoral limb shows some 
reduction ancl Lusion by coiuparison with Zapris and Sicistn. hf. acroniio- 
trapezius does not originate on the skull in the last two genera, and is 
well separatetl Sroirl M. cleitlo-occipitalis by the l~os~cr ior  t iangle of the 
neck. In ,Jncrrlrrs sorrie fibers ol Rf. acronliotrapezius originate cranially, and 
the iriuscle's ventral border is close to the dorsal border oS M. cleido-occipi- 
talis. M. cleidoi~iastoidcus is evidently lost in Juc~rlris. R/I. serratus anterior 
usually origiilates Sroin fewer ribs i r i  jerboas, though the extent of origin 
seeins to be indivitlually variable in sonie dipodoid species. T h e  rhomboidei 
and M. occipitoscapu1;iris Suse in ,Jaczrllis. 
Very little v;lri:rtion was noted in the intrinsic musculature of the pec- 
toral linib, ant1 Sew o l  the observetl clifferences seen1 to Ilave functional 
significance. M. latissinlus dorsi is sorr~ewhat narrower in Sicista than in 
quadrupedal cricetids, ailtl it is extreinely narrow in Zapzis and Jacz~dlis. 
The  brachial nluscles are short and thick in ,Jnc~iLz~s, since the humerus is 
relatively short. The  sliort head oS Ril. biceps brachii is absent in all dipo- 
doids except Sicistn. Its loss in Znp~rs  and the jerl~oas probably occurretl in- 
tlcpendently oS loss in some other rodents. The  deep extensor oS the Sourth 
digit is abse~lt ill Jncr~lzcs, but present in Allactcrgn ant1 other dipodoids. 
T h e  Sour Ileatls oS NI. llexor digitoruin profundus tend to coalesce in jer- 
boas, ;ind the two superficial heads are reduced. 
As woultl be expectetl, tlle greatest muscular variation among tlipotloids 
occurs in tlie pelvic limb. T h e  abductors of the thigh (the lateral part of 
M. tensor fasciae latae arid M. gluteus rnaximus) are greatly reduced in 
Jaculz~s by comparison with Znpzis. No such reduction seems to have oc- 
curred in Dipodornys. M. Sen~orococcygeus originates froin posterior sacral 
and ar~terior caudal vertebrae in Sicista and Zapzis. In Jnculz~s the origin 
has i~iigrated posteriorly along the sacrotuberous ligament to the superior 
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ischial spine. The  insertion is partly on the fascia of the knee joint and 
partly on the aponeuiosis of the quadriceps femoris. T h e  muscle probably 
acts as a inore powerlul retr'tctor of the thigh in l a c z ~ l z ~ s  than in Zapus. T h e  
origin in both Drfiodon7ys and T h o m o m y s  resembles that in Jaczllus, so the 
condition is not necessarily correlated with the ricochetal habit. M. obtura- 
tor internus, which piobably acts as a medial rotator of the thigh in 
Sirrsta and Z N ~ I ~ S ,  is absent in ~ a c u l e ~ s .  M. adductor magnus inserts on the 
posterior s ~ ~ r t a c e  of the lateral crest of the iemur in Siczsta and Zapus and 
probably acts partly as 21 lateral rotator o l  the thigh. In Jnczllz~s, as in most 
other jerboas, the lateral crest is absent (Vinogradov, 1937), and M. adduc- 
tor magnus inserts along the posterior surface of the femur, lateral to the 
line of insertion of the l'enloral part of M. adductor brevis. T h e  muscle 
therefore has less leverage for acting as a lateral rotator of the thigh in the 
jerboas, ant1 the rotatory fuilction is probably reduced. Vinogradov (1957) 
noticed that the head of the feinur is spherical in sicistines and zapodines 
but tends to be cylindrical in jerboas. These osteological and myological 
features probably indicate that movement of the thigh is restricted to the 
sagittal plane in jerboas. Such restriction of the movement of an appen- 
dage is characteristic of ricochetal and cursorial nlaininals (Howell, 1944). 
M. tenuissi~nus is present in Sicista and absent in Zapus  and jerboas. 
Its loss in zapodines and jerboas probably occurred independently of loss 
in certain other rodents. 
The  deeper gluteal nluscles (M. gluteus medius and M. gluteus mini- 
inus), which act as retractors of the thigh in mammals, are not particularly 
enlarged in ricochetal rodents. The  "gluteal tongue" is actually reduced in 
ricochetal clil~odoids. I t  seems to be best developed in cursorial quadrupeds, 
such as some caviomorphs and ungulates. 
Vinogradov (1937) observed that the ratio of preacetabular to postace- 
tabular length of the pelvis decreases in ricochetal dipodoids. T h e  relative 
lengthening of the ischium increases the angle of insertion of the hamstring 
nluscles on the femur and leg, if the ratio of pelvic length to femoral length 
remains unchanged. These ~nuscles are probably more powerful retractors 
of the thigh in jerboas than in Zapz~s  and Sicista. T h e  insertions of the 
adtluctor and hamstring ~nuscles tend to be restricted to the proximal part 
of the leg in ricochetal dipodoids. This  restriction both lightens the distal 
part of the linlb and results in a more rapid but less powerful stroke. I t  is 
characteristic of ricochetal and cursorial mammals (Howell, 1944). Other- 
wise, the adductors of Sirista, Zapus,  and Jacz~lus  are fairly similar, except 
for the dinerence in insertion of M. adductor magnus and the relationships 
of that nluscle to M. se~~~irlleinbranosus. T h e  hamstring muscles,, in contrast, 
seein to be in a state of flux in the dipodoids as in other rodents, s,ince con- 
siderable variation in origins and relationships to nerves is found in M. 
caudofernoralis and All. sen~itendinosus. 
The  inuscles of the leg in jerboas tend to have relatively shorter bellies 
ancl relatively longer tentlons than in Zapz~s  and Sicista. But the bellies of 
certain nluscles nlay be relatively shorter and the tendons relatively longer 
in Sicista than in Zapz~s.  Concentl-ation of the belly at the proxiinal encl 
ol' a leg muscle lightens the distal part ol tllc appendage and probably re- 
sults in a shorter but rilore powerlul stroke. M. extensor digitoru~n longus 
is relatively larger and inorc tliff'erentiatetl in J a c z ~ l ~ ~ s  than in Zapz~s  and 
Sicistn, but the other leg muscles o l  jerboas show no tendency toward 
diaerentiation. 
T h e  intrinsic inuscles oS the foot tend to be reduced in ricochetal dipo- 
doids. I n  Sicista there are two intrinsic extensors (Mm. extensorcs digitorurn 
breves), in Znpz~s  one, and in Jnculzls none. The  intrinsic pedal flexors are 
nunlerous and Ileshy in Sicisla. In Zapus they are slightly reduced in num- 
ber, ancl the remaining rnuscles are heavily f;lsc.ial. I11 Jacrllz~s the intrinsic 
flexors are either absent or transfornled into heavy tendons. These rnyologi- 
cal din'erences are associatetl with the progressive restriction of independent 
movenlent of the toes in ricochetors. The  foot acts mostly as a  non no dactyl 
unit in these animals, and in many jcrboas the three central metatarsals fuse 
and the first and fifth are lost (Vinogradov, 1937; Howell, 1914). 
I11 summary, the dipodoicl genera dissected are similar myologically. 
Some of the differences, particularly those in the cpaxial in~lscles and the 
inuscles of the pelvic limb, c;ln be associated with adaptation for bipedal 
leaping in the ju~nping inice and jerboas. Heteromyids have tleveloped 
soine o'l these features, probably independently. T h e  myological data de- 
rived fro111 the prescnt s t ~ ~ t l y  provide n o  riew infor~nation on the relation- 
ships of Sicista and Znpzls to the jerboas. The  critical interinediate forms, 
es~jecially Salpingotzls and Cardiocmniz~s,  irlust be dissected belore the vali- 
dity of separation of zapoclicls froin dipodids can be tested rnyologically. On 
osteological grounds (Vinogradov,lSS'i), continued separation of the two 
groups seeins to me to be unwarranted. 
No constant myological differences were found between Zapz~s  and 
Nopaeozapus. Rinker (1963) found 17 to 24 differences between subgenera 
of Peromyscus, ancl by the same standard it would seem that continued 
s,eparation of Zapzls Srom Napneoznpzls at the generic level is unwarranted. 
Two  considerations mitigate against considering these I'orms congeneric, 
however. One is that my standard for considering a mrtscle as different in 
two forins is probably different from Rinkcr's. The  other is that some 
dental differences exist between the two forms. 
T H E  KE1,ATIONSHIPS OF  DIPODOIDS T O  OTHER RODENTS 
T h e  masseter in dipotloitls is hystricomorphous. M. nrasseter lateralis 
profundus does not extend anterodorsad on ;I zygomatic plate, as it does 
in rnyonlorphous ant1 sciuromorphous types. Part of M. masseter rnetlialis 
anterior originates frorn the rostrum anterior to the infraorbital, foranlen 
and 11;1sses posteroventr;rd through the foramen to insert on the mandible, 
in contrast to the sciui-onlorphous and protrogoniorphous types. T h e  
hystriconlorl~hous nlasseter l~robably developed from the protrogonlorphous 
type several tinies in tlie Kodentia. If A. E. Wood (1949) is correct, inde- 
pendent tlevelopnrent ol the hystricornorphous masseter in caviomorph 
rodents can be inlerred from the fossil record. Dipodoids have a sciurogna- 
thous nl;~ntlible, in contrast to the hystricognathous mandible of liystrico- 
~llorphs, cavio~norphs and certain other rodents. 
T h e  n~yomorphous nlasseter of nluroidd could have evolved lroln pro- 
trogomorl>hous, sciuro~norpllous, or hystricomorphous types. Origin frorn 
the protrogomorphous type woultl involve simultaneous penetration of the 
inSraorl>ital foramen by the medi;rl rnasseter and upgrowth along the edge 
of a zygolnatic plate by the lateral masseter. I consider this method of origin 
possible but unlikely. Origin from the sciuron~orphous type would involve 
penetration of' the infraorbital foramen by fibers of the metlial masseter, 
with solrle concomitant reduction in the zygornatic plate and the Illass of the 
anterior lateral masseter. I11 sciuromorphous types, however, the inhaorbital 
lor;une~l is sn~all  and low on the skull; compressed, so to speak, between 
the zyg0111;1tic plate and the rostrum. Derivation of the nlyoniorphous 
type froni ;r sciuro~norphous type would involve a considerable dorsal migra- 
tion and elrlargeinent of the Eoranlen. I consider this method ol origin also 
~~ossible  but unlikely. A third 111ethod of origin, from the hystrico~~iorphous 
type, woulcl involve upgrowth ol the lateral nlasseter on a zygonlatic plate 
and consequent ventral compression of the infraorbital foramen. In most 
living tnuroids, the infraorbital foramen is narrow ventrally and largest 
dorsally. Fibers of the medial nlasseter penetrate the foramen only dorsally. 
Anlong living ~nyolnorl~hous rodents, some genera show a zygomasseteric 
structul-e internrediate between hystricomorphous alld advanced myomor- 
phous types. 111 Spalax, Myospalax, and Oxynzyrtel-us, for example, the 
lateral nlasseter ant1 zygonlatic plate do not extend far dorsad along the 
rostrum. T h e  inlraorbital foranlen is large in these forms and is not re- 
stricted ventrally. Structure of the masseter in living rodents, then, would 
seem to indicate that the myomorphous masseter was derived from the 
hystricolnorpllous type. 
Stronger support for this method of derivation is found in the fossil 
record. Wilson (19496:123, 124) pointed out that the zygornatic plate is 
poorly developed in Oligocene cricetodollts by comparison with Miocene 
cricetoclonts and rnany younger muroids. In  the Mongolian Oligocerle 
Cricetops (Matthew and Granger, 1923), the zygomatic plate is also poorly 
tleveloped. Wilson suggested that the myomorphous rnasseter o l  rnuroids 
was dcrivetl from a dipodoid-like type. Part of his argument was based on 
Slmimys fro111 the Sespe Eocene of California. In  that genus the zygonlatic 
plate is barely indicated, and the zygomasseteric structure strongly resembles 
that of living dipodoids (Wilson, 19490). The  zygoniasseteric resernblance 
between Sinzinzys and the dipodoids is even closer than Wilson supposed, 
since he inlerrcd thc presence ol M. nlasseter superficialis in S'irtzirtzys from 
the bony structure of the inlerior zygornatic root and was misled by Miller 
and Gidley (1918) into thinking that the muscle is not distinct in dipodoids. 
According to Tullbcrg (1899), and the results ol the present study, M. 
masseter superficialis in the dipodoids is recognizable, though its fibers are 
clificult to separate from those ol M. rnassetcr lateralis prolundus in tlre 
posteroventral part ol the jaw. M. rnasseter superficialis seems to be lnost 
highly diiferentiated in sciuromorphous ant1 myornorphous types, sincc its 
origin remains ventral in position as tlre lateral rnasseter extends past it 
on the zygornatic plate. Wilson described Simirnys as a muroid, and the 
genus was later translerred to the Dipodoidea by Stehlin and Schaub (1951). 
1 now think that I was mistaken when I considered Sinzin7,ys a dipodoid 
in an earlier paper (Klingencr, 1963). Evidence from the structure o l  tile 
rnasseter in living lornls and its inferred structure in the fossils thus indi- 
cates that the myornorphous rrlassetcr of the muroids was probably derived 
l r o ~ n  an hystricorriorphous contlition as seen in the clipodoicls. If this hypo- 
thesis be true, the dipodoids are rnore closely related to the nluroids than 
to any of the rodents having a sciurornorphous inasseter. Further indica- 
tions of relationship are founcl in the structure of llluscle groups other 
than the masseter. 
Dipodoids show a number of myological similarities to sciurids. These 
similarities are: ( 1 )  the retention of the stylohyal and its primitive arrange- 
ment of musculature (Mm. stylohyoideus, styloglossus, stylopharyngeus, and 
jugulohyoicleus, except as modified in Jaculzls), (2) the "sciuromorphine" 
digastric, (3) the retention of a full set of deep digital extensors of the 
lorearrn (Mm. extensor indicis, extensor digiti tertii proprius, and extensor 
digiti minimi) except for the loss of the tendon to the fourth digit in 
Jaculzls, and (4) the presence of M. brachioradialis. These characters are all 
considered to be primitive. T h e  first is shared also with cricetids and with 
Aplodontia, the second with some cricetids, and the fourth with erethizon- 
tids. 
T h e  presence of A4. brachioradialis in dipodoids is puzzling. 'The func- 
tion of this muscle in llunians Ilas been subject to some controversy. In  
1867 I>uchenne (Duchenne, 1959) thought that the muscle acted in flexion 
of the forearm ant1 in supination ol the prone forearm and pronation ol 
thr supine forearm. One of the oltl names given the muscle, "Ail. supinator 
longus," referred to one of its supposetl functions. 1,ater arlatoinists viewed 
M. brachioratlialis as a "reserve" for actions placing a strain on the fore- 
arm, or as a "shunt" irluscle operating in conjunction with AI. brachialis 
antl Ril. biceps bracllii in flexion ol tlle forearm. Electromyog.ral)hic studies 
tend to suplmrt the hypothesis that the nluscle acts as a synergist during 
Ilexion, antl lend no support to the hypothesis that it norinally acts during 
pi-onation and s ~ i p i n ; ~ t i o ~ ~  (Rasmajian, 1962). 111 brachiating mammals, RI. 
br;~chioratliaIis woultl seem to have an obvious lunction. i\ heavy strain 
is placed on the lorc;~rnl in such arboreal mammals, and flexion must be 
powerful. Hi1 t wlla t actions perfor~ned by rodents involve powerful flexion 
o.f the lorcarm? Eretllizontids antl scluirrels are arboreal, but they are not 
br;~chiators. Possibly the muscle is o l  use in climbing, 11ut its persistence in 
dipotloids clearly cannot be 1;1id to its use in climbing. 
Dipodoids share very few myological c11a1-acters with hystricoi110rphs 
(serzsz~ lntz~). Parsons (18'36) listed the lollowing: (1) the large size of the 
anterior deep ~xu-t oi' tlw masserer passing through the inIraorbital foramen, 
(2) the presence of All. scalenus anterior rising Sroln the basioccipital, (3) the 
presence of only one llcad ol' RlI. biceps brachii, (1) the non-decussation ol 
M. rectus abtlominis wit11 the muscle of the opposite side at origin, and 
(5) the union ol llle tcntlons ol All. flexor digitorurn tibialis and M. flexor 
tligitorurn fil~ularis in the sole. Parsons recognizctl that the fifth character 
is primitive. I agree. Resemblances in zygoinasscteric structure have been 
dealt with above. I fintl no  true anterior scalene in dipodoids. Loss of the 
short head of M. biceps brachii is probably a parallelism between dipodoids, 
hystricomorphs, ant1 certain other rodents. Non-decussation of M. rectus 
abdoininis is sllaretl with illost other rodent groups. 
Howell's (1932) report of the absence of M. omohyoideus in Zapus is 
erroneous. Tendency toward reduction and loss of this muscle is present in 
caviomorphs. 
The  studies of Meinertz (1 941 b, 1944b, 1951, and included references) 
on the superficial facial muscles of rodents indicate that hystricomorphs 
and caviomorphs are distinct from dipodoids and most other rodents. He  
listed the following characters for hystricomorphs (s.1.): (1) supraorbital 
innervation of M. nasolabialis, M. nasolabialis superficialis, the medial part 
of M. orbicu1;rris oculi and M. retractor anguli oculi nietlialis profundus, 
(2) the presence of M. sphincter colli p r o f u n d ~ ~ s  pars eel-vic:is, (3) the pl-es- 
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ence of &/I. mandibulo-labialis, and (4) the fleshy insertion of M. dilator 
nasi. The  third character is shared with lagomorphs and bathycrgids, and 
fourlh is shared with bathyergids and possibly with castorids. The  first two 
characters are shared with no  other rodents and with no  lagomorphs. The  
present study of the facial muscles of Sicista, Zapus, and 7aculus agrees with 
Meinertz' findings on Alactagulzls with regard to dissimilarity ol dipodoids 
and hystricornorphs. 
Dipodoicls show the following myological similarities to muroids: (1 )  
the undifferentiated condition of M. cutaneus maximus, (2) the inorphology 
of the superficial iacial muscles, (3) the presence of the genicular part ol LI. 
adductor brevis, (4) the lack of differentiation of M. adcluctor magnus into . , - 
M. adductor minimus and M. adductor magnus praprius, (5) the separa~ion 
of the tendons of M. flexor digitorum tibialis, M. flexor cligitorum fibularis, 
and M. tibialis posterior at the medial malleolus, and (6) the separation of 
M. femorococcygeus from M. biceps femoris by the posterior femoral cutane- 
ous nerve. The  first of these is primitive and is not shared with geo~nyoitls. 
No statenlent about primitiveness can be made lor the fourth and sixth 
characters. The  third is shared with Dipodomys, Pel-ognathus, and Aplodolz- 
tia, but not with squirrels. I t  is variable in geomyids. The  fifth and sixth 
are shared with geomyoids, but not with squirrels. The  fourth is not 
shared with Aplodontia, geomyoids, or the squirrels. T h e  second requires 
extended comment. 
Meinertz (19416, 1944a) dissected a specimen of Alactagulus and recog- 
nized a strong similarity between the jerboa and the muroids he dissected. 
Further work on the facial muscles of muroids by Rinker (1954), and the 
results of the present study ol Sicista, Zupus, and Jacu~lus affirm Meinertz' 
statements. In  Sicista and Zapus, as in muroids, M. sphincter colli profun- 
dus lorms a continuous sphincter around the head between the ear and eye. 
Relationships of the parts of Nl. sphincter colli profundus to the parts of 
M. platysma myoides are similar also. T h e  greatest similarities appear in 
the rostra1 muscles associated with the nasal cartilage. These are complex 
in inuroids and dipodoids and are unlike those found in any other rodents. 
Partes maxillaris superficialis and maxillaris profunda of M. nasolabialis 
profundus occur nowhere else among the Rodentia. Relationships of these 
muscles to partes media superior and media inferior of M. nasolabialis pro- 
fundus and to M. dilator nasi are the same in muroids and dipodoids, 
including the jerboas. Comparison cannot be extended at the present time 
to the geomyoids. Meinertz (1941b) noted that Howell's (1932) and Hill's 
(1937) interpretations of the facial muscles of heteromyids and geomyids 
arc certainly erroneous. 
Dipodoicls share some characters with the gcornyoids to the exclusion of 
the n~uroitls: ( I )  the tlivision ol A4. rectus abdonlinis into lateral and 
nledial parts, (2) the union ol the te~ltlons ol RI. flexor digitorurn tibialis 
and Ail. flexor tligitoru~n fibularis in the sole of the Soot, (3) the origin of a 
slip of M. Icv;~tor sc;~pulae lroin the transverse process of the atlas, and (4) 
the lack ol tlivision o f  R/I. gracilis into anterior antl posterior parts. T h e  
second, thirtl, ;~ncl lourth o l  tllese are probably primitive; no  statclrlent 
about pri~l~itiveness can be nlatle lor the first. 
Iliffcrences between tlipotloitls and muroids are inclllded in the discus- 
sion of the nlassetcr and the lists 01' the characters sharetl with hystrico- 
morphs (s.l.), sciuritls, and geoinyoitls. In  every case of difference save one 
(the division ol M. rectus ;~l)tlolninis into lateral and l~ietlial parts) the 
dipodoitls have the probal~lc 111-in~itive contlition ant1 the rnuroids the 
atlvanced. Dil~otloitls sh;tre se~ieral atlvancetl conditions with the muroids, 
but I'ew or none wit11 other rotlents to the exclusion of the nluroitls. 
Many ~r~i~sc les  have been on~ittetl Srom the preceding discussion. Some 
of them seen1 to vary witlely within superlan~ilies ancl are hence of little 
inlnlediate use in investigating subortlinal relationships. For others, atle- 
quate coml,arative data on other rotlents are not available. 
Different ai~thors have l~roposed various theories on the relationships of 
dipodoitls to other rodent supcrlaniilics. These authors may be groupetl 
lor convenicnc.c in tllrec schools. 
One school, i nc l~~d ing  Dobson (1882) and Parsons (1894), held that 
t1ilx)cloids are niost closely rcl;~tecl to hystriconiorphs (s.1.). Parsons (1896) 
later changetl his opinions on hystrico~rlorph afinities. Increased knowletlge 
of the p;ileontology antl ;~natonly of dipodoids and hystricoinorphs has not 
supported their earlier clainls. 
A second school is typified by Zittel (1893) and RlIiller and Gidley (1918). 
Zittel grouped the dipotloicls along with the ischyromyids, pseudosciurids, 
theridonlyids, gliroids, aploclontitls, and pedetids in a provisional and in- 
definable suborder Protrogorrlorpha, which is not cornparable to A. E. 
Wood's (1937) suborder oC the same name. Miller and Gidley grouped the 
dipodoitls will1 paramyids, graphiurids, aplodontids, cylindrodonts, pseu- 
dosciurids, mylagaulids, anomalurids, idiurids, sciuravids, ctenodactylids, 
antl pedetitls in an equally intlefinable superfamily Dipodoidea. This super- 
family, like Zittel's suborder, consisted mostly of forms that would not fit 
elsewhere in the classification. 
A third school, exeinl~lifietl by Winge (1887), Forsyth Major (1896), 
Thornas (1 896), '17ullberg (1899), R~l6hely (1913), Meinertz (1941 11) antl 
Wilson (19196), thought that tlipodoitls are most closely related to muroids. 
wilsoll (19fl!)b, fig. 6) suggestetl that clipodoids ant1 muroids evolved in the 
early Tertiary lronl a sciuravitl stock, ancl that the geomyoitls probably 
cvolved iroin s c i ~ r ~ ~ v i d s  along a line sepaiate fro111 the dipodoid-muroid 
linc. W~lson irltlicatcd that tlle gliroids might have cvolved froin a pre- 
sciuravid ancestoly. Slightly different opinions were offeretl by Stehlin and 
Schaub (1951) ant1 11. E. Wood (1959). Stehlin and Schaub grouped the 
dil~odoids, rnuroids ant1 gliroids as "R/lyonioi-plla," but denied any spccial 
relationship betwecn tlipotloitls ant1 muroitls. Wood grouped dipodoids, 
geoinyoids, and inuro~tls, along with cei tain otllcr rodents, in thc sub- 
order Myoirlorpha I)ec;ruse n l  sul~posctl colninon delivation lrom the 
sciuravitls, but implied no closer relationship between dipodoids and 
inuroids than bctwcerl tlil~otloitls and gcomyoids. 
The  inyological da t ,~  tlelived krom the present study aa rm the opinions 
ol' the worker5 listed as the thirtl group. Tllcse data are consistelit with the 
suggestion ol Mrilson ant1 others that d~podoids and rnuroids are closely 
related and that they evolved lroni a cornrnon ancestor inore recent than 
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FIC. 4.  L;ltcral vicxvs of the rostra1 ~nnscles: A, Znl)us; B, J trc~~lus .  




FIG. 5. Ventral views of muscles of the hyoid region in Zapus: A, superficial muscles 
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FIG. 7 Epaxixl musclcs of thc lurnbosacral region: A, Sicistn; 11, Zapus ;  C, Dipodo- 
~tzys;  D, Jaculus. 









M ext caudae lot 
FIG. 8. Diagrammatic transverse scctions through the trunk of Z n l ~ t ~ z ,  showing verte- 
bral column and cpaxial muscles. Lrvcls are as follows: A, section through sixth lumbar 
vcrtebra; B, section through seventh lumbar vertebra; C, section through first sacral 
vcrtebra. 
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FIG. !). 1,;11ci~:1I \ ~ C I V S  01' ;1111~1.iol. l i~l l  01' % t r ( ) ~ r s :  11, supcl.licial tnltsc Ics ol' lllc pcclol.;tl 
lirnb; B, appcntlic~tlar ancl axial ~nusclcs a f k r  1-c~noval of lltc scap~tl:~. 
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FIG. 10. Lateral views of the pectoral limb in  Zabus: A, superficial musclcs; B, decper 
muscles. 
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Frc;. 11. A, 111ctlial vicw of  ~~ltrsclcs o f  Lhc pccLur.;~l liinl) ill %ol)zrs ;  B, dorsal vicw 
01 thc wrist and  hand in  Z u f ~ u s .  
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Fic;. 12. La~cl-a1 vic~vs oC sl~pei-ficial illuscles of the pelvic limb: A, Zafius; 8, Jaculus. 
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Frc:. 13. Latcl-a1 views o f  t lc r j~e~.  rlluscles of the pelvic l i~nl )  of Znpus 
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FIG. 14. Medial views of musclcs of the thigh of Zapus. 
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FIG. 15. Muscles of the leg of Zapus: A, lateral view of superficial muscles; B, lateral 
view of deeper muscles; C, medial view of superficial musclcs; I), l~ledial view of deeper 
muscles. 
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